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Currency Unit: Chilean Peso (Ch$)

Exchange Rate of Chilean Peso (Ch$)
Annual Averages

Year Peso

1980 39.00
1981 39.00
1982 50.91
1983 78.79
1984 98.48
1985 160.86
1986 193.02
1987 223.62
1988 (Jan. - Jun.) 243.40

ENERGY CONVERSION FACTORS

Energy Source Density (M.T./m3) Calorific Values

Crude Oil 0.86 10,860 kcal/kg
Fuel Oil 0.95 10,500 kcal/kg
Naphtha 0.70 11,500 kcal/kg
Liquefied Petroleum Gas 0.55 12,100 kcal/kg
Gasoline 0.73 11,200 kcal/kg
Aviation Gasoline 0.70 11,400 kcal/kg
Kerosene/Jet Fuel 0.81 11,100 kcal!kg
Diesel Oil 0.84 10,900 kcal/kg
Gas Oil 0.92 10,120 kcal/kg
Coke 7,000 kcal/kg
Fuelwood 0.50 3,500 kcal/kg
Coal 1.45 7,000 kcal/k 
Natural Gas - 9,341 kcal/m
City Gas 4,000 kcal/m3

Furnace Gas 900 kcal/m3

Electricity n.a. 860 kcaliKWh

This report is based on the findings of an energy sector mission which
visited Chile in April 1987. Its members were: Messrs Jochenr Schmedtje
(Mission Leader); Dale F. GrLy (Energy Economist); Salvador Rivera (Coal
Specialist), Richard W. Fetzner (Petroleum Consultant), and Uffe
Bundguard-Jorgensen (Natural Gas Consultant). Mr. Joerg U. Richter
(Senior Economist) completed the Report.
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ABSTRACT

Chile's energy resources are significant but are concentrated
in remote areas distant from the major energy consumption centears,
involving high cost of energy production and transmission. Final energy
consumption in Chile, 7.8 million tons of oil equivalent or 0.65 toe per
capita in 1986, is moderate compared to other Latin American countries at
a similar stage of economic development. Declining output of crude oil
is bound to result in increasing petroleum imports to meet future energy
requirements. This will exert a growing yet manageable burden on the
balance of payments as the Covernment's strategy of pricing energy
according to economic cost and shifting demand towards non-petroleum
energy sources should keep future petroleum requirements in check.

As agreed with tne Government, the present report focuses on
selected priority issues in the energy sector. These are, in the hydro-
carbon subsector, the rapid decline in domestic petroleum production and
concomitant needs for energy imports, accelerated exploration, utiliza-
tion of natural gas, improving petroleum product pricing and refinery
management; in the coal subsector, the high cost of production and the
marketing policy of the national coal enterprise ENACAR; and in the
forestry subsector, the role of voodfuels within the overal energy sector
strategy. The report makes recommendations on the development and
production of remaining crude oil reserves, domestic exploration strategy
and joint ventures envisaged by SNAP with foreign oil companies.
Regarding natural gas, various supply and utilization options are
identified. The report emphasizes the importance of addressing eRACAR's
rehabilitation needs. The report further recommends that a fuelvood
strategy be prepared and more emphasis be given to reconciling energy
sector development with environmental conservation. The implications of
the report's findtngs for the medium-term investment requirements of the
hydrocarbon and coal subsectors are briefly discussed.

This document has a restrictod distribution and may be used by recipaets only In the performance
of their official duties. Its contents may not otherwise be disclosed without World Rank authorization.



COKPENDIO

Los recureos de Chile an onorgia son significantes poro so
*ncuentran concentradoo an Areas remotas de los controo de consumo, lo
quo involucra altos costo. de produccion y transports. El consumo final
de enorgia on 1986, 7,8 millones do toneladas de petr6leo equivalente, o
0,65 top. por habitante, *s moderado en comparaci6n con otro. paises de
Am6rica Latina at mismo nivel de desarrollo econ6mico. La calda en la
produccion nacional de petr6leo traerA consigo incrementos de gran escala
on las importaciones de petr6leo para cubrir los requerimientos
onergeticos futuros. Esto ejercera una carga creciente, aunque
manejable, sobre la balanza de pagos, ya que la estrategia del Cobierno
basadt en precios de energia segun costos econ6micos y cambios en la
ostructura de la demanda hacia fuentes energ4ticas, fuera de lac de
petr6leo, limitaria los requerimientos futuros de petr6leo.

De acuerdo a lo convenido con el Gobierno, este informe enfoca
aspectoc prioritarios del sector energetico. Estos son, en el subsector
de hidrocarburos, la disminuci6n acelorada del petr6leo nacional y Los
requerimientoo concomitantes para importaciones y para la aceleraci6n de
la exploraci6n, la utilizaci6n del gas natural, mejoras en la fijaci6n de
precios de productos petroliferos y requerimientoo de modificaci6n de Las
refinerias; en el subsoector carbonifero, los altos costos de producci6n y
la politica comercial de ENACAR; y en el subsector forestal, el papel de
combustibles lefiosos dentro de la estrategia global para el sector
onergetico. El informe presente recomendaciones con respecto al
desarrollo y la producci6n de las reservas restantes de petr6leo, la
estrategia para la exploraci6n nacional y proyectos de operaci6n conjunta
con compafias internacionales de petr6leo contempladas por ENAP. Con
reospecto at gas natural, el informe identifica distintas opciones de
suministro y de utilizaci6n. El informe enfatiza la importancia de
oncarar las necesidades de rehabilitaci6n de ENACAR. El informe
recomienda la preparaci6n de una estrategia de uso de recursos forestaleos
para fines energAticos y un enfoque mas pronunciado sobre .a necesidad de
reconciliar el desarrollo del sector energetico con la rinservaci6n del
medio ambiento. Las implicaciones de las recomendaciones del informe
sobre los requerimientos de inversi6n a mediano plazo en los subsectores
de hidrocarburos y carb6n son brevemente analizados.



API American Petroleum Institute
(crude gravity measurement)

bbl barrel
B/3 barrel per day
co cubic centimeter
ft3 cubic foot
ha hectare
in inch (2.4 cm)
kg4o kilogram of oil equivalent
km kilometer
1 liter
LPG Liquefied Petroleum Gas
m2 meter

square meter
m cubic meter
Mcf thousand cubic feet (natural gas)
M.T. metric ton
NCL Natural Gas Liquids
RON Research Octane Number
SCF Standard Cubic Feet (natural gas)
sec. second
Tcals Teracalories
toe ton of oil equivalent
tpy metric ton per year

ACRONYMS

CHILELECTRA Empresa Chilena de Electricidad
CNE Comisi6n Nacional de Energia
COCAR Compafiia de Carbones de Chile
CODELCO Corporaci6n del Cobre
CONAF Corporaci6n Nacional Forestal
COPEC Compadia de Petroleos de Chile S.A.
coaro Corporacion de Fomento de la Produccion
SNACAR Empresa Nacional del Carbon
FNAP Empresa Nacional del Petroleo
ENDESA Empresa Nacional de Electricidad S.A.
GASCO Compafiia de Consumidores de Gas de Santiago
IDB inter-American Development Bank
INFOR Instituto Forestal
ODEPLAN Oficina de Planificacion
sIC Central Interconnected System
SOFREGAZ Soci6t& Francaise d'Etudes et de R6alisations

d'Equipments Gaziers
YPF Yacimientos Petroliferos Fiscales (Argentina)
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RESUMEN Y CONCLUSIONES

1. La economia chilena depende en grado considerable de Las
importaciones de energeticos, principalmente petr6leo. Estas
importaciones menos reexportaciones de energ6ticos, ascendieron en 1986 a
un costo de US$354 millones, o sea el 6,4% de las exportaciones de bienes
y servicios no atribuibles a factores. Ante la disminuci6n de le.
producci6n .nterna de petr6leo crudo, el Cobierno enfrenta decisiones
dificiles para asegurar la disponibilidad a largo plazo de energia pa-a
el crecimiento econ6mico. La tarea principal en el sector consistiri en
contrabalancear, en el mediano a largo plazo. la disminuci6n dn la
producci6n del petr6leo. La base de recursos energeticos de Chile es
diversificada, pero las alternativas viables a petr6leo crudo, mayormente
hidroelectricidad y gas natural, se encuentran a gran distancia de los
centros de consumo de energia. Su desarrollo es costoso --incluyendo
altas inversiones en transporte de energia-- y requiere de un tiempo
considerable de preparacion. Carbon de algunas minas nacionales no es
competitivo con importaciones. Despues de haber alcanzado una
sustituci6n notable de productos del petr6leo por carb6n, la sustituci6n
econ6mica del petr6len por gas natural en la regi6n central de Chile es
viable pero tendria que basarse en su mayor parte en importaciones. Aun
suponiendo progresos adicionales en conservaci6n de energia, las
importaciones de energeticos inevitablemente aumentaran en forma
sustancial en el curso del proximo decenio. Se estima que podrian
absorber hasta un 9% de los ingresos de exportacion de bienes y servicios
de no-facteres a principio de los afios 90, siempre y cuando que se
materialice un auge razonable de las exportaciones.

2. Chile estA bien preparado para enfrentar los desafios que se
presenten er. el sector energetico. Los objetivos del Cobierno estan
claramente definidos y guardan armonia con las exigencias del desarrollo
del sector. Tales objetivos estan dirigidos a: a) asegurar la asignaci6n
eficiente de los recursos e intensificar la eficiencia del uso final de
la energia; b) alentar la competencia y la mayor participaci6n del sector
privado; y c) satisfacer las necesidades de energia principalmente
mediante recursos aut6ctonos. Un marco juridico coherente y estructuras
institucionales efectivas han sido establecidos. En el centro de la
formulaci6n de politicas, la Comisi6n Nacional de Energia (CNE) tiene a
su cargo la preparaci6n y coordinaci6n de los planes del sector y el
asesoramiento al Gobierno sobre politicas y reglamentaciones en materia
de energia. La Oficina de Planificacion Nacional (ODEPLAN) coordina
las actividades de las entidades y empresas estatales dentro del Programa
Nacional de Desarrollo. El Ministerio de Economia aprueba las tarifas de
electric-dad sobre la base de recomendaciones de la CNE. Al Ministerio
de Mineria le compete la representaci6n del Estado para concertar y
supervisar contratos con empresas para la exploraci6n y producci6n de
hidrocarburos. El Ministerio de Hacienda tiene u(ltima autoridad en las



decisiones sobre inversiones y el financiamiento de las mismes en las
empresas del Estado. Las politicas do *nergia basadas en la fija:i6n de
precios de acuordo a crstos econ6micos y la aplicaci6n de mecanismos de
*ercado pare la asigiiaci6n de recursos han sido medidas claves par&
asegurar abastecimientos suficientes y aumentar la eficiencia del uso
final.

3. A nivel operativo, la estrategia del Cobierno es aplicada a
trav6s de e*presas estatales ! privadas, las cuales tienen plan&
autonomia y responsabilidad adm;inistrativa. La Empresa Naciorial de
Petr6leo (ENAP) tiene a au cargo la exploraci6n, producci6n y refinaci6n
de petr6leo y gas natural, y esta facultada para asociarse con empresas
extranjeras a fines de desarrollar reservas petr6liferas tanto en Chile
como en el exterior. Cuatro corporaciones de energia electrica estin
encargadas de generaci6n: Empresa Nacional de Electricidad, S.A.
(ENDESA), Compafiia Chilena de Generaci6n Electrica, S.A. (CHILECTRA-
GENERACION), Empresa Elictrica Colbun S.A. (COLBUN, S.A.) y Empresa
Electrica Pehuenche S.A. (PEHUENCHE, S.A.) la transmisi6r, esta
principalmente bajo la responsabilidad de ENDESA. La distribuci6n de
electricidad se efectua mayoritariamente por empresas privadas. La
Empresa Nacional del Carb6n (ENACAR) es el productor mas importante de
carb6n, mientras que COCAR y Schwager son los productores principales del
sector privado. La Corporaci6n Nacional Forestal (CONAF) reguia las
actividades relacionadas con la lefia que son dominadas por el sector
privado. El Gobierno ha iniciado un programa de desregularizaci6n y
descentralizaci6n de las empresas de energia estatales mas importantes,
con miras a su privatizaci6n gradual. Una presencia vigorosa del sector
privado ha sido asegurada en la comercializaci6n del petr6leo, la
generaci6n y distribuci6n de electricidad, y la producci6n y
comercializaci6n de carb6n. Mas reciente, el Gobierno ha tenido exito en
atreer companias privadas extranjeras para la exploraci6n de
hidrocarburos. El Gobierno continuara desempeniando una funci6n clave
vigilando los precios de la energia y las inversiones en ese campo,
evaluando los recursos y necesidades de energia, asegurando la
transparencia del mercado, y fomentando el uso eficiente de la energia.

4. A fin de asegurar la capacidad productiva y manejo eficiente
del sector de energia, y ante la disminuci6n de las reservas de crudo,
es preciso, mantener una estrategia coheve ite cuyos elementos principales,
en gran medida, ya se estan llevando a cabo. Estos incluyen lox
siguie tes:

(a) A corto plazo:

(i) eliminar las distorsiones menores que subsistan en la
formaci6n de precios en la energia y robustecar el
manejo de la demanda de energia a traves de medidas
enfocadas a incentivar la transparencia del mercado, y
a su vez, aumentar la eficiencia de las inversiones y
del uso final de la energia;
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(ii) mojorar la oficiencia de los abastecisiontos de energta
modianto la raducci6n do desgastas on la producci6n, y
de p6rdidas en la tranformaci6n y distribuci6n,
especialmnte de electricidad;

(iii) asegurar un esfuerzo sostenido para promover la
exploraci6n petrolifera por compaMias foraneas en todas
las ireas promisorias;

(iv) evaluar el potencial y las opciones para la utilizaci6n
de gas natural, incluyendo la generaci6n de energia
termoelectrica, y las opciones para la importaci6n de
gas y el trueque de gas con Argentina;

(v) desarrollar una estrategia con miras a optimizar el
abastecimiento y uso de combustibles a base de madera;

(vi) identificar los requerimientos immediatos y las
opciones disponibles para la conservaci6n del medio
ambiente;

(b) De mediano a largo plazo:

(vii) expandir la participaci6n de inversionistas privados
nacionales y extranjeros en todas las etapas de las
actividades de energia, aplicando modalidades
apropiadas de financiamiento incluyendo la conversi6n
de la deuda en capital accionario en la medida posible;

(viii) explotar e-n forma econ6micamente (vs. t6cnicamente)
6ptima las reservas de petroleo crudo, y aprovechar las
nuevas reservas dentro del pais como en el exterior;

(ix) aprovechar el potencial hidroelectrico como componente
clave del programa de expansi6n de electricidad a costo
minimo;

(x) rehabilitar y desarrollar aquellas minas de carb6n que
tienen el potencial de ser competitivas con las
importaciones;

(xi) desarrollar la utilizaci6n de gas natural en la regi6n
central de Chile en aquellas actividades en que el
combustible es de costo minimo; y

(nii) reconciliar los objetivos del desarroilo del sector de
energia con aquellos de la preservaci6n del medio
ambiente.
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Kolorando .1 ilutoma do Droc$tLn .~a onera

s. En general, la politics do procios do onosgta esti bion
dosarrollada y so administra sticamonto, prowcviondo Ia faiiAnci do Is
asilgnaci6n do rocurso an la oconomia, too objetivos fiscalo. y Is
viabilidad financiora do Las emprosas de onorgia. bos prci;os de lto
productos dtl potr6loo y do carb6n so basan on los prncios do frontora.
Los procioc do osoctricidad co dotoruinan par noeociacift ontre c-m=ftias
goneradoras y dietribiidorse ajustados por lce cobros do traramisi6n, y
aquolloo para usuarioa do monoc do 2,000 kW do potoncia, 0o beast? oo lof
coctos marginalso a largo plaso como aproximaci6n de procios do
morcado. Aunquo Loa procios ox-rofinoria do loc productos del pvtr6loo
satin ajuetadc3 rogularmonto par lo abasteocodoro., han surgido algunas
distorsionos on loo procios &I consumidor, como rosultado do diforoncias
on la tributaci6n. Si bion ostas distorsionos plantoan consocuoncias
negativas do monor Indolo, dobon abordarso sin embargo on .l intor6s do
mojorar la utiltizacin oficient deo loc rocursos. Tambi6n as monosteor
quo so considoren Las exigencias ospocificas quo onvuelve la fijaci8n de
proclo do Los productot del petr6leo on el medio actual caracterizado
par la inostaoilidad de los procios internacionalto de petr6leo.

6. Precios de las Productos del petr6oleo. Debido a Las marcadas
diforoncias on los impuestos oepocificos, los procios dol diesel
automotrie son mus bajos quo aquolloo de la gasotina, lo quo ha creado un
incentivo para eL uso del diesel y la orientaci6n dol parquo automotor
hacia los vehiculos impuleados con sos tipo do combustible. Mientras
quo el impuesto sobro el diesel en au nivtl actual cubre adecuadaments el
car;o variable por e1 uso do carreteram, el impuesto sobre la gasolina ea
mucho mis aLto quo ose cargo. steo problema podria resolverse elevando
el impuosto ospocifico sobro el diesol, a bajando el impuesto sobre la
gasolina, o con una combinaci6n do las doe medidas, a fin do reflejar de
una manora mojor loe costos relativos pars too usuarios de carreoeras y
colocar loc procios relativos do La gasolina y el diesel mis en armonta
con sus procios rolativoa on frontora. La cuoeti6n quo so plantoa os si
el costo ocondmico vinculado a la distorsi6n de los procios relativos de
los combustibles os mayor quo el costo *con6mico do rocaudar el mismo
ingroso a travis de impuestos diforentes, por ejemplo, sabre los
vahiculos. La juatificaci6n para oetas diferencias on loa procios debori
analisarso mis a fondo a fin do detorminar los modios 6ptimos par& lograr
los cbjotivos de ias mismas.

7. Un probLoma potoncial as causado por el procio mis alto del
diosol automotris fronto at diesel industrial ya quo ol impuesto
ospocifico so recauda solamonto sobre el primoro. Mientras Lao
camionoros indepondientes pagan un procio mis alto por eL diesol
automotris, las industrias con fltees de camiones tienen la posibilidad
do usar oL diesel industrial de procio mis baja coma combustible pars el
transporto, afectando &as los mirgenes de utilidad do los camionoros
independientoe. Sin embargo, el fisco otorga la exenci6n de impuestos
pars el diosel industrial solamonto ex-post, con verificaci6n adecuada
quo el carburanto ostuvo usado pars prop6sitas industriales. El procio
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al consumidor del kerosine es apreciablemente inferior al del gas licuado
de petr6leo. La factibilidad de corregir estas relaciones de los
precios mediante el ajuste del impuesto sobre el kerosine debe ser
evaluada.

8. El ajuste a la inestabilidad de los precios del petr6leo. Los
precios internacionales dei petr6leo en los ultimos anios han sido
particularmente inestables, y la probabilidad es alta que permanezcan asi
en el corto a mediano plazo. Surge la pregunta si las variaciones de
precios a corto plazo deberin ser trasladados a los consumidores en su
totalidad, o si los precios al consumidor deberin ser estabilizados por
medio de mecanismos compensatorios, aunque esto podria afectar en forma
negativa la competibilidad internacional de la economia. A veces se
presenta el argumento seg;n el cual los problemas de tipo fiscal y de
balanza de pagos mis la necesidad de mantener el empuje de conservaci6n
de energia, requieran que los precios internos de productos petroliferos
sean establecidos en forma fija, dada la rigidez del proceso de
inversi6n, las repuntes de los precios internacionales de petr6leo
esperados a mediano y largo plazo, la disminuci6n de reservas en crudo de
Chile y la fragilidad resultante de la posici6n externa de la economia.
Sin embargo, por razones de eficiencia de la economia, es necesario que
los precios internos de productos petroliferos stan establecidos en
conformidad con las condiciones que rigen a los mercados internacionales
para que se tomen las decisiones basadas sobre estas condiciones. Por lo
tanto, los precios internos deben moverse paralelamente con los
movimientos en los mercados internacionales tanto en el corto como en el
largo plazo, reflejando asi auges como bajas. Esto tambien es la
posici6n del Gobierno. En el supuesto de que el Gobierno evaluara una
vez la conveniencia de imponer un "impuesto para la conservaci6n", una
medida de esta indole deberia basarse en un anilisis cuidadoso del
potencial de ahorros de energia en la economia y de los costos y
beneficios para realizar este potencial. Sin embargo, un impuesto de
este tipo deberia ser aplicado a todos los productos petroliferos y a
todos los consumidores a traves de una tasa fija, preferiblemente
identica, para asegurar que los consumidores sean sujetos en forma igual
a la incidencia de movimientos de precios internacionales.

9. Precios y costos comparativos de la energia. La comparaci6n de
los precios de mercado de los energeticos (ajustados en funci6n de la
eficiencia del uso final a los consumidores) indica que en los sectores
residencial, comercial y administrativo la lenia es el combustibles de
cocina de mis bajo costo, seguidos del gas licuado de petr6leo, kerosene,
y gas de caneria mientras que la electricidad es la fuente de energia mis
cara. En los sectores industrial y minero, carb6n y fuel oil son los
combustibles de mis bajo costo para calderas, seguido del diesel, lefia y
electricidad. El kerosene y el gas licuado de petr6leo son los
combustibles mis caros pero se usan poco. En el sector transporte, el
diesel es el combustible de menor costo dado su precio mas bajo y su mis
alta eficiencia en comparaci6n con la gasolina.
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10. El anilisis de los precios de mercado es util par& explicar los
factores relacionados con la demanda afectando la corservaci6n y
sustituci6n de la energia. Sin embargo, es preciso que se analicen
tambi6n los costos econ6micos relativos de varias formas de energia,
incluyendo los costos de equipo para conclusiones propias acerca de la
factibilidad de usar o sustituir distintas fuentes de energia. Sobre
esta base, en los sectores residencial, comercial y administrativo, el
gas licuado de petr6leo sigue siendo el combustible de costo miniso,
seguido del kerosene y la letia. El gas de canieria y la electricidad son
mucho mis costosos. En los sectores industrial y minero, salvo el
advenimiento del gas natural, la lefia, el carb6n y el fuel oil son los
combustibles mis baratos, seguidos del diesel y el kerosine. La
electricidad continua siendo la fuente de energia mis cara a pesar de la
mis alta eficiencia de las calderas de electrodos.

11. Algunas conclusiones importantes surgen de este anilisis. Se
minimizaria el costo de la energia mediante un esquema enfatizando el uso
de lenia en los sectores residencial, comercial y administrativo, y el uso
de lenia, carb6n y fuel oil en los sectores industrial y minero. Es
recomendable fortalecer la capacidad para producir y comercializar estos
energeticos en la manera factible. La electricidad (en los sectores
residencial, comercial y administrativo, asi como en los sectores
industrial y minero), y el diesel, kerosene y gas licuado de petr6leo (en
los sectores industrial y minero) son fuentes costosas de energia, aunque
puede requerirse de electricidad por razones vinculadas a tecnologias de
procesamiento (por ejemplo, en la refinaci6n del cobre). En el sector
transporte, el costo econ6mico del diesel y el de la gasolina se
aproximan en tal grado que no se puede llegar a una conclusi6n definitiva
respecto de su preferencia relativa sobre esa base solamente. Los costos
de la energia en la regi6n central de Chile serian notablemente influidas
si llega a disponerse de gas natural en esa regi6n. Es probable que el
gas natural sea el combustible de costo minimo para la generaci6n de
energia termoelectrica y muchos usos industriales aunque la conversi6n
del equipo existente para adaptarlo al uso del gas podria ser no
viable. Con el fin de promover la transferencia del mercado y de obtener
una base firme para proyecciones de demanda, es preciso que se lleven a
cabo estudios de costos econ6micos detallados y que se les actualice
continuamente. Estos estudios deben incluir una evaluaci6n a fondo de
externalidades relacionadas a las distintas formas de energia, tal como
su impacto sobre el medio ambiente.

Fortalecimiento del subsector del petr6leo

12. Producci6n y exploraci6n. La producci6n nacional de petr6leo
crudo suministra actualmente cerca del 33% de las necesidades de Chile.
Sin embargo, este porcentaje podria descender a 5% pare mediados de 1990,
ya que las reservas probadas y la producci6n interna estin disminuyendo
pronunciadamente y la producci6n se vuelve mis costosa. Incluso en base
a supuestos optimistas en cuanto al aumento de reservas en areas donde
todavia no se ha descuibierto dep6sitos comerciales, la producci6n
incremental de esas areas no seria suficiente para estabilizar la tasa de
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declinaci6n, a la que se pronostica un aceleramiento ripido a partir del
principios de los aiios 90. Una cuesti6n importante es determinar e1
nivel y la tasa con que se debe producir el petr6leo de alto costo
todavia existente, lo que afectaria directamente la envergadura de las
actividades de la ENAP. Una cuesti6n conexa es la estrategia de
exploraci6n de la ENAP, es decir, a) si en ausencia de inversiones
extranjeras se debe seguir realizando exploraciones riesgosas en las
zonas geologicamente dificiles, y b) cuil debe ser el grado y la indole
de su nuevo enfasis en las operaciones internacionales. Los pr6ximos
afios pueden ofrecer a la ENAP una oportunidad singular para adquirir por
lo menos una participaci6n limitada en las reservas de petr6leo de costo
relativamente bajo en el exterior, pero su falta de experiencia en las
operaciones fuera de Chile y las graves limitaciones de divisas de la
economia podrian restringir tal opci6n.

13. La estrategia del Gobierno de aprovechamiento de los recursos,
que tiene por meta reducir los gastos piblicos y los riesgos tanto para
el Gobierno como para la ENAP, es apropiada y se debe aplicar
vigorosamente. Debe hacer hincapie en los siguientes aspectos:

(a) Producci6n

i) enfocar el desarrollo y la explotaci6n a corto plazo de
las reservas restantes de petr6leo crudo a las "reservas
basicas" que se puede producir a costos mas bajos;

(ii) ofrecer las propiedades restantes, asi como las zonas
con potencial de recuperacion secundaria, a empresas del
sector privado en virtud de contratos de expLotaci6n; y

(iii) continuar asegurandose que las decisiones sobre
explotaci6n sean basadas sobre costos marginales de
producci6n de cada yacimiento incluyendo tasas de
declinacion susceptible de maximizar el rendimiento
econ6mico mis bien que la producci6n fisica;

(b) Exploraci6n nacional

(i) asegurar la promoci6n continua de las nuevas zonas
ofrecidas, a fin de superar la percepci6n negativa de
las empresas internacionales acerca del potencial de
hidrocarburos de Chile, y atraer a aquellas empresas que
tengan los conocimientos tecnieos y el respaldo
financiero requeridos;

(ii) poner en marcha ia decisi6n del Gobierno de abrir todas
las areas a los inversionistas; y

(iii) realizar esfuerzos suplementarios de bajo costo para
mejorar la base de datos sobre las zonas geol6gicas
t6cnicamente dificiles y complejas. Aunque cierta
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actividad de perforaci6n por la ENAP podria estar
justificada, se deben evitar gastos de gran magnitud en
la exploraci6n de esas zonas;

(c) Inversiones en el exterior

(i) fijar objetivos claros para la EMAP con respecto al
grado y tipo de riesgo y a la magnitud de sus
inversiones, y

(ii) mejorar la capacidad de la ENAP para evaluar las
oportunidades en 1 exterior, particularmente las
inversiones de bajo riesgo por realizar conjuntamente
cun empresas internacionales.

14. Utilizaci6n del gas natural. Actualmente el gas natural se
produce y utiliza solamente en la zona de Magallanes. En el periodo
actual son reinyectadas casi tres cuartas partes de la producci6n bruta
principalmente para mantener la presi6n del reservorios, mejorar el
recubrimiento del pett6leo y eventualmente, producir de nuevo el gas
reinyectado. El resto es usado en las operaciones de yacimientos,
venteado o consumido en el pequefio mercado residencial. El gas producido
en Magallanes no se puede transportar econ6micamente a las otras regiones
del pais, de modo que se ha decidido usarlo localmente para producir
metanol y amoniaco/urea para exportaci6n. Asi, gas asQciado al crudo,
que anteriormente estaba reinyectado o venteado, sera vendido por la ENAP
a empresas privadas para la producci6n de metanol y de ammonia urea, a un
precio de base suficiente para cubrir costos, mas un precio suplementario
para obtener un margen adecuado.

15. Aunque la demanda de energia en el centro de Chile es
considerable, el abastecimiento de gas tendria que provenir de Argentina
mediante la importaci6n o el trueque con el gas de Magallanes o,
potencialmente, de los yacimientos costa afuera de Valdivia que todavia
tienen que explorarse mas a fondo. De las dos opciones de imporcaci6n,
la del proyecto del valle de Maipo parece superior y seria marginalmente
econ6mica, a un precio en frontera del gas de alrededor de US$2 por
mill.6n de BTU. El plan de los yacimientos maritimos costa afuera de
Valdivia no parece viable actualmente porque las posibles reservas tal
vez no sean suficientes para justificar este proyecto de al.to costo como
una operaci6n aut6noma. No obstante, un enfoque de dos etapas podria ser
considerado, es decir, importar primero el gas a trav4s del valle de
Maipo, y mas tarde, aprovechar los recursos costa afuera de Valdivia si
las reservas disponibles fueran suficientes y si el mercado del gas se
desarrolla. Ademas, el proyecto combinado podria reforzar la posici6n
negociadora del pais en que existiria otra fuente para el abastecimiento
futuro.

16. Como una variante de la opci6n de la importaci6n, el gas de
Magallanes se podria proveer a Argentina a cambio del suministro de gas
argentino a la regi6n central de Chile. Esta alternativa reduciria
considerablemente el costo de suministro de gas a Chile central. Su
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viabilidad dependeria, entre otras cosas, de los costos de oportunidad
del gas de Magallanes y de los costos del transporte (y la disponibilidad
de capacidad) por el gasoducto sur de la Argentina, en comparacion con el
costo de las importaciones lisa y llanas de gas argentino. La SNAP
jugaria un papel importante en este esquema. El Cobierno ha indicado a
Argentina su interes para iniciar negociaciones sobre importaciones tal
como trueque de gas. Potencialmente, volumenes importantes de gas
podrian tambien existir en el solar de Atacama cuyo desarrollo podria
abrir una alternativa importante de energia para Chile central. Dada la
complejidad de las cuestiones involucradas, se recomienda: a) que se
actualicen los estudios ya hechos de optimizaci6n del suministro de gas
al centro de Chile, basado en evaluaciones actualizadas del mercado y
nueva informaci6n sobre las reservas de la cuenca maritima de Valdivia, y
teniendo en cuenta la posibilidad de usar el gas para generar
electricidad, por una parte, y la opci6n del trueque de gas con
Argentina, por la otra, y b) en la manera que el resultado de esta
evaluaci6n lo aconseje, buscar acuerdos con Argentina sobre la ejecuci6n
de proyectos conjuntos como materia de alta prioridad.

1?. Refinaci6n del petr6leo. Debido a la reorientaci6n de la
demanda de productos del petr6leo hacia el uso mayor de diesel, el
Gobierno enfrenta la decisi6n de si se justifica aumentar las
; istalaciones de craqueo o si se pueden atender los cambios en la
composici6n de demanda mas economicamente aumentando el. volcimen de la
producci6n de la refineria, modificando los insumos del crudo mediante un
uso mayor de crudos mAs livianos o de crudos mezclados con destilados
("spiked crude"), importando los productos en posici6n deficitaria, o con
una combinaci6n de estas opciones. La modificaci6n actualmente siendo
considerada es un hidrocraquer moderado, muy probablemente en la
refineria de Conc6n, con un costo estimado de US$22 millones, y un
coquizador retardado en la refineria de Concepci6n para mejorar la
producci6n de gasolina y diesel y reducir la producci6n de fuel oil
convirtiendolo en coque de petr6leo, a un costo que se estima en forma
preliminar a US$45 millones.

18. Aprovechando plenamente la capacidad refinadora existente de la
ENAP, podria ser suficiente para cubrir la demanda nacional de casi todos
los productos sin necesidad de inversi6n adicional. Sin embargo, se
requeriria usar cantidades mas grandes de crudo que en el caso de
instalaci6n de un hidrocraquer moderado y se deberia exportar volumenes
considerables de fuel oil a precios relativamente bajos. Un hidrocraquer
moderado tambien contribuiria en aumentar la cualidad de productos y
cumplir con los requerimientos de conservaci6n del medio ambiente, pero
los costos de capital. y operacionales de refinaci6n aumentarian en forma
sustancial. Mientras que el hidrocraquer moderado contribuiria poco a
reducir la producci6n de fuel oil; esto se alcanzaria a travez de un
coquizador retardado que co -Aerte los residuos casi totalmente en coque
de petr6leo. Sin embargo, -a viabilidad de la segunda alternativa queda
por establecer. El aralisis hecho por la ENAP sobre las diversas
opciones de inversi6n se basaba inicialmente en varias restricciones, las
cuales tendran una gran influencia en los resultados del analisis,



especialmente las relativas a restringir la exportaci6n de productos de
petr6leo en exceso y a limitar la proporci6n de crudo liviano de los
insumos de la refineria. Aunque la eliminaci6n de algunas de estas
restricciones podria indicar que la instalaci6n de un hidrocriquer
moderado en Conc6n sea econ6micamente factible, los beneficios
incrementales de este proyecto disminuyen significativamente una vez que
se considere exportar productos en exceso. En el caso que los precios
relativos de crudos livianos y pesados prevalezcan hacia los anios 1990-
91, se justificaria postergar el proyecto del hidrocriquer moderado por
unos dos afios incluso si despues de esa 6poca los precios de crudos
livianos aumentaran mAs ripidamente que aquellos de crudos pesados. El
Gobierno ha postergado la decisi6n correspondiente hasta fines de 1988.
En vista de la complejidad de los problemas asociados,se deben evaluar
mas a fondo los costos y beneficios de las opciones del hidrocriquer
moderado y coquizador retardado, conjuntamente con la opci6n de seguir la
pauta actual. La armonia de las inversiones propuestas, con los
requerimientos a largo plazo deben ser claramente establecidas antes de
tomar una decisi6n al respecto. Este anilisis tendria que clarificar la
compatibilidad o, contrariamente, la competividad de estas dos
opciones. Mientras tanto, se deberia considerar las siguientes
modificaciones en la evaluaci6n de los proyectos de 'las refinerias;
algunas de las cuales tendrian un impacto directo sobre mejoras de
operaciones:

(a) reducir el diferencial entre eL precio de crudos livianos y de
crudos pesados;

(b) optimizar Los insumos de crudos, particularmente mediante el
"spiking" de insumos con diesel;

(c) eliminar la asignaci6n fija (50% y 50%) de crudo nacional a las
refinerias ; y

(d) eliminar la asignaci6n fija de mercado para las refinerias, e
iniciar la venta de productos en la Regi6n I.

19. El Gobierno esta en el proceso de evaluar la factibilidad de
privatizar las dos refinerias o en forma alternativa, la ENAP en su
totalidad. Las perspectivas financieras de refinaci6n en Chile serin de
primordial importancia para que estos esfuerzos sean exitosos. Cualquier
medida de privatizaci6n se escogera, la misma debe ser expuesta en
estricta conformidad con un enfoque basado en la competencia de precios y
mercados.

Reestructuraci6n del subsector carbonifero

20. Chile esti dotado de recursos carboniferos moderados, de
calidad relativamente baja. La producci6n en Chile central se basa
totalmente en la mineria subterrinea, en condiciones geol6gicas
dificiles, realizada principalmente por la Empresa Nacional del Carb6n
(ENACAR), la entidad mas grande del sector. Las importaciones son



reducidas y consisten basicamente en carbon coquizable. El Gobierno ha
dado apoyo al desarrollo del subsector carbonifero mediante actividades
de exploraci6n, expansi6n de capacidad de las minas estatales y
sustituci6n del carb6n por productos del potr6leo en los sectores de
electricidad e industrial. Una nueva m presa privada, COCAR, comenz6 la
explotaci6n de una mina a cielo abierto de 600.000 toneladas anuales en
Magallanes a fines de 1987.

21. Costos del suministro. El problems fundamental en el
subsector es determinar en que proporci6n Ia capacidad minera nacional es
o puede volverse competitiva con las importaciones. ENACAR esta afectada
por costos altos especialmente costos fijos de mano de obra en
comparacion con aquellos de importaciones y suministros de otros
productores nacionales. Aunque ENACAR ha hecho grandes esfuerzos de
racionalizar sus operaciones y de reducir la mano de obra ociosa, durante
los anios 1981-87, los costos operativos por unidad de produccion
aumentaron y la producci6n por empleado estaba virtualmente estancada por
lo que la produccion declin6. El precio en boca-mina que oscila entre
US$43 y US$64 por tonelada m6trica (de carb6n lavado), es superior al
costo de paridad de las importaciones, de alrededor de US$40 por tonelada
metrica, y los precios de entrega para la mayor parte de la producci6n de
ENACAR variai entre US$56 y US$75 por tonelada metrica. Un indicador
mejor del precio econ6mico del carb6n es el costo marginal a corto plazo
de la producci6n actual y el costo marginal a largo plazo de la
producci6n futura. En algunas minas estos costos podrian aproximarse al
costo de paridad de importaci6n, sobre el supuesto de la reducci6n de la
mano de obra y el aumento de. grado de mecanizaci6n. Esto indica que la
producci6n nacional de carb6n podria ser marginalmente econ6mica.

22. Por lo tanto, se plantea la pregunta si es aconsejable
continuar la producci6n de las minas no econ6micas. Hay varios factores
que considerar a este respecto. Primero, una proporci6n importante de
los costos no son recuperables, y en la medida en que los costos
monetarios de los despidos, las jubilaciones, cargas financieras, etc.,
sean mayores que la diferencia entre los costos monetarios de producci6n
y de importaci6n, no se obtendria ningun ahorro reemplazando la
producci6n nacional por las importaciones. Segundo, no obstante de ser
tecnicamente dificil y costoso reponer en operaci6n las minas cerradas,
continuando la produccion se justificaria solamente en la medida que haya
un margen suficiente de reducci6n de costos para que la producci6n sea
mas competitiva. En caso contrario, el cierre de las minas seria la
soluci6n econ6micamente 6ptima. Tercero, una gran parte de los costos
fijos se relaciona con el exceso de mano de obra, cuyo precio sombra
probablemente sea relativamente bajo siempre y cuando exista falta de
otras fuentes de trabajo. Los costos de mano de obra relativamente
bajos, tienden a reducir el coito de bienestar de operaciones mineras
continuas (o a la inversa, resultan en costos de bienestar significativos
en caso de cierre de las minas). El exceso de mano de obra en las minas
de carb6n podria ser el resultado, a lo menos en parte, de presiones del
lado de autoridades regionales y locales de preservar el nivel de
empleo. Este costo deberia ser hecho explicito. En un sentido mas
amplio, se deberian estudiar medidas para aumentar la movilidad de La
mano de obra en la manera que surjan otras fuentes de trabajo en las
zonas afectadas.
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23. Las consideraciones anteriormente mencionadas subrayan la
urgencia de racionalizar las minas de costos elevados y de reestructurar
EMACAR. Todas las opciones factibles, incluyendo la privatizaci6n,
deberian ser evaluadas. Antes de considerar cualquier expansi6n de la
producci6n es preciso reducir los altos costos fijos de sue minas,
particularmente la de Lota, a trav6s de mejoras de la eficiencia
operativa. ENACAR ha contratado consultores para evaluar a fondo las
opciones para aumentar la eficiencia, incluso por reducir la fuerza
laboral. Cualquier consejo tecnico a ENACAR deberia enfocarse en las
siguientes esferas:

(a) Reducci6n de los costos de operaci6n: Se deberan evaluar las
operaciones de cada mina con miras a determinar las
posibilidades de reducir costos, especialmente los costos
fijos, incluyendo mejoras en el manejo de inventarios y stocks,
la reducci6n de los servicios en el exterior de la mina, el
cierre de las minas o secciones de minas no rentables, y la
reasignaci6n o reducci6n de la fuerza de trabajo. Esta
evaluaci6n deberia incluir las opciones para reorientar la
producci6n de minas con costos elevados hacia aquellas con
costos relativamente bajos;

(b) Examen del programa de inversiones: Se debe determinar si el
programa de inversiones de ENAP es consistente con supuestos
realistas acerca del alcance de las mejoras en eficiencia y el
y el crecimiento del mercado futuro;

(c) Finanzas y la planificaci6n: ENACAR debera determinar:

(i) el nivel de producci6n financieramente 6ptimo --en vez
de ser tecnicamente factible-- de cada mina, y

(ii) el mejoramiento de la posici6n financiera que se puede
obtener de la descentralizaci6n de las operaciones
mineras, la contrataci6n externa de servicios
auxiliares y otras medidas aptas a reducir los costos
de operaci6n y los gastos generales;

(d) Estrategia de desarrollo: Se debera preparar un plan
empresarial a mediano plazo que abarque la producci6n, las
inversiones, las ventas y las finanzas. En la medida en que
ENACAR no pueda competir eficazmente con otros productores
nacionales o con importaciones, se debe formular una estrategia
que le permita reducir la escala de sus operaciones y volverse
competitiva en un plazo de cinco afos. El plan empresarial
deberia incluir una propuesta detallada para establecer un
sistema de informaci6n para la gesti6n que ayude a integrar a
todas las actividades de la entidad.
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Fortaleciendo el rol de los combustibles leiiosos

24. El crecimiento natural forestal se encuentra muy por enci-a de
la demanda nacional combinada de lefia y madora de construcci6n y cerca de
un mill6n de hectareas de plantaciones de arboles han sido establecidos
en los ultimos diez afos. Sin embargo, estas plantaciones en su mayoria
han sido par& prop6sitos industriales mientras que plantaciones
establecidas por CONAP para prop6sitos dentroenergeticos no eran
suficientes para prevenir una escasez regional y de determinadas especies
forestales, especialmente de eucalipto en la Regi6n Metropolitana donde
la demanda de lenia es elevada y donde en anos anteriores la deforestaci6n
ya ha causado problemas de erosion y ordenaci6n de vertientes. Por ende,
es necesario tomar medidas preventivas antes que la deforestaci6n local
alcance proporciones serias. La determinaci6n de las necesidades
concomitantes de reforestaci6n requiere una evaluaci6n detallada de
suministro y demanda en cada regi6n y para las especies especificas, para
la cual es preciso ampliar la base estadistica. Las zonas forestales que
deben ser protejidas y aquellas aptas para uso intensivo deben ser
cuidadosamente demarcadas. Tambi6n se deben evaluar las opciones y
necesidades con respecto a la participaci6n de pequefnos agricultores en
la plantaci6n de arboles, y de las necesidades financieras asociadas. En
vista del potencial forestal de gran escala en de Chile, es conveniente
establecer una estrategia para aumentar el rol de recursos forestales
para enfrentar los requerimientos de energia. Eso debera incluir
fortalecer el marco institucional para poder controlar con mas eficacia
la evoluci6o de la oferta, la demanda y la comercializaci6n de lenia.
C*omo un paso positivo en esta direcci6n, CONAF estableci6 en 1986 la Red
Nacional de Dendroenergia con el objetivo de a) facilitar la diseminacion
en el campo tecnico y la acci6n conjunta de las instituciones
pertinentes, b) formular recomendaciones sobre politicas, y c) preparar
una base de informaci6n para facilitar el financiamiento de proyectos.
La Red tiene programada procurar la participaci6n activa de los grupos de
poblaci6n directamente afectados. Se recomienda que se incorpore a la
Red aquellas entidades del sector privado que actuan en el campc. del
manejo forestal, las plantaciones y la comercializaci6n de la lenia.

Encarando aspectos del medio ambiente

25. Existen conflictos, tal como complementaridades, entre los
objetivos de desarrollo energetico y la conservaci6n del medio
ambiente. Por encima de deforestaci6n causada por el uso de leba, la
producci6n, mercadeo y uso de carb6n y de productos petroliferos
contribuyen a la contaminaci6n atmosferica y terrestre. Este problema
tiene particular seriedad en la Regi6n Metropolitana donde el impacto de
la alta concentraci6n de poblaci6n y de actividades econ6micas aumenta
debido a las condiciones topograficas y climatol6gicas locales.

26. El Gobierno esta conciente de la necesidad de manejo ambiental
en el sector energetico y la CNE ha tomado la iniciativa de preparar
medidas correctivas. Proyectos recientes de hidroelectricidad incluyen
componentes dirigidos a aminorar los efectos negativos sobre el medio
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ambiente. El Gobierno esti en el proceso de preparar un manual para
medir el impacto ambiental sobre proyectos de electricidad como parte del
proyecto de gesti6n del sector publico financiado por el Banco Mundial.
Un proyecto de descontaminaci6n ambiental esti siendo llevado a cabo en
Santiago financiado en parte por un prestamo del BID.

27. Los aspectos ambientales, a menudo complejos, deben ser mejor
entendidos y los costos de degradaci6n del medio ambiente y de la
reducci6n de los mismos deben ser determinados mis a fondo, par& poder
evaluar en que forma estos problemas deben ser encarados. Entre las
opciones para mejorar y prevenir los efectos negativos sobre el medio
ambiente, las mis eficaces en funci6n de costos deben ser evaluados a
fondo. El manejo de recursos naturales debe dar enfasis a la
conservaci6n y sostaner la base de esos recursos. El impacto ambiental
de las distintes formas de energia debe ser evaluado, considerando
debidamente aquellas formas que son mis compatibles con la meta de
conservaci6n del medio ambiente. El anilisis de proyectos de energia
debe incluir una evaluaci6n de posibilidades para reducir los efectos
negativos sobre el medio amb.ente, especialmente en zonas susceptibles a
la degradaci6n ecol6gica. Se debe establecer claramente el principio de
cobrar los costos de dafios ambientales a aquellos que los causan. La
CNE y otras instituciones gubernamentales iugarin un papel importante
para lograr un mejor entendimiento sobre las complementariedades e
inconsistencias entre energia y preocupaci6n ambiental y para definir
conceptos de la politica a seguir y proyectos aptos que reconcilien los
objetivos de desarrollo de energia, protecci6n del medio ambiente y
crecimiento econ6mico. La CNE y ODEPLAN deberian guiar la integraci6n de
informac.6n sobre el uso de recursos con datos macroecon6micos, y evaluar
los costos y beneficios de ameliorar y prevenir la degradaci6n ambiental
como resultado de operaciones de energia.

Inversiones previstas en el sector energetico, 1987-91

28. De acuerdo con la informaci6n suministrada por las empresas del
sector, las inversiones en el sector de la energia para l987-91 podrian
alcanzar el equivalente de US$2.700 millones (a precios y tipos de cambio
de 1986), el 75Z del cual corresponde al sector publico. La mayor
proporci6n de estas inversiones sigue siendo asignada al subsector de la
electricidad. Hay cuestiones fundamentales con respecto a las
inversiones en los subsectores de los hidrocarburos y del carb6n. Se
plantea la cuesti6n de si el programa de inversiones de ENAP, que preve
un volumen en el rango de US$460-675 millones, se justifica o si no se
podria reducir este programa por medio de una selecci6n de proyectos en
forma mis rigorosa, mayor eficiencia de los proyectos en funci6n de los
costos y mayor participaci6n del sector privado. Los rubros que mis
preocupan son las exploraciones de petr6leo y gas, pero tambien las
inversiones en refineria, para los cuales las prioridades aun deben de
ser definidas en forma mis clara basindose en soluciones a costo
minimo. Por tanto, las inversiones en el subsector de hidrocarburos
quedan por ser definidos mis claramente, lo que incluye la intervenci6n
respectiva de los sectores publico y privado.
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29. En el subsector carbonifero, el programa de inversiones de
EXACAR para 1987-91 asciende a casi US$47 millones. En vista del margen
restringido de ENACAR para ampliar la producci6n y de mus dificultades
financieras actuales, la magnitud y composici6n de este programa plantean
preguntas con respecto a en que medida las inversiones previstas le
permitiran realizar las mejoras necesarias para poder competir con el
carb6n importado (cuyo precio esta previsto de aumentar muy poco durante
los pr6ximos diez anos). El programa de inversiones de ENACAR se deberia
reexaminar basandose en una evaluaci6n de todas las alternativas al
alcance para reducir los costos de producci6n, desglosados mina por mina,
proponiendo a la vez medidas especificas para reforzar la capacidad en
materia de planificaci6n, finanzas y comercializaci6n de la empresa.
Inversiones en mejoras de la infraestructura deberian ser orientadas
hacia una reducci6n de costos de suministro y un apoyo a las operaciones
de minas de costos relativamente bajos.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Chile's economy depends to a considerable degree on energy
imports, mainly petroleum, which in 1986 *mounted to US$354 million (net
of energy reexports) equivalent to 6.42 of exports of goods and non-
factor services. Witn domestic production of crude oil declining, the
decision makers face difficult choices to secure the long-term
availability of energy for economic growth. Counterbalancing the decline
in crude production will therefore be the principal task in the energy
sector. Chile's energy resources are diversified but viable alternatives
to crude oil, largely hydropower and natural gas, are located distant
from the centers of energy consumption. Their development will be
costly--including considerable investment in transport--and will involve
long lead times. Coal from some domestic mines may not be competitiv'
with imports. Significant substitution of woodfuels for petroleurn
products has been achieved in industry but a clear Government strategy *s
needed to utilize this potential more fully. Following significant
conversion from fuel oil to coal, economic substitution of natural gas
for petroleum in central Chile is feasible but may have to be based
mainly on imports. Even assuming further gains in energy conservation,
energy imports are bound to increase substantially over the next
decade. They might absorb 7-91 of earnings from exports of goods and
non-factor services by the early 1990s, provided that the export growth
of the ecoromy remains reasonably buoyant.

2. Chile is well-prepared to meet the challenges in the energy
sector. The Government's objectives are clearly defined and in
accordance with development requirements. They aim at (a) ensuring
efficient resource allocation, and enhancing the efficiency of energy
end-use; (b) encouraging competition and greater private sector
involvement; and (c) meeting energy requirements primarily through
indigenous resources. A coherent legal framework and effective organiza-
tional structures have been established. At the apex of policy
formulation, the autonomous National Energy Commission (CNE) is
responsible for preparing and coordinating sector planst and for advising
the Government on energy policies and regulations. The National Planning
Office (ODEPLAN) coordinates the actions of state entities within the
National Development Program. The Ministry of Economy approves
electricity tariffs based on CNE's recommendations. The Ministry of
Mining represents the State in concluding and supervising contracts with
companies on hydrocarbon exploration and production. The Finance
Ministry has ultimate authority in decisions on investment and the
financing of investment in state-owned corporations. Energy policies
based on pricing according to economic costs and the application of
market mechanisms for resource allocation have been instrumental in
securing adequate supplies, and in enhancing the efficiency of end-use.

3. At the operational level, the Government's strategy is
implemented through state-owned and private companies which have full
managerial autonomy and accountability. The National Petroleum Company
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(ENAP) is charged with oil and gas exploration, production and refining,
and is empowered to enter into partnership with foreign firms to develop
hydrocarbon reserves both in Chile and abroad. Four major electricity
corporations are in charge of generation, i.e. ENDESA, CHILECTRA-
GENERACION, COLBUN, and PEHUENCHE. Transmission is primarily the
responsibility of ENDESA. Electricity distribution is carried out mainly
by private companies. The National Coal Company (ENACAR) is the major
producer of coal whereas COCAR and Schwager are the principal private
producers. The National Forestry Corporation (COWA?) monitors fuelwood-
related activities dominated by the private sector. The Government has
initiated a program of deregulating and decentralizing the major state
energy corporations, in preparation for their gradual privatization. A
strong private sector presence has been secured in petroleum marketing,
electricity generation and distribution, and coal production and
marketing. The Government has recently succeeded in attracting private
foreign firms to hydrocarbon exploration. The Government will continue
to have a key role in the energy sector through monitoring pricing and
investment, evaluating resources and requirements, ensuring market
transparency, and promoting efficient energy use.

4. To strengthen the productive capacity and management of the
energy sector, in the face of declining crude reserves, a coherent
strategy is called for whose main components to an important extent are
already being implemented. They include:

(a) over the short term:

(i; removing the remaining minor distortions in energy
pricing, and reinforcing energy demand management through
measures to increase market transparency, to improve the
efficiency of investment and energy use;

(ii) enhancing the efficiency of energy supplies through
reducing wastage in production and losses in
transformation and distribution, especially for
electricity;

(iii) ensuring a determined effort to promote petroleum
exploration by outside companies in all promising areas;

(iv) assessing the potential for natural gas utilization
including for thermal power generation, and evaluating
options for gas imports from, and gas swaps with
Argentina;

(v) developing a strategy for optimizirg the use of woodfuels;

(vi) identifying the immediate requi-ements and specific
options for environmental conservation;
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(b) over the medium to longer term:

(vii) expanding private sector involvement by means of
participation by national and foreign investors in all
stages of energy operations, applying suitable financing
mechanisms including debt-equity conversion to the
feasible ex-ent;

(viii) exploiting crude oil rsc-rves to the economically optimal
(vs. technically feasik,Y) degree, and developing new
reserves both domestcaliv ind abroad;

(ix) developing the hydro potential as the key component of the
least-cost electricity expansion program;

(x) rehabilitating and developing those coal mines that have
the scope to become competitive with imports;

(xi) utilizing natural gas in cental Chile for those uses where
it is the least-cost fuel; and

(xii) reconciling longer-term energy development strategies with
environmental concerns.

Improving Energy Pricing

5. In general, energy pricing is well-developed and effectively
administered, furthering allocative efficiency, fiscal objectives, and
the financial viability of energy enterprises. Prices of petroleum
products and coal are based on border prices. Electricity prices are
based on negotiations between generating and distributing companies
adjusted by transmission charges and those for consumers with less than
2,000 kW installed capacity, on long-run marginal costs of supply as a
proxy of market prices. Although ex-refinery prices of petroleum
products are regularly adjusted by the suppliers, some distortions in
consumer prices have emerged. While of relatively limited negative
consequences, these distortions should be addressed in the interest of
allocative efficiency. Also, the specific requirements involving the
pricing of petroleum products in the current environment of international
petroleum price volatility need to be addressed.

6. Pricing of Petroleum Products. Marked differentials in
specific taxes result in lower prices of automotive diesel relative to
gasoline, which has created an incentive to use diesel and to shift the
fleet toward diesel-powered vehicles. While the tax on diesel at its
current level covers adequately the variable element of road user costs,
the tax on gasoline is much higher than an appropriate road user
charge. This problem could be resolved through raising the specific tax
on diesel, or lowering the tax on gasoline, or a combination of the two,
to better reflect the relative road user costs and to bring the relative
prices of gasoline and diesel closer in line with their relative border
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prices. The issue is whether any sub-optimal resource allocation
resulting from the distortion in the relative fuel prices involves a
greater economic cost than that of raising the same revenue through a
different tax, e.g. on vehicles. The justification for these price
differentials should be analyzed in more detail to determine optimal
means for achieving their objectives.

7. A potential problem relates to the price differential between
automotive and industrial diesel as the specific tax is levied only on
the former. While independent truckers pay the higher price of automotive
diesel, industries with truck fleets might have the possibility to use
lower-priced industrial diesel as transport fuel, thus squeezing profit
margins of independent truckers. However, the tax exemption for
industrial diesel is granted ex-post only on proof that the fuel has been
used for industrial purposes. The retail price of kerosene is substan-
tially below thaL of LPG. The feasibility of correcting this through
adjusting the taxation of kerosene should be evaluated.

8. Adjusting to Petroleum Price Volatility. International
petroleum prices have been highly volatile in recent years and are likely
to be so in the short-to medium term. This raises the issue whether
short-term as well as long-term price variations should be passed on to
consumers, or if consumer prices should be stabilized through some
compensatory mechanism, even if this may impact adversely on the
international competitiveness of the economy. It is sometimes argued
that fiscal and balance of payments concerns and the need to maintain the
momentum for energy conservation may call for stabilizing petroleum
prices, in view of investment rigidities, the expected increases in
international petroleum prices over the medium-to longer term, the
decline in Chile's crude oil reserves, and the resulting fragility of the
external position of the economy. However, on economic efficiency
grounds, it is necessary that domestic prices of petroleum products are
in conformity with international market conditions so that economic
decisions are based on these conditions. Therefore, domestic petroleum
prices need to fully reflect international price movements, short-term as
well as long-term, upswings as well as down-swings. The Government
shares this position. Should some form of "conservation tax" on
petroleum products ever be considered, this would need to be based on a
careful analysis of the energy savings potential in the economy and of
the costs and benefits of mobilizing this potential. Such a tax would
need to be levied on all petroleum products and all consumers, at a fixed
preferably identical rate, so that the impact of international price
movements is felt fully and equally by all consumers.

9. Comparative Energy Prices and Costs. The comparison of market
prices of useful energy to consumers indicates that in the residential/
commercial/administrative sectors, fuelwood is the cheapest cooking fuel,
followed by LPG, kerosene, and town gas, whereas electricity is the most
expensive energy source. In the industrial/ mining sectors, coal and
fuel oil remain the cheapest boiler fuels followed by diesel, fuelwood,
and electricity. Kerosene and LPG are the most expensive fuels but are
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little used. In the transport sector, diesel is lower-cost on account of
its lower price and higher combustion efficiency compared to gasoline.

10. The analysis of market prices is useful for explaining the
demand-related factors in energy conservation and substitution. However,
the relative economic costs of the various energy options including equi-
pment costs also need to be analyzed to draw correct conclusions on the
feasibility of using or substituting various energy sources. On that
basis, in the residential/co mmercial/ administrative sectors, LPG remains
the cheapest fuel, followed by kerosene and fuelvood. Towrn gas and elec-
tricity are much more costly. In the industrial/mining sectors, barring
the advent of natural gas, fuelwood, coal, and fuel oil are the cheapest
fuels, followed by diesel and kerosene. Electricity remains the most ex-
pensive energy source despite the higher efficiency of electrode boilers.

11. Some important conclusions can be drawn from this analysis.
Energy costs would be minimized through a use pattern emphasizing fuel-
wood in the residential/commercial/administrative sectors and fuelwood,
coal and fuel oil in the industrial/mining sectors. The capacity for
producing and marketing these fuels should be expanded to the feasible
extent. Electricity (in the residential/ commercial/ administrative
sectors and in the industry/mining sectors), and diesel,' kerosene, and
LPG (in the industrial/mining sectors) are expensive sources of energy,
even though electricity may be required for reasons related to process
technology (e.g. for copper smelting). In the transport sector, the
economic cost of diesel vs. gasoline approximate each other closely so
that no definitive conclusion on their relative preferability can be
reached on that basis alone. Energy costs in central Chile would be
significantly influenced if natural gas becomes available. Natural gas
might be the least-cost fuel for thermal power generation and many
industrial uses although it may not be economic to convert existing
equipment to gas use. In order to improve market transparency and to
provide a firmer basis for energy demand projections, detailed economic
cost studies need to be carried out and be continously updated. This
should include a careful evaluation of the environmental impact of
different energy sources.

Strengthening the Petroleum Subsector

12. Production and Exploration. Crude oil production presently
meets about 33% of Chile's requirements. However, this may fall to about
5% by the mid-1990s, as proven reserves and production decline sharply
and production is becoming increasingly expensive. Even under optimistic
assumptions regarding reserve additions from areas where no commercial
deposits have as yet been discovered, incremental production from these
areas would not be sufficient to stabilize the decline rate which is
projected to sharply accelerate from the early 1990s onwards. A major
issue is determining the most economic level and rate at which the
remaining high-cost oil should be produced, which has a direct bearing on
the size of ENAP's future operations. A related issue is the exploration
strategy of ENAP, i.e. (a) whether it should go ahead with costly and
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risky exploration in domestic marginal areas in the absence of foreign
investment; and (b) what should be the level and nature of its new thrust
into international operations. The next few years may offer a unique
opportunity for ENAP to acquire at least a limited stake in relatively
low-cost crude oil reserves abroad but its inexperience in operations
outside Chile and foreign exchange constraints of the economy may
restrict this option.

13. The Government's resource development strategy, which aims at
reducing fiscal expenditures and risk for both the Government and ENAP,
is appropriate and should be actively pursued. It should emphasize the
following elements:

(a) Production: (i) limit the near-term development and
exploitation of the remaining crude oil reserves to core
properties whose production costs are lowest; (ii) offer the
remaining properties, along with areas with secondary recovery
potential, to private sector operators under exploitation
contracts; and (iii) assure that decisions on development
investments continue to be based on long-run marginal cost of
production by field, with depletion rates consistent with
maximizing economic return rather than physical output;

(b) Domestic exploration: (i) ensure a persistent effort to
promote the newly offered areas, to overcome the negative
perception among international companies about Chile's
hydrocarbon potential, and to attract those companies with the
required technical expertise and financial backing; (ii)
implement the Government's decision to open all areas to
outside investors; and (iii) undertake supplementary low-cost
efforts to improve the information base on technically
difficult and complex geological areas. While some limited
drilling by ENAP may be justified, large expenditure for
exploring frontier areas should be avoided;

(c) International ventures: (i) establish clear objectives for
ENAP regarding the degree and type of risk and the extent of
its investment; and (ii) improve ENAP's ability to evaluate
intprnational opportunities, particularly lower-risk joint
ventures with international companies.

14. Natural Gas Utilization. At present, natural gas is produced
and used only in Magallanes. Nearly three-quarters of total output is
reinjected, mainly to maintain reservoir pressure, to improve oil
recovery, and eventually, recover the reinjected gas. The remainder is
used in field operations, flared or consumed in the small residential
market. Gas produced in Magallanes cannot be economically transported to
other parts of the country so plans are to use it locally to produce
methanol and ammonia/urea for exports. Therefore, natural gas associated
with crude, which previously was reinjected or flared, will be sold by
ENAP to private firms for the production of methanol 1-d ammonia/urea, at
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a floor price sufficient to cover costs and a supplementary price to
achieve an adequate margin. While a basic assumption of these projects
is that gas has low opportunity cost, it needs to be ensured that gas-
related investment is least cost and viable on its own, irrespective of
any associated oil development.

15. While there is considerable energy demand in central Chile, gas
supplies would have to be provided from Argentina either through imports
or swaps with Magallanes gas or, potentially, from deposits offshore
Valdivia yet to be more fully explored. Of the import alternatives, the
Maipo valley scheme appears to be superior and would be marginally
economic at a border price of about US$2/BTU million. The Valdivia
offshore scheme does not appear viable at this time as the reserves
likely to exist miglt not be large enough to support this high-cost
scheme as a free-standing project. However, a two-stage supply approach
might be considered, i.e. first importing gas via the Maipo valley and
later, tapping the Valdivia offshore resources once sufficient reserves
are proven and the market for natural gas develops. The combined project
also would improve the country's bargaining position in that a future
domestic supply alternative would exist.

16. As a variation to the importation option, gas from Magallanes
could be supplied to Argentina in exchange for Argentine supplies to
central Chile. This option could considerably reduce the cost of gas to
central Chile. Its viability among others would depend on the oppor-
tunity costs for Magallanes gas, and transmission costs (and capacity) on
the Argentine southern trunk pipeline, compared to the cost of straight
gas imports from Argentina. While GASCO has taken the lead in discus-
sions with Gas del Estado of Argentina, ENAP would have an important role
to play in this venture. The Government has indicated to Argentina their
interest in initiating negotiations on gas imports as well as gas swaps.
Potentially, the Salar de Atacama structure could hold significant gas
reserves whose development might provide an important energy supply
option to central Chile. Given the complexity of the issues involved, it
is recommended that (8) existing gas optimization studies for central
Chile be updated, based on updated market evaluations and new information
on domestic reserves, thereby taking into account the use of gas for
power generation, on the one hand, and the option of gas swaps with
Argentina, on the other; and (b) provided the outcome of this evaluation
makes it advisable, agreements with Argentina on joint projects be sought
as a matter of priority.

17. Petroleum Refining. Because of the changing pattern of
petroleum product demand towards more diesel use, the Government faces
the decision whether additional cracking facilities should be installed,
or whether this increased demand should be accomodated by increases in
refinery throughput, changes in the crude input mix through increasing
the use of lighter or spiked crudes, importation of products in short
supply, or a combination of these options. Under consideration are the
installation of a mild hydrocracker at the Concon refinery to improve
diesel runs, estimated by ENAP to cost US$22 million, and a delayed coker
at the Concepcion refinery to improve gasoline and diesel output and
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reduce the output of fuel oil by converting it into petroleum coke, whose
cost are preliminarily estimated at US$45 million.

18. Used fully, ENAP's existing capacity would be sufficient to
meet domestic demand for virtually all products without any additional
investment. However, larger volumes of crude would be necessary than if
a mild hydrocracker were to be installed, and considerable volumes of
fuel oil would need to be exported at relatively low prices. A mild
hydrocracker also would contribute to improving product quality and
meeting environmental requirements, but the capital and operating cost of
refining would considerably increase. While the mild hydrocracker would
do little to reduce the surplus of fuel oil, this could be achieved
through a delayed coker which converts virtually all residual fuel into
petroleum coke. However, the economic viability of the latter option has
yet to be established. ENAP's analysis of investment options initially
was based on a number of constraints which were bound to have a strong
impact on the results of the analysis, especially those restricting
exports of refined products in excess supply, and restricting the light
crude portion of refinery inputs. While the removal of some of these
constraints may make a mild hydrocracker at Concon economically viable,
the incremental benefits of this scheme decline significantly once
exports of surplus products are assumed to take place. Should the
present relative prices of light vs. heavy crude prevail until 1990-91,
postponing the investment in the mild hydrocracker by about two years
would be justified even if the prices of light crude would afterwards
increase faster than those of heavy crude. The Government has postponed
a decision until end-1988. Given the complexity of the issues involved,
the comparative costs and benefits of the mild hydrocracker and delayed
coker options, together with those of continuing present arrangements,
need to be evaluated in more detail, and the consistency of these inves-
tments with longer-term optimization of refining operations clearly
established before a decision can be taken. This analysis also would
need to clarify the compatibility or competitiveness of the two
options. In the meantime, the following modifications of the refining
analysis should be considered, some of which would have a direct bearing
on operational improvements:

(a) reducing the differential in the price of light vs. heavy
crudes;

(b) optimizing the crude slate, particularly through increasing
diesel spike inputs;

(c) eliminating the 50-50 allocation of domestic crude to the
refineries; and

(d) eliminating fixed market allocations for the refineries, and
initiating product sales to Region I.

19. The Government is evaluating the feasibility of privatizing
ENAP's refining operations or alternatively, ENAP in its entirety. The
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financial prospects of refining in Chile will be crucial for this effort
to be successful. Whichever form of privatization would in the end be
chosen, it would need to be in strict conformity with price and market
competition.

Restructuring the Coal Subsector

20. Chile's coal resources are moderate and of relatively poor
quality. Mining in central Chile is entirely underground, carried out
under difficult geological conditions mainly by the state-owned company
ENACAR, the largest enterprise. Imports are minor and essentially
consist of coking coal. The Government has supported the development of
the coal subsector through exploration, capacity expansion at the state-
owned mines, and substituting coal for petroleum products in the
electricity and industrial sectors. A new private company, COCAR, has
started a 0.8 million tpy open pit mine in Magallanes in late 1987.

21. Costs of Supplies. The central issue facing the coal subsector
is how much of domestic mining capacity is competitive with imports or
likely to become so. ENACAR is affected by high costs especially fixed
labor costs relative to those of coal imports and of other domestic
producers. While ENACAR has taken strides to rationalize operations and
to reduce excess labor, during the 1981-87 period operating costs per
unit of output increased and output per employee remained virtually
unchanged as output dropped. Mine-mouth costs varying between US$43-
64/M.T. (washed coal) are above import parity cost of about US$40/M.T.
and its delivery prices range from US$56-75/M.T. A better measure of the
economic viability of coal production is given by the short-run marginal
cost of existing production and the long-run marginal cost of future
production. These costs in some mines come close to, or below, the
import parity cost, assuming reduced manning levels combined with higher
mechanization. This indicates that local coal production could be
economic at the margin.

22. The question arises if production from uneconomic mine3 should
be continued. There are various considerations to this. First, a
significant proportion of costs are sunk and to the extent that the cash
costs of lay-offs, pensions, financial charges, etc. exceed the
differential between cash production costs and import costs, no savings
materialize from replacing domestic production through imports. Second,
even though the recommissioning of closed mines is technically difficult
and costly, continuing production would be justifiable only if there is
sufficient scope for reducing costs to make production competitive.
Otherwise, mine closure would be economically superior. Third, a large
share of fixed costs is related to excess labor whose shadow price may be
relatively low as long as employment alternatives are lacking.
Relatively low labor cost would tend to reduce the welfare cost of
continuing mining operations (or, conversely, result in significant
welfare cost in the case of mine closures). Excessive labor in coal
mining may, at least in part, be the outcome of pressures from regional
and local authorities to preserve employment and these related costs
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should be made explicit. In a wider context, measures should be
evaluated to increase labor mobility as employment alternatives in the
affected areas are being developed.

23. The above considerations stress the urgency for further
rationalizing high-cost mines and restructuring ENACAR. All feasible
options, including privatization, should be evaluated. The high fixed
costs of ENACAR, particularly Lota, need to be addressed through improve-
ments in operational efficiency before any expansion is pursued. ENACAR
has contracted consultants to conduct an in-depth evaluation of the scope
for efficiency improvements including reductions in the labor force. Any
technical advice to ENACAR should focus on the following areas:

(a) Reducing Operating Costs: Operations should be evaluated mine-
by-mine with a view to determining the scope for reducing costs
especially fixed costs, including through improved
inventory/stocks management, reducing above-ground services,
closure of non-profitable mines or mine sections, and
redeployment or reduction of the labor force. This evaluation
should include the options for shifting production from high-
cost Lo lower-cost mines;

(b) Review of Investment Program: It needs to bi determined
whether ENACAR's proposed investment program is consistent with
realistic assumptions about efficiency improvements and the
growth of future markets;

(c) Finance and Planning: ENACAR should determine and pursue (i)
financially optimal -- rather than technically feasible --
production levels for invidividual mines and (ii) the financial
improvements attainable from decentralizing mining operations,
out-contracting supporting services, and other measures
conducive to reducing operating costs and overheads;

(d) Development Strategy: A consistent medium-term corporate plan
should be prepared comprising production, investment, sales,
and finances. To the extent that ENACAR is unable to compete
effectively with other domestic producers or imports, a
strategy enabling ENACAR to downsize operations and to become
competitive over a five-year period should be prepared. The
corporate plan should include detailed proposals for improving
the management information system linking all activities of the
entity.

Enhancing the Role of Woodfuels

24. Natural growth of forests exceeds considerably the combined
fuelwood and timber demand country-wide, and nearly 1 million ha of tree
plantations have been established over the past 10 years or so. However,
most of these have been for industrial purposes whereas plantations for
fuelvood established by CONAF have failed to prevent the emergence of
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regional and species-specific shortages, especially for eucalyptus in the
Metropolitan Region where fuelwood demand is heavy and where deforesta-
tion in the past has led to erosion and watershed management problemns.
It therefore is necessary to take preventive action before local
deforestation reaches serious proportions. The concomitant reforestation
needs should be determined by detailed regional and species-specific
supply and demand evaluations, for which the data base needs to be
considerably improved. Forested areas to be protected and those open for
intensive use should be clearly demarcated. The options for involving
small-scale farmers more widely in tree planting and the related
institutional and financing requirements also need be evaluated.

25. Given Chile's substantial forestry potential, a strategy to
enhance the role of woodfuels in meeting energy requirements is appro-
priate and should be developed. This should include strengthening the
institutional framework to monitor more closely the supply, demand, and
marketing of fuelwood. As a positive step in this direction, CONAF in
1986 created the National Dendroenergy Network, aimed at (a) facilitating
technical dissemination and joint action among the relevant institutions,
(b) preparing policy recommendations, and (c) preparing an information
base to facilitate project financing. The active participation of the
directly affected population groups is being sought. It is recommended
to incorporate into the Network those private sector entities which are
active in forest management, plantations, and fuelwood marketing.

Addressing Environmental Concerns

26. There are trade-offs, as well as complementarities, between the
objectives of energy development and environmental conservation. In
addition to deforestation as a result of fuelwood use, the production,
marketing and use of coal and petroleum products contribute to
atmospheric and soil pollution. This problem is especially serious in
the Metropolitan Region where the effects of heavy concentration of
population and of economic activities is aggravated by local topographic
and climatological conditions.

27. The Government is aware of the need for environmental manage-
ment in the energy sector, and CNE has taken the initiative to prepare
corrective action. Recent hydro projects have included components aimed
at ameliorating adverse environmental effects. The Government is prepar-
ing a manual for measuring the environmental impact of electric power
projects, as part of the World Bank financed Public Sector Management
project. A US$4 million air pollution monitoring and diagnostic program
is being implemented in Santiago supported through an IDB loan.

28. Requirements and Recommendations. The often complex
environment-related _ssues need to be better understood and the costs of
environmental damage and its abatement determined, to assess how these
issues can best be addressed. Among the options to counter adverse
environmental impacts, the most cost-effective ones should be more
closely evaluated. In managing natural resources, a premium should be
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put on efficiency, conservation and sustaining the resource base. The
environmental impact of different energy forms should be evaluated,
giving due consideration to those which are environmentally more
benign. Energy project analysis should incorporate an evaluation of
options to reduce adverse environmental effects, especially in ecologi-
cally sensitive zones. The principle of charging the pollutor for the
costs of environmental damage should be clearly established and applied.
CNE and other public sector institutions have an important role to play
in achieving a better understanding of the complementarities and trade-
offs between energy and environmental concerns, and in formulating policy
and project concepts that reconcile the objectives of energy development,
environmental conservation, and economic growth. CNE and ODEPLAN should
take the lead in integrating information on resource use with macco-
economic data, and evaluating costs and benefits of ameliorating and
preventing damage to the environment as a result of energy operations.

Future Energy Sector Investment, 1987-91

29. According to information provided by the energy enterprises,
energy-related investment for the 1987-91 period could be about US$2.7
billion (1986 prices and exchange rates), with the public sector
accounting for more than three-quarters of the total. The largest share
of energy investment would continue to be allocated to electricity.
Critical issues relate to the investment plans in the hydrocarbons and
coal subsectors. There are question as to whether ENAP's investment
program as envisaged -- ranging from US$460-675 million -- is justified,
or whether it could be reduced through more discriminating project
selection, improved cost effectiveness of individual projects, and larger
involvement by the private sector. This primarily concerns the largest
investment items, i.e. petroleum and gas exploration, but also refining
where priorities still need to be more clearly defined based on least-
cost solutions to meeting petroleum requirements. Future investment in
hydrocarbons has yet to be more clearly defined, including the respective
roles of the public and private sectors.

30. In the coal subsector, ENACAR's 1987-91 investment program
amounts to nearly US$47 million. Given ENACAR's limited scope to expand
production and its prevailing operational and financial difficulties, the
size and composition of this program raises questions as to what extent
the proposed investment will enable the entity to make needed improve-
ments to become competitive with imported coal (whose price is expected
to increase very little over the next ten years or so). ENACAR's
investment program should be reviewed based on evaluating all feasible
options to reduce production costs, disaggregated mine-by-mine, while
proposing specific measures to enhance ENACAR's planning, financial and
marketing capabilities. Infrastructure-related investment should be
planned with a view towards reducing the costs of coal supplies and
supporting the operations of low-cost mines.



I. IYENEtY AND THE ECOUCK

Background

1.1 Structure of the Economy. With a per-capita GNP ef US$1,320 in
1986, Chile is in the upper range of middle-income countries. Agriculture
in 1986 generated 10% of GDP; industrv and mining combined, 321; and
services both modern and traditional accounted for 52% of GDP. Copper
mining and refining continues to be a pillar of the economy, accounting
for about 82 of CDP and 50% of merchandise exports. Sharoly fluctuating
international prices of copper traditionally have subjected the overall
economy to a high degree of instability.

1r2 Recent Economic Developments. Following the 1982-83 depres-
sion, which was caused by both external events and inappropriate domestic.
policies, the Chilean economy has entered a period of relatively steady
growth. Led by a strong export expansion which produced trade surplises
of US$1.1 billion both in 1986 and 1987, GDP growth averaged 4.6% p.a.
during 1984-85 and nearly 5.5% p.a. in 1986-87, with emplovment
generation more than twice as high, despite the persi.tence of
unfavorable terms of trade and high real international interest rates.
The resolution of the financial crisis which had struck many highly
indebted firms and banks in 1982-83, has resulted in a significant
increase in private savings and an increase in gross domestic savings to
18.42 of GDP by 1986. This recovery, severe fiscal austerity, and
continued foreign capital inflows have permitted a strong investment
expansion amounting to about 10% p.a. in 1986-87. Nevertheless, the
economic and social costs of che recovery have been considerable even
though they were mitigated by responsive social programs: unemployment
reached record levels and family incomes dropped almost one-third during
the depths of the depression. Chile's interest payments on its public
foreign debt in 1985-86 amounted to one-tenth of GDP and one-half of
domestic savings, leaving little room for expansionary programs or
marginal investments.

1.3 Government Policies. The Government is aware that the
structural problems of the economy require a sustained medium-term
adjustment program. Such a program has been in place since 1985 and has
included measures to (a) strengthen incentives for non-copper exports;
(b) increase public savings and the efficiency of public expenditures;
(c) improve the mobilization and allocation of savings; and (d) improve
public efforts in the social sectors. This program has been supported by
three Structural Adjustment Loans from the World Bank of US$250 million
each, an Extended Fund Facility from the IMF of SDR 750 million, and
reschedulUngs from commercial banks and creditor governments totalling
US$18.4 billion. Prudent management of the external debt has contributed
to maintain a sustainable situation. This included a program of debt-
equity swaps which by mid-1986 had facilitated conversions of US$1.9



billion of foreign debt, bringing about a decline in foreign debt -- by
about US$230 million -- in 1987.

1.4 Outlook. Continued fiscal prudence, growing investment, and a
stable if not improving international environment are necess*ry to enable
the economy to continue to grow despite its heavy debt burden. It will
take some years more of austerity in consumption and sustained investment
growtie if Chile is to both service its external debt and achieve satis-
factory economic growth. Given the openness of the economy, Chile's
long-term economic prospects are linked to the performance of the
industrial economies, terms of trade, and international interest rates.
In spite of the growth in non-traditional exports, copper still accounts
for almost half of export earnings and its price prospects are
volatile. The country's foreign debt is about equal to GDP. Debt
service ratios while declining will remain substantial throughout the
1980s. However, over the 1988-92 period, under moderately optimistic
assumptions--real copper prices increasing by 3% p.a. (from a base rf
USC72/lb), non-copper exports increasing by 6% p.a. in real terms, inter-
national interest rates falling to 5%, and continued international
financial support--GDP growth averaging 4.5-5.5% p.a. seems feasible.
Such a continued recovery would improve Chile's external debt position
considerably and strengthen its creditworthiness. Over the 1986-92
period, the ratio of total debt to GDP would decrease from over 98% to
67% and the interest-to-exports ratio, from 33% to 16%. The benefits of
export-led growth could be spread throughout the economy. Social outlays
could be increased to attend to social infrastructure needs deferred by
the adjustment program. The expected employment generation would likely
lead to an improvement in income distribution and living conditions for
the majority of the population.

1.5 Nevertheless, there remain considerable risks centering on the
Government's ability to generate the required domestic savings and
investment, Chile's terms of trade, and access to foreign capital at
affordable interest rates. In the case of adverse external developments,
domestic savings may be insufficient to permit satisfactory growth and
debt service payments. Uncertainty related to internal political
developments also may affect private savings and investment.

Energy Resources, Supply and Demand

Energy Resources

1.6 Chile has limited crude oil resources yet substantial resources
of natural gas, coal, hydropow 5r, and forests. Proven reserves of crude
oil in 1986 were 9.6 million m , less than 10 years of production at the
1986 rate, which implies that oil resources are dwindling and production
will decline sharply during the next years until commercial deposits are
exhausted. Proven aft developed reserves of natural gas are estimated at
nearly 56 billion m (or 1.96 trillion SCF), equivalent to 35 years of
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net production at present levels. Much of it was reinjected over the
years to maintain reservoir pressure to produce crude, and for future
uses. As reinjection requirements docline along with lower crude
production, more gas will becom available for other uses. In addition,
proven but undeveloped resaerys of natural gas in the Springhill area are
estimated at 8.4 billion a (of which three-quarters offshore) and
probable an4 possible reserves outside the Springhill area, another
18 billion a S Since the bulk of reserves are located in the extreme
southern Magallanes region, far from the energy consumption centers in
central and northern Chile, their development thus far has been feasible
for local use only.

Table 1.1: PFIMARY ENERGY FESERVES, 1986
(Physical Units and Tcal '000)

Physical Units

Inferred;
Proven Probable &

Developed Undeveloped Total Possible

Crude Oil and Condensate (m3 millions) 5.2 4.4 9.6 17.1

Natural Gas (*3 billions) 55.6 8.4 64.0 18.0

Demonstrated Inferred
Measured Indicated Total

Coal (M.T. mIIIIons) 194 439 633 5 120
Concepcion-Arauco a/ 10 25 35 100
Valdivia-Chiloe b/ 3 6 9 20
Maga!anes C/ 181 408 589 5,000

Wood Cm3 miliIons) 1.049

Natural Forests 915
Plantations 134

Hydropow r (TWh) 103

Tcals '000

Crude Oil and Condensate d/ 85.7
Natural Gas d/ 597.8
Coal */ 1,358.0
Wood f/ 3,496.6
Hydropower 88.6

a/ Bituminous and sub-bituminous coal, 6,500 kcalAkg
b/ Sub-bituminous coal, 3,500-5,800 kcal/kg.
c/ Sub-bituminous coal, 4,500-5,500 kcal/kg.
d/ Proven reserves only.
*/ Measured reserves only.
f/ Green wood; 1,050 kg/i3.

Sourc&: CNE; ENAP; ENACAR; IWFOR FOWO
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1.7 Measured reserves of coal are estimated at 194 million M.T.,
with indicated and inferred reserves estimated to total 5.6 billion
MT.. The Magallanes region also holds the bulk of cool reserves which,
however, consist of sub-bituminous coal with high sulfur and ash content.

1.8 The feasible hydro potential is estimated at 18,000 MW and
103 TWh. Only 2,262 NW had been developed by 1985, with an average
energy of 11 TWh. The ongoing 500 NW, US $798 million Pehuenche project
financed by the World Bank and IDB, which is planned to be completed by
1993, will contribute to mobilizing additional hydro potential. Project
studies (including detailed design studies) for hydro development
involving 9,400 MW and an average energy of 55.5 TWh have been completed.
Forests cover about 8.9 million ha, or 14% of continental Chile, but 83S
of natural forests amounting to 7.6 million ha are located in the three
southernmost districts, whereas there is impending deforestation in the
Santiago Metropolitan Region and in some areas in the north. Other
biomass resources and renewable energy (wind and solar) are relatively
insignificant and likely have a limited local potential only.

Energy Supply and Conversion

1.9 Gross energy supplies in 1986 totalled 95,094 Tcals (9.5
million toe) of which nearly three-quarters were domestically produced.
In line with the resource endowment, fuelwood and other biomass provide
the largest share of domestically produced energy, 28Z in 1986, followed
by crude oil and natural gas, 21% each 1/; coal, 15.6%; and hydropower,
13.4%. Energy imports in 1986 were equivalent to 3.1 million toe, a
sharp increase from their 1985 level (2.5 million toe). They consisted
of crude oil (2.6 million M.T., up from 2.1 million M.T. in 19d5), petro-
leum products, chiefly diesel and jet fuel (totalling 0.7 million M.T.)
and coal largely metallurgical-grade (0.4 million M.T.). Their costs in
1986 amounted to US$351 million, equivalent to 6.4% of exports of goods
and non-factor services. Nine-tenths of the cost of energy imports is
accounted for by crude oil and petroleum products, the balance by
metallurgical coal and coke.

1/ Natural Gas net of reinjection amounting to 3.2 billion m3 in 1986.



Table 1.2: ENERGY INDICATORS, 1976; 1986

I. COMPOSITE ENWRGY SUPPLY/DEMAND BALANCE

1976 1986

Tcal '000 Percent Tcal '040 Percent

Primary Supplies 115.0 100.0 105.8 100.0

Production (80.1) (69.7) (74.4) (70.3)

Net lmports (38.3) (33.3) (31.4) (29.7)

Net Exports (3.4) '3.0) ( (-)

Secondary Energy Imports 0.8 10.7) 7.2 6.8

Conversion and Distri-

bution Losses 47.5 41.3 27.8 26.3

Net Supply 68.3 59.4 85?2 '.,5

Secondary Exports 1.1 1.0 0.1 0.1

Final Consumption 67.2 58.4 85.1 80.4

I1. COMPOSITION OF FINAL CONSSUMPTION

(Percent)

P.tr. Fur- Petr. Fur-

Wood- Pro- Nat. Town nace Elect- Wood- Pro- Nat. Town naco Elect-

fuels 4ucts Gas Coal Coke Gas Gas ricity Total fuels C.cts Gas Coal Coke Gas Gas ricity Total

Res identiat/Commercial/

Administratlie Sectors '6.9 12.3 1.3 0.8 - 0.9 - 3.2 35.4 16.3 9.4 1.7 0.1 - 0.7 - 4.0 32.2

Agricultural/lndustrial/

Mining Sectors 4.8 17.6 0.1 4.9 1.7 0.7 0.9 6.5 37.2 7.0 13.9 0.1 5.9 1.9 0.7 0.7 8.1 38.3

Transport 5ector - 27.1 - - - - - 0.3 27.4 - 29.2 - - - - - 0.3 29.5

Total 21.7 57.0 1.4 5.7 1.7 1.6 0.9 10.0 100.0 23.3 52.5 1.8 6.0 1.9 1.4 0.7 12.4 100.0

Source: CNE; ENAP; ENDESA; mission estimates



1.10 Energy Conversion. Crude oil refining (4.9 million m3 in 1987)
is carried out in ENAP's two refineries located near Concon and
Concepcion in central Chile, whose capacity is 69,000 B/D and 72,000 B/D,
respectively. Diesel is the most important refined product {32% of the
refineries' combined output, on a volume basis) followed by gasoline
(29%), fuel oil (21O), kerosene and jet fuel (7% combined), and LPG,
napbtha, and minor products. Electricity generation is largely hydro-
based (76% in 1986), followed by thermal generation based on coal (13%),
fuel oil (6%), diesel (2.3X), wood, and natural gas (1.4% each). There
is little production of charcoal from fuelvood. Processing of coal into
coke is significant, absorbing 24% of coal output in 1986. Refinery own
consumption and losses are low at about 3% of crude oil inputs. down from
6Z in the early 1980s. There has been a substantial reduction in natural
gas flaring (from 58% of output net of reinjection in 1976 to less than
18% in 1986). However, in the electricity subsector, own consumption and
losses have increased, amounting to over 15% of generation in 1986. This
is because of high transmission losses typical of a longitudinal system,
as well as illicit electricity use.

Energy Demand

1.11 Woodfuels. Fuelwood including charcoal and sawmill residues
accounted for some 23% of final energy consumption in 1986, reaching
nearly 6 million M.T. in that year. Fuelwood consumption has increased
since the mid-1970s at 3.5% on annual average, significantly faster than
energy use overall, largely due to its expanded use as industrial fuel.
There is now a well-established market in terms of steadily growing
demand and identified regional suppliers. The residential and commercial
sectors account for about 65% of fuelwood consumption and mining and
industry, for 30% (compared to 77% and 21.5%, respectively in 1976). The
remainder is used in electricity generation.

Table 1.3: FUELWOOD CONSUWitlON, 1976-86
(M,T. '000 AND PERCENT)

---- 1976---- ---- 19801---- ---- 985 ---- ---- 1986 ---- Increase P.a.(%)
M.T.0000 S M.T.000 S M.T.1000 S M.T.�000 S 1977-80 1981-86

Total Consumption 4,230 100.0 5.050 loo.o 5,806 100.0 5.953 100.0 4.5 2.3
Final Consumption 4,158 98.3 4,947 97.9 5,614 96.7 5,654 94.9 4.4 2.3
Residentalo/Comercial/
Admin. Sectors 3,247 76.7 3,512 69.5 3,873 66.7 3,960 66.5 2.0 2.0
Industry and Mining 911 21.5 1,436 28.4 1,741 29.9 1,704 28.5 12.1 2.9
Industry (910) (21.5) (1,433) (28.4) (1,741) (29.9) (1,701) (28.5)
Mining (1? . (3) .) () -)(3) (.

Energy Transformation 72 1.7 103 2.0 192 3.3 298 5.1 9.3 17.8

Source: CNE
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1.12 Coal and Coke. The use of coal both for processing into coke
and in final energy consumption in 1986 reached 1.85 million M.T., below
its peaik of over 2 million tpy in the late 1960s. Consumption increases
during 1977-86 averaged 3.6% p.a., interrupted by a steep decline in
1982. Energy transformation traditionally has accounted for 60-65% of
total coal use. The remainder is largely absorbed by industries such as
steel, mining, sugar refining, and cement production. Consumption by the
residential/commercial/administrative sectors accounts for less than 1.5%
and is confined to the coal-producing regions. Coal use in railway
transport has been phased out. The consumption of coke primarily in the
iron and steel industry has amounted to about 20% of coal consumption and
has moved in parallel with the latter.

Table 1.4: Coal and Coke Consumption, 1976-86
(M.T. '000 and Percent)

---- 1976 ---- ---- 1980 ---- ---- 1985 ---- ---- 1986 ---- Increase p.a.(%)
M.T.1000 % M.T.'000 % M.T.1000 % M.T.oo00 % 1977-80 1981-86

Coal

Total Consumption 1,307 100.0 1,677 100.0 1,792 100.0 1.858 100.0 6.4 1.7

Final Consumption 548 41.9 520 31.0 630 35.2 725 39.9 neg. 9.3

Residential/Commercial
Administrative Sectors 73 5.6 25 1.5 17 0.9 10 0.5 neg. 9.3
Industry and Mining 350 26.7 419 25.0 613 34.2 715 38.5 4.9 9.3
Industry (328) (25.0) (381) (22.7) (513) (28.6) (632) (34.0)
Mining (22) (1.7) (38) (2.3) (100) (5.6) (83) (4.5)

Transportation 125 9.5 76 4.5 1 0.1 - - neg. neg.

Energy Transformation 759 58.1 1,157 69.0 1,162 64.8 1,133 61.0 11.1 -0.4

Electric Generation 346 26.5 660 39.4 712 39.7 679 36.5 17.5 0.5
Coke, Town Gas,
Furnace Gas Production 402 30.8 489 29.2 448 25.0 451 24.3 neg. neg.
Other 11 0.8 8 0.4 2 0.1 3 0.2 neg. neg.

Coke

Total Consumption 293 100.0 399 100.0 334 100.0 347 100.0 8.0 -2.4
Final Consumption a/ 145 49.5 178 44.6 197 59.0 209 60.2 5.3 2.7
Energy Transformation b/ 148 50.5 221 55.4 137 41.0 138 39.8 10.5 -8.2

a/ Consists of consumption In industry and mining only.
b/ Consists of use In coke and town gas production only.

Source: CNE.

1.13 Petroleum Products. Consumption of petroleum products, 4.3
million M.T. or 86,000 BID in 1986, is relatively limited for an economy
of the size of Chile's. Demand for petroleum products has been subject



to pronounced swings. It grew rapidly between 1960 and 1972 when it
reached its highest level ever (5 million M.T.) but fell during 1973-75
and again during 1981-85 in the woke of increasing international
petroleum prices and the economic down-turn. However, following the
reent recovery of the economy which coincided with declining petroleum
prices, petroleum consumption incre"sed again in 1986 (at 5.7%). There
have been important changes in the composition of consumption during
1976-86. The share of diesel increased substantially (from 21% to 341)
spurred by low prices in relation to both gasoline and fuel oil. There
also was an increase in the share of gasoline (from 201 to 23%, with a
shift from regular to premium brands) and of jet iuel (from 2.6% to
4.2%). LPC's share remained unchanged (102). In contrast, the share of
fuel oil in petroleum products demand declined significantly (from 33% to
231) primarily because of its replacement by coal and fuelwood in
electricity generation and industry. Kerosene's share also declined
(from 9% to 3.4%) due to its replacement by fuelwood, natural gas and LPG
in the residential/cosmercial sectors. Imports of petroleum products
cover nearly 201 of domestic demand; in turn, 63% of locally refined
crude is imported.

Table 1.5: CONSUMPTION OF PETROLEUM PROOUCTS, 1976-86

1976 1980 1985 1986 Increase p.a.(%)
M.T.'0 s M.T.000 OO M.T.'OOO S 1977-80 1981-86

Grand Total 4,430 100.0 5,148 100.0 4,394 100.0 4,645 100.0 3.8 -1.8

by Fuel

Gasoline 871 19.7 1,081 21.0 998 22.7 1,038 22.3 5.6 -0.7
Aviation Gasoline 8 0.2 8 0.2 5 0.1 6 0.1 - -4.9
LPG 432 9.7 485 9.4 426 9.7 444 9.6 2.9 0.7
Kerosene 369 8.3 240 4.7 115 2.6 148 3.2 -11.4 -8.4
Jet Fuel 109 2.5 166 3.2 151 3.4 191 4.1 11.1 2.4
Diesel 905 20.4 1,245 24.2 1,441 32.9 1,557 33.5 8.3 3.9
Fuel Oil 1,507 34.0 1,681 32.6 1,102 25.1 1,095 23.6 2.8 -7.4
Naphtha 58 1.3 37 0.7 32 0.7 32 0.7 -11.9 -2.5
Refinery Gas 171 3.9 205 4.0 124 2.8 134 2.9 4.6 -7.3

by Economic Activity

Final Consumption 3,475 78.4 4,132 80.3 3,789 86.2 4,051 87.2 2.9 -0.3

Resid./Comm./Admin. Sectors 715 16.1 685 13.3 583 13.3 680 14.6 -1.1 -

Agric./lnd./lMining 1,187 26.8 1,266 24.6 1,064 24.2 1,116 24.0 1.1 -2.1
Transport 1,573 35.5 2,181 42.4 2,142 48.7 2,255 48.6 8.' 0.5

Energy Transformation 955 21.6 1,016 19.7 605 13.8 594 12.8 1.6 -9.4

Electricity Generation 539 12.2 612 11.9 290 6.6 282 6.1 3.2 -13.8
Town Gas & Coke Production 66 1.5 57 1.1 37 0.8 39 0.8 -3.7 -6.5
Crude Oil & Nat.Gas Prod. 350 7.9 347 6.7 278 6.4 273 5.9 - -4.1

Source: CNE; ENAP



1.14 Natural Gas, Furnace Gas, and Town Cas. At present, the use of
natural gas is restricted to the producing region of Magallanes, distant
from major energy consumption center,%. A substantial share of the 1986
psoduction amounting to 1.2 billion * (net of reinjection of 3.2 billion
m ; was for ENAP's own use (640 million *3) or was burned (211 million
m3). Gas is mainly sold to the residential/co_ercial/administrative
sectors and for electricity generation, whereas very little is consumed
in industry. Consumption during 1977-86 increased at 1.8%, annual
average, which is low given available resources and the energy substitu-
tion potential in th e economy. Natural gas exports to Argentina had
reached 750 million m in 1978 but were discontinued after 1979 when that
country accelerated the development of its own resources. The
consumption of low-calorific furnace gas and town gas has stagnated over
the past ten years.
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Table 1.6: CONSUMPTION OF NATURAL GAS, FURNACE GAS, ANO TOWN GAS, 1976-86
(03 millions and Percent)

1976 19W 1965 1966 incres. p..&($)
mJ miliIon w' million S m'million S *3million S 1977-80 1961-66

Natural Gas

Total Consumptlon 760 100.0 857 100.0 959 100.0 877 100.0 3.0 0.4

Final Consumption 104 13.7 118 13.8 153 16.0 168 19.2 3.2 6.1

Resid./Com./Admin. Sectors 94 12.4 109 12.7 145 15.1 160 18.2 3.8 6.6
Industry and Mining 10 1.3 9 1.1 8 0.9 8 1.0 neg. unch.

Energy Transformation 656 86.3 739 86.2 806 84.0 709 80.8 3.0 -0.7

Electricity Generation 28 3.7 47 5.5 66 6.9 68 7.8 13.8 6.4
Pot:oleum and Natural
Gas Operations 486 63.9 555 64.8 589 61.4 504 57.4 3.4 -1.6

Liquids Extraction 142 18.7 137 15.9 151 15.7 137 15.6 -0.7 unch.

Furnace Gas

Total Consumption 883 100.0 1_194 100.0 935 100.0 911 100.0 7.8 -4.6

Final Consumption a/ 632 71.6 895 75.0 654 69.9 651 71.5 9.1 -5.4
Energy Transformation b/ 251 28.4 299 25.0 281 30.1 260 28.5 4.5 -2.4

Town Gas

Total Consumption 290 100.0 355 100.0 326 100.0 330 100.0 5.2 -1.2

Final Consumption 271 93.4 331 93.2 295 90.5 296 89.7 5.1 -2.3

Resid./Comm./Admin. Sectors 156 53.8 163 45.9 152 46.6 157 ;7_6 1.1 -0.6
Industry and Mining 115 39.6 168 47.3 143 43.9 139 42.1 8.0 -3.2

Energy Transformation 19 6.6 24 6.8 31 9.5 34 10.3 6.0 6.0

Electricity Generation - - 6 1.7 3 0.9 3 0.9 -12.3
Town Gas and Coke
Production 19 6.6 18 5.1 28 8.6 31 9.4 1.4 9.5

a/ Industry and Mining (iron and steel industry) only.
b/ Gas and coke production only.

Source: CNE

1.15 Electricity. With a per-capita consumption of 1,051 kWh in
1986, Chile among Latin American countries ranks sixth, having one of the
highest rates of access to electricity (87%, i.e. 96% of the urban
population and 35% of the rural population). Industry and mining
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combined accounted for 61% of 1986 consumption followed by the
residential/commercial/administrative sectors '331), energy transforma-
tion (4.31) and transport (1.71). Industry and mining are relativ(:y
electricity-intensive, due to the importance of copper and pulp and paper
production. 2/ Given the relatively moderate growth of self-generation,
the share of industrial consumption supplied by the public service has
been growing significantly faster than that of total industrial consump-
tion, especially in the Central Interconnected System which accounts for
741 of total installed capacity and 84X of generation and consumption.
In the future, this difference should become less pronounced in view of

the continued reduction of the share of self-generation.

Table 1.7: ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION BY SECTOR, 1975-86

(GWh and Percent)

Preliminary Change p.a. (W)

Consuming Sectors ----1975---- ----1980---- ----1985---- ----1986---- 1976-80 1981-86

(GWh) (S) (GWh) (S) (GWh) (S) (GWh) (S)

Total Consumption 7,962 100.0 10,526 100.0 12,262 100.0 12,795 100.0 5.9 3.7

Industry and Mining 5,129 64.4 6,954 66.1 8,101 66.0 8.407 65.7 5.8 3.2

Public Grid Supplied (2,817) (35.4) (4,076) (38.7) (5,103) (41.6) (5,380) (42.0) (7.7) (4.6)

Self Generation (2,312) (29.0) (2,878) (27.4) (2,998) (25.4) (3,027) (23.7) (4.5) (0.8)

Residential 1,393 17.5 1,805 17.1 1,996 16.3 2,109 16.5 5.3 2.6

Commercial and Others 1,264 15.9 1,569 14.9 1,945 15.9 2,056 16.1 4.4 7.2

Transport 176 2.2 198 1.9 220 1.8 223 1.7 2.4 2.0

Source: ENOESA.

1.16 Electricity growth was relatively high throughout the 1970s but
slowed down during 1981-86 especially for residential consumption.
Indeed, present consumption per customer is practically the same as that
of 1960. It seems that until 1970, the rapid pace of connections of new
customers with below-average consumption outweighed the growth of
consumption of existing customers. In contrast, the stagnation of per-
customer consumption since 1980 cannot be explained by rapid growth of

the number of low-volume consumers: it probably is due to improvements in
the efficiency of appliances and other conservation efforts, as well as

the slight decline in disposable incomes. Neither can it be explained by
a reduced competitiveness of electricity. In fact, the price of

2/ These two sectors in 1986 accounted for 401 and 13Z, respectively,
of industrial electricity consumption. Further, they accounted for
351 of the 1980-86 growth of total electricity consumption, and for
621 of the growth of industrial consumption alone.
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electricity during 1975-84 has increased by a factor of 1.77 compared to
2.87 for kerosene and 3.91 for LPG.

Table 1.8: FESIDENTIAL ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION INDICATORS, 1960e6

1960-65 1965-70 1970-75 1975-80 198044

Numbr of Connections p.a. 40,326 56,200 70,293 47,576 45,295
Customer Growth (S) 7.7 7.3 6.8 3.7 3.0
Growth of Consumption
per customer (%) -1.4 -1.1 1.7 1.8 

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1984 1986

Consumption per Customer (kWh) 1,040 970 918 996 1,087 989 1,051

Source: ENDESA.

Energy End-Use for Major Economic Activities

1.17 Final energy consumption in 1986 totalled 8.5 million toe, or
0.69 toe per capita. 3/ Its growth during 1977-86 has been slow, 2.4% on
annual average, compared to GDP growth averaging 3.7% over the same
period, indicating that significant gains in energy efficiency have been
achieved. Primarily as a result df energy conservation and substitution,
important structural changes have taken place. Petroleum products while
continuing to meet the largest share of final energy consumption have
declined in 1976-86 from 57% to less than 53% whereas there were
corresponding increases in the shares of fuelwood (from 21.6% to 23.3Z)
and electricity (from 10% to 12.4%). The use of wood has increased
particularly in mining and the pulp and paper industries, where it has
been replacing fuel oil and coal in heat generation. The share of the
other fuels (coal and coke; natural, town, and furnace gases) have
remained unchanged.

1.18 In the industrial sector, energy consumption during 1977-86
increased at 2.7X on annual average. The share of petroleum products
over that period declined from 51% to 37%, with corresponding increases
in the shares of electricity (from 18% to 21%), fuelwood (from 13% to
18%) and coal and coke (combined, from 14% to 17%). The shares of the
rema5aing fuels (mainly town and furnace gas) have changed little. Fuel
oil has remained the largest single energy source in industry (22.5X in

3/ This compares to per-capita energy consumption of 1.5 toe aor
Mexico, 1.3 toe for Brazil, and 0.7 toe for Colombia.
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1986, down from 33% in 1976) which indicates that a substantial potential
for fuel substitution still exists.

1.19 In the residential/com_ercial/administrative sectors, annual
increases in energy consumption during 1977-86 averaged just 1.4%.
Fuelvood has met 50% of energy requirements in 1986 followed by LPG (182)
and electricity (9%, vs. 13% in 1976). Town and natural gas increased
their combined share slightly (from 6.3% to 7.6%). There were sharp
increases in the use of fuelwood mirrored by declines in the use of
kerosene (from 12.6% to 4.5%) and coal (from 2% to less than 0.5%)
despite low relative prices for both fuels.

1.20 ,n the transport sector, energy consumption grew at 3.1% p.a.
in 1977-86. There was a substantial increase in the shares of diesel
(from 29% to 43%) and high-octane gasoline (from 9% to 37%) as a result
of favorable relative prices of these fuels and concomitant shifts in the
vehicle fleet. On the other hand, substantial declines occurred in the
shares of low-octane gasoline (from 43% to 9%) and fuel oil for maritime
and rail transport (from 5.5% to less than 2%). The small share of
electricity principally for the Santiago Metro system remained unchanged
(about 0.5%). The share of air transport fuels remained steady at 7.5 -
8.5% of energy use in transport.

Sector Policies and Institutions

Sector Objectives and Policies

1.21 The Government has set clear goals for the energy sector,
consistent with its basic economic philosophy. These are: (a) ensuring
efficient resource allocation to supply energy at least cost and enhance
the efficiency of energy end-use throughout the economy; (b) encouraging
competition and private sector activity; and (c) to the feasible degree,
meeting energy demand primarily through indigenous resources. The
application of economic cost principles to energy pricing and of market
mechanisms for resource allocation have been key elements in the
Government's energy strategy. Primarily because of economic-cost based
pricing, important achievements have been made in energy conservation
and substitution which have contributed to reducing gross energy
requirements per GDP by 32% during l176-86 4/ and energy imports by 18%
(in energy terms) over the same period.

4/ Gross energy requirements fell from 0.44 Tcals/Ch$ million (1977
constant prices) of GDP in 1976 to 0.30 Tcals/Ch$ million of GDP in
1986. CODELO, the largest industrial corporation, reduced its
energy requirements from
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Table 1.9: ENERGY AND THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1976-86
(USS milIlons and percent)

Prel im.
1960 1982 1985 1986

(1) Energy lmports 911.2 589.0 491.5 351.3
Crude Petroleum 810.4 277.3 445.7 266.2
Petroleum Products 21.8 292.9 18.4 53.5

Coal 58.5 - 21.5 26.0

Coke 20.5 18.8 5.9 5.6
(2) Energy Reexports a/ 60.3 69,3 34,3 31.5
(3) Net Energy Imports 850.9 519.7 457.2 319.8

Goods and Non-factor Service Imports 7,122.0 5,134.0 3,984.0 4,328.0
Goods and Non-factor Service Exports b/ 5,908.7 4,572.7 4,461.7 5,008.5

(3) as Percent of (4) 11.9 11.4 11.5 7.4
(3) as Percent of (5) 14.4 10.1 10.2 6.4

a/ Mainly Petroleum Products
b/ Net of energy reexports and bunkers (mainly fuel oil and jet fuel).

Source: Central Bank of Chile.

1.22 The Government is carrying out a program to decentralize and
deregulate the operations of the major state-owned energy companies, with

a view towards enhancing competition, increasing managerial autonomy and
accountability, and gradually transferring their ownership to the private
sector. A Government presence is to be maintained only in those areas
where private entities cannot meet the sectorai objectives. A strong

private sector participation has been secured in petroleum products
marketing, electricity generation and distribution, and coal production

and marketing. Progress is being made in attracting private foreign
firms to hydrocarbon exploration. Nevertheless, the Government continues
to have a key role in the energy sector through (a) setting and/or
monitoring energy prices; (b) deciding on the investment programs of the

state energy enterprises; (c) evaluating energy resources and
requirements; and (d) developing information systems to ensure market
transparency and efficient use of energy resources.

Institutional Structure

1.23 To implement its energy strategy, the Government has
established a coherent legal framework and effective organizational
structures. At the apex of policy formulation is the National Energy

Commission (Comision Nacional de Energia; CNE), an autonomous agency
created in 1978, which is responsible for preparing and coordinating
sector plans, policies and regulations, and for advising the Government
on energy matters. CNE also is monitoring the electricity, hydrocarbons,
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and coal subsectors and is responsible for preparing and updating the
least-cost electricity investment program. 5/ The entity reports
directly to the President of the Republic. A representative of the
Presidency presides CNE and its Executive Board. This Board includes the
Ministers of Defense, Economy, Finance, Mining, Planning, and the Chief
of the Presidential Staff. CNE's Executive Secretary is in charge of the
administrative and technical functions, assisted by a small but well-
qualified staff. CNE also carries out energy studies for which it
usually engages the services of consultants. The Ministry of Mining is
responsible for negotiating and executing operating contracts in the
hydrocarbons subsector on behalf of the State, with technical advice from
CNE. (Contract signature requires the approval of CNE's Board.) The
Ministry of Finance has ultimate authority in decisions on investment and
investment financing of state-owned corporations. The National Planning
Office (ODEPLAN) has an important role in the energy sector through
coordinating thie actions of state entities and enterprises within the
National Development Program. ODEPLAN makes recommendations on public
sector investment -- in close cooperation with CNE in matters pertaining
to energy investment -- and through its handling the System of Basic
Statistics for Investment, monitors Government-approved projects. The
Ministry of Economy approves electricity tariffs based on CNE's
recommendations, monitors the compliance with regulations and procedures
regarding installations and services (through the Superintendent of
Electricity and Fuels) , and attends to any customer complaints on
matters related to service and tariffs.

1.24 On the operational level, the Government's strategy is
implemented through state-owned or associated enterprises which are
incorporated with the sole exception of ENAP, the National Petroleum
Company, which is constituted as state company. All state-owned or
controlled enterprises have full managerial autonomy and accounta-
bility. They operate strictly along market principles and are at
differing stages of privatization. Corporation de Fomento de la
Production (CORFO), the Government's holding company, controls the
incorporated companies, i.e. National Coal Enterprise (ENACAR; 99.9%
CORFO participation), ENDESA (about 60%, the remainder being owned by
other power companies, municipalities, and small private investors),
COLBUN S.A. (98%) and PEHUENCHE S.A. (about 70%) and Compaiiia Carbonifera
Schwager S.A. (about 50%). Fully privately owned are meanwhile
CHILECTRA-GENERATION, CHILECTRA-METROPOLITANA, and CHILECTRA-QUINTA
REGION.

1.25 In the hydrocarbons subsector, ENAP carries out exploration,
production, and refining, and is empowered to enter into association with
foreign firms to develop petroleum reserves in Chile or abroad. ENAP

5/ For preparing the investment program, CNE uses a dynamic programming
model taking into account hydrology factors and water storage
systems, and determines the cost of demand not met.
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owns and operates two refineries which are located at Concon and
Conception in central Chile and which are operated as separate entities.
The Covernment is studying the possible sale of these refineries to
private investors such as EAP employees, pension funds, and others.

1.26 In response to the Government's desire to use the natural gas
reserves of Magallanes, private firms have been invited to develop
projects to accelerate the economic utilization of these reserves. These
projects are to be implemented without direct participation by public
sector entities, i.e. ENAP, which would be responsible only for
delivering gas to the respective plants.

1.27 In the electricity subsector, there are four major generating
companies, i.e. ENDESA, CHILECTRA-GENERATION, COLBUN S.A., and PEHUENCHE
S.A. (which will start operat5ng in 1991). Transmission is primarily
carried out by ENDESA, with other companies owning minor segments of the
network. Distribution is the responsibility primarily of private
companies which purchase electricity in bulk from the generating
companies. 6/ Electricity operations are coordinated by the Economic
Dispatch Center for the Central Interconnected System (CDEC-SIC) where
the most important generation/transmission companies are represented.
Its responsibilities are to preserve reliability of supply, ensure least-
cost operation, establish access, and set wheeling charges for the users
of this transmission system extending over 1,860 km. For these purposes,
CDEC-SIC (a) determines energy dispatch and other operational parameters
of the system on a daily basis and for the medium- and long-term;
(b) calculates the marginal costs of the operation; (c) determines the
transfer of energy among the generating companies and sets prices; and
(d) coordinates major preventive maintenance of generating units.

1.28 In the coal subsector, ENACAR, COCAR, and Schwager are the main
producers. The National Forestry Corporation (Corporaci6n Nacional
Forestal; CONAF) monitors fuelwood-related activities dominated by the
private sector.

6/ A number of electricity generation/distributior. companies such as
EDELNOR, ELELAYSEN, and EDELMAG, are in the process of being
privatized.
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11. ENMMGY PRICING AND TAIATION

Introduction

2.1 The system of energy prices is well-developed and effectively
administered. Following a period during the mid-to late 1970s when their
increases fell behind the increases in international energy prices and
domestic inflation, in 1978 they were liberalized and allowed to find
their market levels (kerosene and LPG prices in 1982 when subsidies were
removed). Domestic price of energy without exception meet their
opportunity cost, defined as border prices for tradeable goods, marginal
cost for electricity and town gas, and replacement cost for fuelwood and
natural gas. Thus, in setting or monitoring energy prices, the
Government has succeeded in exerting the right signals to consumers and
producers, furthering efficient allocation of energy resources, fiscal
objectives, and the financial viability of the energy enterprises.

2.2 Prices of tradeables such as crude oil and petroleum products
are based oa international prices and are being adjusted by the suppliers
in line with international price changes. In the same way, prices of
fuelwood and coal are market-determined. For coal, large quantities are
traded directly between producers and users, and import parity prices are
used as a reference point. Fiscal levies take the form of import duties,
value-added tax, and special taxes on transport fuels. The 15 import
duty 7/ provides a margin of protection for domestic energy production.
Otherwise, the Government has eliminated subsidies and resisted pressures
to establish new ones. Nevertheless, some distortions in consumer prices
have emerged mainly as a result of specific taxes on transport fuels.
While these distortions are of relatively limited negative consequences,
they should be addressed in the interest of allocative efficiency. Also,
managing petroleum products pricing -- with participation by ENAP -- in
the current environment of volatile international petroleum prices needs
to be given careful attention.

Prices of Petroleum Products

Structure and Levels

2.3 Import parity prices are used by ENAP as a guide to set ex-
refinery prices and there usually is only a small difference between the
two. (Import parity prices for petroleum products are calculated weekly
or bi-weekly based on Caribbean f.o.b. prices to which insurance and
freight and the import duty are added.) As petroleum products can be

7/ This duty was reduced from 201 in early 1988.
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Table 2.1: STRUCTURE OF PRICES OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, 1986; 1988
(ChS/Unit)

Premium Regular
Gesoline Gasoline Automotive Fu-l Oil Fuel Oil
(93 RON) (81 RON) Kerosene Diesel d/ (FOS) (FOG) LPG a/

(ChS/I) (ChS/I) (ChS/I) (Chl/I) (ChS/kg) (ChS/kg) (ChS/kg)

L.cember 1966

C.I.f. Price 26.8 24.5 27.3 26.5 21.9 18.9 38.8
lmport Duty 5.4 4.9 555 5.3 4.4 3.8 7.7
lIport Parity Price a/ 32.1 29.5 32.8 31.8 26.3 22.7 46.5
Ex-Refinery Price 30.2 27.4 30.4 29.3 24.9 22.5 47.0
Value Added Tax 6.8 6.5 7.5 6.6 5.3-5.8 4.8-5.5 12.7
Specific Tax 28.5 28.5 -- 15.4 -- -- --
Distributor's Margin b/ 3.6 4.9 7.0 3.7 1.6-4.0 1.6-4.8 16.8
Retail Price 69.10 67.3 44.9 55.0 31.8-34.7 28.9-52.8 76.5

Retall Price--
USfAuS gal equivalent c/ 127.6 124.3 82.8 101.5 54.8-58.9 50.7-56.3 77.7

April 1988

C.i.f. Price 31.1 30.5 35.0 34.6 27.5 23.8 53.9
Import Duty 4.7 4.6 5.2 5,2 4.1 3.6 8.1
Import Parity Price a/ 35.8 35.1 40.2 39.8 31.6 27.4 62.0
Ex-Refinery Price 38.8 36.3 40.6 37.0 29.2 25.0 60.6
Value-Added Tax 9.6 9.2 9.6 9.2 6.3-7.0 5.5-6.2 16.0
Special Tax 21.1 21.1 -- 11.1 -- -- --
Distributor's Margin b/ 9.3 9.7 7.6 9.2 2.5-5.8 2.5-5.8 19.2
Retail Price 78.8 76.3 57.8 66.5 38.0-42.0 33.0-37.0 95.8

Retail Price--
USt/tJS gal equivalent cl 121.7 117.9 89.3 102.7 54.4-60.1 48.2-54.0 81.4

a/ The import parity price is defined here as the sum of the c.i.f. import price plus the
Import duty (20% in December 1986; 15% In February 1968).

i/ For gasolines, diesel and kerosene, the margin Is the difference between the retail price
and the cost to distributors; for other fuels, the margins were estimated from CME 1984
data.

c/ Exchange rates used: ChS205/USS (December 1986); ChS245/USS (April 1988).
d/ The industrial diesel price structure Is the same as for automotive diesel, except that the

specific tax Is excluded.
_/ 15 kg cylinders.

Source: CNE; Platt's Oligram Price Report.
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freely imported, ENAP is disciplined to frequently adjust ex-refinery
prices because if the latter were to exceed import prices for any length
of time, the private importers could undersell locally refined
products. Retail prices to consumers are based on ex-refinery or c.i.f.
import prices including import duty, increased by the value-added tax,
special taxes on gasoline and automotive diesel, and the distributor's
margin. Mainly because of differences in taxation, the ratio of retail
prices to c.i.f. prices differs from product to product: it is 2.6 for
gasoline, 2.0 for automotive diesel, 1.7 for kerosene, 1.6 for industrial
diesel, and 1.4 for fuel oil.

2.4 Specific Taxes on Transport Fuels. As an important element of
the pricing structure, specific taxes are imposed on gasoline and
automotive diesel, imposed at the importation/ex-refinery stage, which in
1986 replaced a 272 tax on gasoline only. The specific diesel tax is
levied only on the portion of that fuel used in transport. Other users,
primarily in industry, initially pay the tax which subsequently is
reimbursed. The specific taxes in 1986 were euqivalent to 422 of the
gasoline retail price and 28% of the au omotive diesel price. Value-
added tax is imposed on all fuel sales but businesses deduct this levy --
as a prior-stage tax payment -- from their own value-added tax liability.

2.5 Taxes on gasoline and diesel originaly comprised a fixed
component and a variable component (Table 2.2). The variable portion of
the tax was established as a short-term device to smoothen the impact of
the decline in international petroleum prices in 1986 and to appropriate
part cf the windfall caused by this decline to the Treasury. The
variable portion was reduced from 70% to 60% in 1987 and was eliminated
in April 1988.

Table 2.2: STRUCTURE OF SPECIFIC TAXES ON GASOLINE AND
AUTOMOTIVE DIESEL, 1987-88

Product Fixed Component Variable Component

March 1987

Gasoline 3.0 UTM/M3 + 70% (USS233/exchange rate)
- (wholesale price of
93 RON gasoline In
ChS/m3 )

Automotive Diesel 1.5 UTh/m3 + 70% (USS196/*xchange rate)
- (whoIssale price In
ChS/m )

May 1988

Gasoline 3.0 UTM/m3
Automotive Diesel 1.5 UTM/m3

Note: UM (Unidad Tributaria Mensual) Is an Index of doestic inflation.

Source: CNE.
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Economic Implications of Petroleum Products Pricing

2.6 Fiscal Revenue. The contribution to Government revenue of the
specific taxes on transport fuels has increased rapidly in recent years,
i.e. during 1985-87 at 264S in current prices (1302 in constant
prices). They meanwhile constitute 8-10 of revenue from taxes from
transactions of goods and services. It is estimated that in 1987, just
under three-quarters of the total revenue was derived from the gasoline
tax. One of the reasons for increasing the specific taxes on transport
fuels has been to compensate for lower fiscal revenues elsewhere in the
petroleum sector, primarily the decline in royalties on the production of
crude oil and natural gas payable by ENAP ("derecho de explotacion") in
line with the decline in international petroleum prices. Revenue from
royalties during 1985-87 fell by 342 in nominal terms (50X in constant
prices), due to lower oil prices, higher production costs and a change-
over to a variable system of royalties instead of a fixed tax. 8/
However, because specific taxes on transport fuels were extended to
include diesel, total petroleum-related fiscal revenue in 1985-87
increased in current prices while remaining roughly unchanged in constant
prices.

Table 2.3: FISCAL RtEVENUE FROM THE PETROLEUM SUBSECTOR, 1984-87
(Ch$ billions)

Jan-May Jun-Dec Jan-Dec Estimated
1984 1985 1986 1986 1986 1987

Total Revenue n.o. 111.95 109.12 132.02

Specific Taxes 10.00 15.02 6.39 32.62 39,01 54.67

Gasoline 10.00 15.02 6.39 23.40 29.79 39.45
Fixed Portion (14.46) (27.85)
Variable Portion ( 8.94) (11.60)

Automotive Diesel -- -- 9.22 9.22 15.22
Fixed Portion (5.27) (10.80)
Variable Portion (3.95) ( 4.42)

Royaltl*s nao. 40.56 32.80 26.73
Import Duty; Value-
added Tax; Other n.a. 57.09 37.92 50.62

Sourco: Ministry of Finance.

8/ Under the new method, the royalty on crvdi oil production amounts to
172 of the parity c.i.f. price (in US$/m ) - 15.1 based on current
estimates of production and production costs.
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2.7 Impact on Demand. The differentiation in taxation tends to
distort relative prices to consumers of the various products, which thus
differ from their relative c.i.f. prices adjusted for local marketing
costs. This is most important in the transport sector where the ratio of
retail prices of automotive diesel are about 15X below those of gasoline
(81 RON) even though the c.i.f. price for diesel is close to and often
exceeds that of gasoline. Lower taxes on automotive diesel have exerted
an incentive to shift the public transport fleet toward diesel-powered
vehicles, especially for busses, small trucks, etc.. While this would
contribute to improving the efficiency of fuel use in the transport
sector, 9/ the local refineries have been unable to meet the rapidly
growing diesel demand and import requirements for diesel have
significantly increased as a result. Also, since there are no specific
taxes on kerosene, LPG, and fuel oil, the retail prices of these products
are considerably lower than those of gasoline and diesel.

2.8 In many countries a road user charge is incorporated in the
fuel price, normally in the form of specific taxes on transport fuels.
In Chile, the specific tax on diesel is estimated to be in line with an
appropriate road user charge whereas the specific tax on gasoline tends
to be much higher than such a charge. (Since the--generally heavier--
diesel-powered vehi.les cause larger wear and te-r on roads than
gasoline-powered vehicles, road user charges for the former should be
higher, not lower, than for the latter.) On grounds of allocative
efficiency, it would seem to be advisable to either lower the specific
tax on gasoline to more accurately reflect the road user charge, or to
increase the tax on automotive diesel to levels closer to that of the
gasoline tax. 1O/ Either measure would bring the relative consumer
prices of gasoline and diesel more closely in line with their relative
border prices. However, fiscal and equity considerations might militate
against a reduction of the gasoline tax, as the price elasticity of
demand for gasoline is relativel; low and revenue from such a tax
correspondingly high, and gasoline-powered vehicles are used mainly for
individual transport by higher income groups. On the other hand, an
increase in the diesel tax would widen the price differential between
automotive and industrial diesel (para 2.9). The issue is whether the
distortion in relative fuel prices exerts a greater economic cost, in
terms of affecting allocative efficiency and equity, than would result
from raising the same revenue through other taxes. Therefore, the
justification for the taxation-induced price differentials for transport
fuels should be evaluated in more detail, possibly in the context of the

9/ Diesel engines are assumed to be at least 25% more efficient than
gasoline engines.

10/ A third set of measures would consist of compensating for the
difference in fuel taxes through license fees, km-based taxes etc.
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study on fuel taxation and road user charges planned by the Ministry of
Transport, to determine optimal means for achieving their objectives.

2.9 Another issue concerns the high price of automotive compared to
industrial diesel, as the specific tax is levied only on the former. To
the extent that truck fleets of industrial firms use lower-priced
industrial diesel, they would gain an advantage over independent truckers
who have access to higher-priced automotive diesel only. Any system
where different prices for virtually the same products are established
invites arbitrage. There is no easy solution to this problem, except, to
a certain extent, stricter enforcement of the rules aimed at restricting
the use of industrial diesel to industrial purposes, possibly by coloring
the different diesel fuels.

2.10 The use of low-priced kerosene in diesel engines, which is in
evidence in some countries, does not appear to be a problem in Chile and
probably is limited to periods of the year/areas of the country with very
low cemperatures. However, the retail price of kerosene is well below
that of diesel and LPG and does not reflect relative scarcities,
considering that both these products need to be imported. The prevailing
price relationship between kerosene and LPG tends to give the wrong
signals to residential energy consumers and should be corrected through
increasing the price of kerosene, in the interest of allocative
efficiency.

Adjusting to Petroleum Price Volatility

2.11 International petroleum prices in recent years have shown a
high degree of volatility. F.o.b. prices for crude averaged US$26/bbl in
1985, fell at times below US$10/bbl in 1986, and rose close to US$20/bbl
in mid-1987, to fall again to about US$15/bbl by early 1988. Relatively
low prices are projected for the period 1988-91 to be followed by
substantial increases into the mid-1990s. The declining trend in Chile's
crude oil production means that the economy will be even more vulnerable
to price shocks in the 1990s than during the 1970s and 1980s. Given the
importance of petroleum as the critical energy source, this raises the
issue whether the short-term variations in international petroleum prices
should be fully and promptly passed through to the consumers, or if part
or all of these variations should be neutralized -- and prices be
stabilized at relatively high levels -- through some compensatory
mechanism, such as variable taxation, even if this impacts adversely on
the international competitiveness of some energy users. So far, this
compensatory mechanism was only applied for gasoline and automotive
diesel, in the form of the variable portion of the specific tax. It can
be argued that a variable tax applied evenly to all petroleum products
would be the most efficient means to smooth swings as the volatility of
all petroleum product prices is considered to be the problem.

2.12 It is sometimes argued that fiscal and balance of payments
concerns call for stabilizing prices at relatively high levels even in
situations of declining international prices, in view of the expected
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increases in international petroleum prices over the medium-to longer
term, the decline in Chile's crude oil reserves and the resulting
fragility of the external position of the economy, which involve a high
degree of risk for macroeconomic management. Also, because of investment
rigidities, it might take relatively long to shift the productive
structure in response to unanticipated price changes.

2.13 Nevertheless, on economic efficiency grounds, it is necessary
that domestic prices of petroleum products -- like those of any other
tradeables -- are set in conformity with international market conditions,
to provide efficiency guideposts for the decisions of producers and
consumers. Therefore, domestic petroleum prices need to reflect
international price movements, short-term as well as long-term,
downswings as well as upswings. There is no convincing economic argument
why countercyclical tariff and taxation measures should be taken to
cushion domestic consumers from international price movements.
Considering that the price elasticity of demand for petroleum products
tends to be low, any adverse effects of lowering prices on the incentive
to improve the efficiency of energy use probably are minor. In addition,
problems of a global nature such as fiscal and balance of payments
problems would have to be addressed through global measures, e.g.
exchange rate and fiscal reforms, and not just chrough changes in taxes
on specific products. This also is the Government's position. Should
the Government ever consider a "conservation tax" -- in preparation for
increases in energy prices over the medium-to longer term -- this would
need to be based on careful analysis of the energy savings potential in
the economy and of the costs and benefits to mobilize this potential.
Such a tax would need to be levied on all petroleum products and all
consumers, at a fixed preferably identical rate, so that the impact of
international price movements is felt fully and equally by all consumers.

Electricity Pricing

Principles of Tariff Setting

2.14 The Government's electricity pricing policy is in line with its
economic philosophy of relying on market forces to establish prices of
goods and services. Prices to major consumers and for exchanges among
generating companies are set through bargaining with electricity
suppliers who must compete for that portion of the market. Node prices
and tariffs at the distribution level, where a natural monopoly exists,
are set and regulated by the Ministry of Economy based on the structure
and levels of marginal costs -- a proxy of market prices -- as calculated
by CNE. This institutional separation combined with regular and
automatic adjustments ensures that no political pressures come to bear in
setting electricity prices.

2.15 Criteria and procedures for calculating electricity tariffs are
laid down by the Electricity Law of 1982. The energy tariff reflects the
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short-run marginal cost of energy and the capacity tariff, the long-run
marginal cost of new generating capacity required to cover peak demand,
calculated on the basis of a least-cost investment program. The
legislation allows consumers to choose freely among alternative tariffs
within their corresponding voltage range, and does not distinguish
classes of consumers for tariff purposes.

Regulated Tariffs

2.16 Regulated electricity prices are established at two stages:
i.e. the generation-transmission level (node prices) and the distribution
level (aggregate values of distribution). The sum of both is the maximum
price paid by the final consumer. The node prices are the prices of bulk
electricity sold by the generation/transmission companies to the
distribution companies. They are calculated for capacity and energy for
those locations where electricity is supplied to distribution systems,
including marginal transmission losses as a proxy for marginal costs of
transmission and to account for locational differences. Node prices are
recalculated by CNE twice each year and modified if necessary, through
indexation formulae based on water reservoir levels 11/ and on cost
components such as fuel (coal) and equipment. These formulae operate
automatically every time there is a variation of at least lOZ in the
apcity oP e~nergy price. The average retail tariff in April 1988 was
about USC8.1/kWh equivalent. 12/

2.17 The aggregate values of distribution have three basic cost
components, i.e. (a) costs of investment, operation, and maintenance;
(b) administration, billing and other consumer-related costs; and
(c) losses for model distribution components, with the optimum size and
operational efficiency in concession areas classified according to their
consumer density (high, medium and low). 13/ The aggregate values of
distribution are calculated every four years and in the interim, are
automatically adjusted through formulae which incorporate cost variations
such as for materials, equipment, and labor. Distribution companies are
authorized to adjust prices every time the node prices or the aggregate
distribution values change. There are various tariff options among which

11/ This in view of the importance of water reservoir levels for the
generating capacity of Chile's largely hydro-based system.

12/ BT 1 tariff, i.e. combined fixed charge and energy charge calculated
for consumption of 100 kWh/month (as average household consumption);
the fixed charge amounts to about US$1 equivalent/connection/month.
See Annex 15 for the structure of electricity tariffs.

13/ Distribution costs incorpoLated into the tariffs are composed of (a)
the cost of distributing 1 kWh at peak; (b) the cost of distributing
1 kWh off-peak; (c) costs of losses; and (d) fixed cost per
customer, independent of consumption.
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the consumers can freely choose the one that fits closest their
particular circumstances (with the sole limitation of an upper maximum
capacity for the simplest -- B1 -- tariff). By basing electricity
tariffs on standard costs instead of actual costs, this system gives an
incentive to distribution componies to achieve the highest possible
efficiency levels, through reducing costs of operations and improving the
utilization of the network.

Negotiated Tariffs for Major Consumers

2.18 Consumers with an installed capacity above 2,000 kI may freely
negotiate electricity prices with any generation company. The resulting
prices are within a range of the node prices and generally, do not
diverge more than 10 from the latter. To facilitate the access of any
electricity producer to any electricity consumer, the transmission system
is freely accessible, by means of paying wheeling charges. 14/ These
charges are based on short-run marginal costs or average incremental
costs of transmission (as established by CNE) as their maximum level and
otherwise are negotiated between the transmission company and the
generating companies. This policy aims at (a) promoting competition among
the generation companies; (b) stimulating major consumers to seek the
least-cost sources of electricity including self-generation and
cogeneration; (c) optimizing the use of transmission systems; and (1)
utiiizing Lhe cunuumers~ cechnical and enzrepreIieuriai eap;t ;

establish an effective independent system of monitoring electricity
prices.

Comparative Energy Prices and Costs

2.19 The comparative costs of energy alternatives have a strong
influence on consumer choices. In addition to the price paid by the
consumers, the costs of these alternatives are determined by relative
end-use efficiencies which vary according to the type of energy and of
equipment used, specific applications, and the equipment's energy
efficiency and power output. To provide appropriate signals to
consumers, prices should reflect the economic cost of the energy form in
question. Proper analysis should include the investment costs of the
energy using equipment as these often are substantial and front-loaded
and therefore can influence consumer decisions more than does the energy
price itself.

2.20 The comparison of energy prices to consumers (market prices)
adjusted by the end-use efficiency of energy-consuming appliances offers
some important conclusions (Table 2.4). In the residential/commercial/

14/ In addition, there are no barriers to entry, and self-generation is
encouraged, subject to certain technical regulations.
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Table 2.4: PRICES TO CONSUMERS OF VARIOUS FORM4S OF ENERGY, SANTIAGO, APRIL 1968
(ChS/Aseful kWh)

Average Current Averoage Averege
Price/ Utilize- Price/ Improved Price/

kWh/kg Gross tion Useful Utilization Useful
Average Price kWh Efficiency kWh Efficiency kWh

(ChS/Unlt) (ChS/kg) (ChS) Ms (ChS) ()(Ch$)

Residential. Coercial,
Administrative Sectors

(a) Cooking:

Fuelwood n.a. 11.0 4.07 2.7 35 7.7 60 4.5
Kerosene 57.8/1 71.4 12.91 5.5 70 13.8 45 12.2
LPG n.a. 95.8 14.07 6.8 55 12.4 65 10.5
Town Gas 47.0/m3 n.a. 4.65 b/ 10.1 55 18.4 65 15.5
Electricity a/ 21.6/kWh n.a. n.a. 21.6 60 36.0 80 27.0

(b) Heating:

Fuelwood n.a. 11.0 4.07 2.7 35 7.7 60 4.5
Kerosene 57.8/1 71.4 12.91 5.5 70 7.9 80 6.9
LF ~ ,,.. ;,.;i 14.07 6.8 70 - - RO 8 5
Town Gas 47.0/03 n.e. 4.65/b 10.1 55 18.4 65 15.5
Electricity 21.6/kWh n.e. n.a. 21.6 90 24.0 100 21.6

Industrial Sector
Fuelwood n.a. 4.5 4.07 1.1 40 2.8 55 2.0
Coal n.e. 14.7 7.56 1.9 56 3.4 65 2.9
Kerosene 48.2/1 59.5 12.91 4.6 65 7.0 75 6.1
LPG n.a. 79.8 14.07 5.7 70 8.1 75 7.6
Diesel Oil 46.2/1 55.0 12.67 4.3 70 6.1 75 5.7
No.6 Fuel Oil n.e. 35.0 2.21 2.9 70 4.1 75 3.9
Electricity e/ 11.2/kWh n.e. n.e. 11.2 85 13.2 95 11.8

Transport Sector
Gasoline (93 RON) 78.8/1 107.9 13.02 8.3 28 3.0
Diesel Oil 66.5/1 79.2 12.67 6.3 35 1.8

a/ BT-1 tariff; consumption of 100 kWh/month.
b/ kWh/n3 .
c/ Tariff for high-voltage consumers, 1,000 kW max./month; demand and energy charges combined.

Source: CNE; ENAP; ENACAR; ENDESA; mission estimates.
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administrative sectors, fuelwood is the cheapest cooking fuel despite the
relatively low efficiency of wood-burning stoves, followed by LPG and
kerosene due to the high efficiency of the respective appliances, and
town gas. Electricity is the most expensive energy source despite the
high end-use efficiency of electrical appliances. In the industrial/
mining sectors, fuelwood, coal and fuel oil are the cheapest boiler fuels
followed by diesel, kerosene, LPG, and electricity. For both the
residential/commercial and industrial sectors, these relationships
prevail even if the comparison is based on the use of more energy-
efficient equipment since the inherent price and efficiency differentials
are too large to be compensated through efficiency improvements.
Finally, in the transport sector, diesel is lower-cost on account of its
lower price and higher combustion efficiency compared to gasoline.

2.21 The analysis of comparative market prices is useful for
explaining the demand-related factors in energy conservation and
substitution. However, to fully assess the efficiency of energy use, the
relative economic costs of the various energy forms including equipment
costs also need to be analyzed. On this bas.s, in the
residential/commercial/administrative sectors, fuelwood remains the
least-cost fuel, followed by kerosene and LPG. Town gas and especially
electricity are much more costly. In the industrial/mining sectors,
fuelhood, coal and fuel Oil o a^^ t^ ^ pcst b-Cicr ---- ---
approximate each other very closely, followed by diesel, kerosene, and
LPG. Electricity remains the most expensive energy source despite the
higher efficiency of electrode boilers. Comparative costs would be
significantly influenced if the wider use of natural gas were to become
feasible. In transport, the combined energy and capital cost of diesel-
powered vehicles are virtually the same as those of gasoline-powered
vehicles as the formers' lower fuel costs are compensated by their higher
equipment cost.

2.22 The foregoing analysis provides some important conclusions.
First, relative prices to consumers of the various forms of energy are
fairly closely in line with their relative economic costs (with the
exception of transport fuels and to a lesser degree, kerosene and LPG)
which indicates that in Chile, energy pricing according to economic
efficiency principles has been largely accomplished. Second, costs of
energy would be minimized through a use pattern emphasizing the use of
fuelwood in the residential/ commercial/ administrative sectors and of
fuelwood, coal, and fuel oil in the industrial/mining sectors. The
capacity for producing and marketing these relatively cheaper fuels
should be expanded, especially for fuelwood whose wider use might be
limited by market imperfections, which should therefore be removed to the
feasible extent. Kerosene, diesel, LPG and electricity are relatively
expensive sources of energy in both sectors (although electricity often
is required for reasons of process technology, e.g. for copper
smelting). Third, in the transport sector, the economic cost of
diesel vs. gasoline approximate each other closely so that no definitive



Table 2.5: ECONOMIC COST OF VARIOUS FORMS OF ENERGY, SANTIAGO, APRIL 1988

(USS Equivalent)

CIF Import/ Internal Total Energy Cost/ Energy En#rgy Equipment Enorgy plus

Domestic Marketing Total Energy Useful Coat/Useful Cost Cost/Year Equipment

Prod. Cost Cost a/ Cost Cost kWh TOE Year bl b/ Cost/Yeoar b/

---------- USS/M.T. ----------) (USf/kblh (USS) (USS) (------------- USS -------------)
equiv,,)

Residential, Commercial
and Administrative Sectors

Fuelwood 12.00 10.75 22.75 0.56 1.60 1'85.60 25.05 27.78 52.83

Kerosene 176.35 38.30 214.65 1.66 4.15 481.40 64.99 13.85 78.84

LPG 220.00 78.35 298.35 2.14 3.89 451.24 60.92 32.50 93.42

Town Gas 3.44 6.26 726.16 98.03 32.50 130.53

Electricity d/ 7.35 12.25 1,421.00 191.84 40.35 232.19

Industrial Sector

Fuelwood 12.00 6.35 18.35 0.46 1.15 133.40 1.02 1.91 2.93

Coal 42.00 8.50 50.50 0.67 1.20 139.20 1.07 1.91 2.98 as

Kerosene 176.35 28.75 205.10 1.59 2.45 284.20 2.21 1.91 4.12

LPG 220.00 58.75 278.75 1.99 2.84 329.44 2.51 1.91 4.42

Diesel Oil 168.10 33.52 201.62 1.59 2.27 263.32 2.04 1.91 3.95

No. 6 Fuel Oil 97.15 10.20 107.35 0.87 1.24 143.84 1.11 1.91 3.02

Electricity o/ 4.57 5.38 624.08 4.15 2.91 7.06

Transport Sector

Gasoline (93 RON) 175.55 52.00 227.55 1.75 6.25 725.00 943.80 2,168.00 3,111.80

Diesel 168.10 44.69 212.79 1.68 4.80 556.80 717.45 2,397.00 3,114.45

a/ Includes distributors margin. For industrial fuels, costs of internal marketing are assumed to be 75% of those for residential/

commercial/administrative sectors.

b/ Capital recovery factor of 12%, for industrial sector, energy cost per M.T. of steam produced.

c/ Improved equipment.
d/ ST-) tariff; consumption of 100 kWh/month.

e/ High-voltage tariff, 3,000 kW/max./month; demand and energy charges combined.

Source: CNE; ENDESA; ENAP; ENACAR; mission estimates.
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conclusion about their preferability can be reached on the basis of
current economic costs alone. However, the future price relationship of
gasoline vs. diesel on international markets may be a potentially
important consideration. Since the options for replacing middle
distillates are relatively few, demand for diesel is likely to remain
relatively strong and consequently, international prices of diesel over
the medium term might increase relative to those of gasoline.

Economic Cost of Natural Gas

2.23 Natural gas, whose use presently is limited to Magallanes,
could conceivably become available in central Chile by the early to mid-
1990s (para 3.3). This fuel then would compete with town gas in the
residential/commercial/administrative sectors, and with fuel oil and coal
in industry (and, possibly, mining).

2.24 A preliminary evaluation of the economic costs of natural gas
in central Chile for thermal power generation and industrial use has been
carried out. This evaluation is based on the following assumptions:

(a) power generation in central Chile is to be expanded through the
commissioning of a 300 MW thermal plant, to be on line by 1995;

(b) for power plant conversions to natural gas, a payback period
(on a discounted cashflow basis) of up to ten years would be
permissible but five years would be more desirable; and

(c) energy prices for 1995 are based on World Bank projections
(September 1987).

2.25 For new installations of industrial boilers and boiler
conversions to gas use, two cases have been analyzed, i.e. (i) large-
sized high-pressure boilers (45 M.T./hr) and (ii) medium-sized low
pressure boilers (15 M.T./hr). The results of this evaluation show that
natural gas would be the cheapest fuel for new installations in thermal
power generation and industries using at least medium-sized boilers.
Conversion of existing installations from fuel oil to gas use also would
be economic whereas coal-to-gas conversion would involve long pay-back
periods which make this option largely uneconomic.

2.26 Specifically, the results of the evaluation are as follows:

(a) Electricity generation - central Chile: based on the 1995
energy price projections, gas/combined cycle plant would be
cheaper than either fuel oil- or coal-fired steam plant at
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virtually all plant factors. 15/ The border price of gas would
have to rise to US$3.50/BTU million by 1995 for gas to become
uncompetitive with coal-fired steam plant.

(b) Electricity generation - Magallanes region: based on the
current opportunity cost for gas of US$0.60/BTU million, gas
turbine plant would be the least-cost option but at higher gas
prices, combined-cycle plant would be more attractive.

(e) Industrial boilers: for large-sized boilers, at 1987 fuel
prices and US$2/BTU million for gas, the use of gas would be
cheaper than fuel oil for all load factors, and cheaper than
coal up to a 50% load factor. At 1995 prices, gas would be
cheaper than coal for load factors up to 65%. For medium-sized
boilers, gas is cheaper than coal up to 60% load factor (1987
prices, and US$2/BTU million for gas) whereas at 1995 prices
and gas at US$2/BTU million, gas is cheaper than coal up to 90%
load factor.

(d) Power plant conversion - central Chile: coal-to-gas conversion
is not likely to be attractive for existing steam plant. The
coal price would need to rise to US$70/M.T. with a gas price of
US$2/BTU million or alternatively, the gas price should drop to
US$i.45/BKU miiiiuzX Wi Li -U0q_#VfL g* -a&

payback within ten years. However, a 50% reduction in capital
cost in the latter case would shorten the payback Deriod of the
conversion to 3.5 years. In contrast, fuel oil-to-gas conver-
sion appears feasible at current price levels and even more so
at 1995 energy prices. At a gas price of US$2/BTU million and
tne 1987 fuel oil price (US$100/M.T.), the payback would be
within four years. Assuming a fuel oil price of US$115/M.T. by
1995, the payback would be within 1.5 years. With US$100/ton
fuel oil, the maximum gas price would be US$2.10/BTU million
for a payback in ten years.

(e) Boiler conversions: coal-to-gas conversions are not feasible
regardless of boiler size at a gas price above US$1.-/BTU
million. In contrast, fuel oil-to-gas conversion for both
medium-sized and large-sized boilers is feasible for gas prices
in the range of US$2-2.20/BTU million and the cost of fuel oil
at US$115/M.T.

15/ At a 70% load factor, the cost per kWh sent out would be USC3.5 for
combined cycle plant compared to US¢6.5/kWh for coal-fired steam
plant and USC6.7/kWh for fuel oil-fired steam plant. The advantage
of combined cycle plant results from high thermal efficiency and
relatively low capital cost per installed kW.
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Conclusion3 and Reco mmeendations

2.27 The results of this analysis have important implications for
the efficiency of energy supply and end-use in the economy. To evaluate
the specific requirements related to the optimal energy mix for the
various sectors, more detailed studies of the economic costs of different
energy forms need to be carried out and be continuously updated. This
should include a careful evaluation of externalities related to the use
of different forms of energy, especially their environmental impact.
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III. ISSUES IN TUB HYDROCAhUOS SUBSECTOR

Introduction

3.1 Crude oil and natural gas resources are almost entirely located
in Magallanes, far from energy consumption centers. Crude oil was
discovered in Magallanes in 1945 but since 1983, proven reserves and
production have been dwindling and are approaching the final stages of
depletion. The degree of crude self-sufficiency, presently about 33X,
thus may fall to about 5-10 by 1995. Also, crude production is becoming
increasingly expensive as reservoirs are being depleted. A major issue
therefore is determining the most economic level and rate at which the
remaining high-cost oil should be produced, particularly in the present
environment of international price volatil'.ty, which has a direct bearing
on the size of ENAP's future operations.

3.2 The Government actively pursues a policy of attracting foreign
oil companies to explore in Chile. All previously reserved areas in
Magallanes have been opened up except for the producing Springhill area,
and new risk association contracts have been offered. Although the
coastal basins have been open to international exploration for a number
of years, and some companies were exploring at one stage, no foreign
companies are active there at present. Also, the industry's response to
offering exploration areas in Magallanes thus far has been moderate but
the Salar de Atacama area in the North has attracted interest by a number
of companies. ENAP plans to explore in frontier areas on its own if
foreign investment is not forthcoming, and also envisages exploration and
development ventures outside Chile. The key issue is (a) whether ENAP
should go ahead with costly and risky exploration in domestic frontier
areas even in the absence of foreign participation, and (b) what should
be the level and nature of its new thrust into international operations.

3.3 Natural gas in Magallanes, which habitually has been reinjected
in large quantities or flared, is planned to be sold to private companies
for production of methanol and ammonia/urea. These ventures are based on
the assumption that gas in Magallanes has very low production cost and
low opportunity cost in view of the absence of readily available options
for transporting gas to Chile's major energy consumption centers. A
number of ott-r options exist to supply gas to the Santiago Metropolitan
region, including importation from Argentina, and the development of
offshore deposits near Valdivia, and, possibly, the development of any
deposits to be found in the Salar de Atacama, but the viability of these
options depends on providing gas to industrial consumers at less than
US$3.50/BTU million. For petroleum refining, the economic viability of
alternatives to meet supply-demand imbalances needs to be evaluated
comprehensively and in more detail.
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Alternative Production Strategies for Declining Crude Oil Reserves

Reserves and Production Declines

3.4 Despite extensive field developmont, crude oil production has
declined from its peak in 1982 (2.5 million .3) at 7.5Z p.a., to reach
1.74 million m3 in 1987. Proven resirves of crude oil remaining at end-
1986 were less than 10 million * , indicating that production from
existing reserves will cease within 12-15 years. The frontier areas
outside the Magallanes Springhill district -- where no cruds oil has yet
been discovered -- are estimated to hold about 17 million m of probable
and possible reserves, with a large probability of lower and a small
probability of higher reserves. Even under optimistic assumptions
regarding reserve additions from areas where no commercial deposits have
as yet been discovered, incremental production would not be sufficient to
stabilize the decline rate which thus is projected to sharply accelerate
from the early 1990s onwards.

Table 3.1: PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS OF CRUDE OIL AND

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, 1985-87 AND 1988 (PROJECTED)
(m3 'OOO)

Projected
1985 1986 1987 1988

Production

Crude Oil 1 ,924 1 ,798 1 ,593
Natural Gasoline 150 142 143

LPG 428 432 439
Total 2,502 2,322 2,175 1,920

Imports

Crude Petroleum 2,406 3,035 3,129
Petroleum Products 389 667 290

Total 2,795 3,702 3,419 3,900

Re-exports - - 32

Degree of Petroleum
Self-sufficiency 47% 39% 39% 33%

Source: CNE; ENAP.

3.5 ENAP in 1985-86 was seemingly able to stabilize crude oil
reserves by developing relatively low-cost onshore rather than the more
expensive offshore deposits, but reserves continued to fall in 1987.
While low-cost development of onshore deposits represents the fastest way
to sustain prod.ction Fiz, revenue, the onshore reserves remaining are
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less than 20X of offshore reserves, i.e. 1.1 vs. 5.8 million m3. Nearly
two-thirds of output is already provided from offshore. The potential
for low-cost reserve development is small and future additions to
reserves will be increasingly costly since they must be derived largely
from offshore, hitherto undeveloped deposits.

3.6 The decline in crude production coupled with rising domestic
demand for consumption and inventory accumulation led to a 31Z rise in
imports of crude oil and petroleum products in 1986. However, the impact
of increased import volumes on the balance of payments was mitigated by
the decline in international petroleum prices in that year. Following a
decline of about 9Z (in volume terms) in 1987, petroleum imports have
started to increase again in 1988.

Table 3.2: PROJECTED CRUDE OIL AND CONDENSATES PRODUCTION
FROM THE SPRINGHILL AREA

('000 m3 )

From Existing From New Wells a/ Standard
Year Wells Onshore Offshore Total Deviation

1987 1,333 70 31'- 1,721 (19)
1990 330 199 791 1,321 (231)
1996 94 57 60 211 (45)

a/ For exploration and development.

Source: ENAP.

Planned Production From Undeveloped Reserves

3.7 ENAP has prepared production plans for crude and condensates
from both developed and undeveloped reserves, through the year 2000.
They are predicated on the assumption that remaining reserves will be
produced at the "maximum efficient rate", implying a decline rate of 8.5Z
p.a. during 1987-90 and of 26% p.a. during 1991-96.

3.8 There are three different crude production streams, i.e. from
existing wells, new onshore wells, and new offshore wells. For existing
wells, production costs are low, typically less than US$5/bbl, because
there are only operating costs and hardly any investment is needed beyond
major maintenance and well work-over. However, output from these wells
is projected to decline rapidly, at about 30% p.a. over the next ten
years. To compensate for this decline, ENAP envisage that large-scale
investments are necessary (US$430 million in the next 5 years alone) to
develop production from new wells, both onshore and offshore. This is a
tentative estimate with decisions to be made step-by-step.
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3.9 Offshore Development. The largest portion of this investment,
about US$360 million, is for developing offshore deposits. Offshor
welis are projected to achieve their peak around 1989 at 0.89 million m
of crude and condensate (or 15,000 B/D). Howeve5, also this production
stream would decline sharply to 0.14 million m (2,400 B/D) by 1995.
Production would be relatively high-cost: over the field production life
estimated at 10-14 years, average incremental costs are calculated at
US$16.50/bbl, of which about US$2.50/bbl is operating cost (1986 prices
and exchange rates). This average cost may exceed international
petroleum prices in some years, although the marginal cost of crude frot"
some reservoirs is likely to be lower. However, the marginal cost is
expected to increase sharply especially once cumulative of shore
production exceeds 3-4 million m for offshore and 1 million m for
onshore, respectively.

3.10 Onshore Development. The output from new onshore wells is
planned to peak shortly after 1990 at 0.28 million m3 (4,700 B/D), after
which also this production stream would decline sharply. Associated
investment is projected to total about US$70 million in the next f,ve
years, for an average incremental cost of production approxinawrting
US$13/bbl. 16/

3.11 Project Evaluation Methodology. ENAP uses a sophisticated
production optimization model to evaluate rates of return for hydrocarbon
development, which is of particular relevance in situations when marginal
costs of productions are close to the international crude price. The
internal rates of return and net present values are calculated based on
individual reservoirs and wells (onshore) and individual platforms
(offshore). This analysis indicates high returns for onshore crude oil
development and offshore crude oil and gas develornent. Investment
decisions are based on marginal cost of production. ENAP's project
analysis is appropriate but could be further improved through the
following refinements:

(a) The application of marginal cost analysis for individual
fields/platforms should be further refined. This would make it
clear that some reservoirs (or producing units) may have high
marginal cost and that their development should be postponed or
ruled out. However, this analysis might be difficult if
reservoirs are "sandwiched" and/or use common facilities.

(b) There should be an analysis of the depletion rate at which the
net present value -- based on marginal cost -- is maximized.
International experience in managing high-cost reservoirs has

16/ See Annex 9 for a breakdown of investment and resulting production
as projected by ENAP. The cost of LPG extraction is included in the
calculations as this is a by-product of gas compression required to
maintain reservoir pressure for crude production.
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shown that optimal economic depletion may occur at a much
slower than the maximum technical rate. 17/ Through reducing
costs more than benefits, the net present value would be
maximized at lower production levels. This approach should be
tested to see if slower depletion may be optimal for some of
the larger fields.

(c) There should be a clear separation of investment for crude
production and for production of natural gas as petrochemical
feedstock. If planned expenditures are to result in gas
production only, they should be allocated to the cost of
producing gas, not oil.

(d) The analysis should incorporate the assumption of equipment
reuse to the feasible extent (which could possibly lower
investment costs by at least 10-15%).

3.12 The above refinements are important because (a) the marginal
production cost should not exceed the costs of petroleum imports or of
other substitutable energy sources; (b) the optimal economic depletion
might be lower than planned depletion; and (c) in the Chilean context,
investment should be geared to optimal development and production of
crude whereas gas as a byproduct is of lesse- significance as energy
source. The marginal production cost of crude oil can be reduced through
(a) producing only those reservoirs in "core properties" whose cost are
lowest, and/or (b) slowing down the composite depletion rate. However,
the question of which reservoirs to produce, and how fast to produce them
are inter-related. At the one extreme, a strategy of producing all, or
nearly all, of the reservoirs at the fastest possible rate is likely to
lead to high marginal cost of production. In contrast, producing all
reservoirs at a slower rate may increase the net present value to the
extent that marginal costs will be reduced more than marginal benefits.
Nevertheless, during the final stages of depletion, the marginal costs
need to be carefully evaluated because per-barrel production costs then
are bound to rise sharply.

3.13 Risk Considera.ions. Planning petroleum operations contains an
unusually high degree of risk, both in regard to technical (i.e. produc-
tion) and cost/price risks. Standard deviations based on ENAP's offshore
production data indicate a one-third probability that crude and conden-
sate production will be just three-quarters of the planned level. On a
conservative basis, the average incremental cost of offshore oil could be
above US$21/bbl.

3.14 Price risk is particularly significant in planning high-cost
production, given the degree of volatility in international petroleum
prices in recent years. According to World Bank projections, a supply

17/ See Annex 10 for details of the methodology to determine this rate.
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overhang will likely result in relatively low petroleum prices during the
late 1980s but these prices would increase significantly after 1992 into
the mid-and late 1990s. There is, therefore, a distinct possibility that
ENAP's marginal production cost exceed international petroleum prices in
the 1989-91 period (when production of high-cost crude from new ofishore
wells is projected to peak). Rules of thumb in the oil industry are that
an internal rate of return of at least 15 should be achieved on the low
production/low price forecast. To the extent that ENAP's production
costs for some offshore schemes are above US$20/bbl -- i.e. substantially
above conservative price forecasts of, say, US$15/bbl -- these schemes
would be unviable under those conditions. However, it is of particular
concern that the decline in Chile's crude production may gather momentum
after 1992 precisely at the time when increases in international
petroleum prices are projected to accelerate also.

3.15 This reinforces the conclusion that an appropriate strategy of
producing crude would be to limit development to the least-cost "core
properties" and deplete these properties at the optimal rate. The
remaining properties could be produced in later years (when international
petroleum prices are projected to be higher) or be offered to private
investors under exploitation contracts. Especially the latter appraoch
would provide significant benefits to the public sector by reducing
expenditures for field development and shifting part of the price and
production risk to the private sector. The "core properties" should be
defined based on conservative forecasts of international petroleum prices
and of domestic crude production, so as to minimize risk and avoid
producing excessively high-cost oil.

3.16 In the short run, lower depletion will have a positive effect
on ENAP's investment requirements but through increasing petroleum import
requirements, it may affect negatively the balance of payments.
Therefore, in addition to a conventional rate of return analysis, a
detailed evaluation of optimal depletion is needed, based on marginal
production cost by reservoir and production and price risk, to define the
appropriate depletion profile. In deciding on a production strategy, a
high premium should be placed on operational flexibility especially in
regard to the cost structure, in order to respond quickly to changes in
prices and other crucial parameters.

Prospects for Secondary and Enhanced Recovery

3.17 In addition to primary production, crude oil can be produced
through secondary recovery (water and/or gas injection) or enhanced
recovery, depending on the geology and reservoir behavior. While no
detailed information was provided, ENAP consider the prospects for
producing additional oil reserves through secondary recovery in the
Springhill district to be non-economic in six out of the eight largest
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fields because of insufficient remaining reserves and other technical
factors. 18/

3.18 Both CNE and ENAP envisage secondary recovery as a prime area
for private service contractors, following the Argentine model, in
particular for relatively small fields. Two portions of Springhill are
planned to be opened to private service contractors to test their
suitability for secondary recovery. Nevertheless, a firm conclusion on
the attendant potential cannot be made on the limited information
provided. Therefore, it is recommended to complete an independent review
of this potential before ENAP take firm investment and pr_iduction
decisions. In the meantime, efforts aimed at commissioning private
contractors to produce primary and secondary oil under exploitation
contracts inside and outside the "core properties" should be pursued,
possibly through joint ventures with ENAP, given the need to attract
additional capital and technological resources (new production concepts
etc.) for these complex operations.

Petroleum Exploration Strategy

Hydrocarbon Potential

3.19 General. Favorable geologic conditions for hydrocarbon
formation are limited to the Magallanes region east of the Andes,
essentially the Springhill District which is the only part of the country
where crude oil and natural gas has been found in commercial quantities.
More than 90 oil, gas, and condensate fields have been developed in
Magallanes since the mid-1940s. Most of the "easy discoveries" appear to
have been made, leaving only relatively high-risk areas unexplored.
Thus, future hydrocarbon exploration and production will likely be more
costly and higher-risk than in the past.

3.20 Two groups of basins comprise the frontier areas where hydro-
carbons might be discovered, i.e. Magallanes outside the producing
Springhill District, and the Pacific coast. Most of the Pacific coast is
not prospective for crude and only marginally favorable for natural
gas. Nevertheless, a number of prerequisites for hydrocarbon
accumulations are present in both basins. Adequate structures for
trapping hydrocarbons as well as sedimentary sequences sufficiently thick
for oil and gas development exist along the entire coast. The problem
lies in identifying the right kind of sediments, and this should be the

18/ ENAP studied eight of the largest oil fields in the Springhill
district to determine their susceptibility to secondary recovery.
Of these, only the Calafante and Catalina fields are considered
candidates for secondary recovery, as represented in the operating
plan.
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focus of Chile's exploration effort. Noncommercial accumulations of
natural gas have been found offshore Valdivia, which is important in that
it confirms that hydrocarbon source materials do exist, at least to some
extent, in that area.

3.21 Given the extension of the sedimentary basins and the past
concentration of the exploration effort on Magallanes, thile clearly is
underexplored. Of ENAP's 1980-84 exploration expenditures totalling
US$164 million (for 23,000 km of seismic lines and 15 exploratory wells)
702 were allocated to the Magallanes Basin, with 90% of exploratory
drilling in the Magallanes Straits area. In the rtst of the country,
within a period of approximately 30 years, only abtut 100 exploration
wells have been drilled, and only 18 offshore wells along the 3,500-mile-
long continental shelf. 19/ 1,200 mile, of the soutbarn shelf and 1,000
miles of the northern shelf are totally undrilled'. ENAP in 1987 finished
14 exploration wells (of which ten were dry), exclusively in
Magallanes. However, ENAP envisage substantial exploration and
development expenditures in frontier areas, tentatively in the order of
US$80 million in 1988-91 and up to US$380 million in 1992-96 (1986 prices
and exchange rates), although a large part of this may in fact be carried
out by outside companies associated with ENAP.

3.22 Magallanes Basin. The mature producing Springhill district in
the eastern part has been thoroughly explored, and there appear to be few
prospects of finding significant further oil reserves. Half of the
prospects lie below 2,500 m depth so that the general expectation is
predominantly for gas accumulations of reduced size. 20/ In the western
part of Magallanes, which has been much less explored, three exploration
objectives are present, i.e. (a) the Western Springhill, (b) the Tertiary
District, and (c) the Pre-Cordillera (Foothills) District. In Western
Springhill, target exploration objectives consistently occur at depths
greater than 2,500 m. In the Tertiary District, multiple reservoirs of
lower and upper tertiary age occur. Thus far, 89 wells have been
drilled, resulting in eight discoveries totalling 50 BCF of dry gas and
7 million bbl of condensate. Additional gas reserves of 80 BCF have been
estimated, and there is a high probability that gas rather than crude oil
will be discovered. This is not considered a desirable exploration
objective in view of market constraints (para 3.39). ENAP has included
exploration expenditure for this area for the early period of its plan.
The likelihood of this expenditure going ahead depends on favorable
indications from geophysical surveys.

19/ Of these wells, 14 were drilled by ENAP, three by Atlantic Richfield
(including the Valdivia offshore gas field) and one by Phillips.
Total depth drilled was 36,500 meters.

20/ There is a relatively high geothermal gradient in the Magallanes
Straits (5 degrees centigrade per 100 m.). The warmer the medium,
the more likely it is that hydrocarbon deposits are gasiferous.
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3.23 Pre-Cordillera District. This is an untested and complex area
with the presence of large tolded and faulted anticlinal structures that
could provide traps for significant oil accumulations. Thirteen
exploration wells drilled in this area proved up only minor oil shows.
The main deficiency has been the lack of porous and permeable reservoir
rocks within the structures. Technical problems are considerable in
structural provinces of this nature. Given that this area holds several
large structures, 21/ exploration carried out thus far falls short of
what is needed for a thorough evaluation of the potential. ENAP consider
that about 50 exploration wells and in case of discoveries, 100 develop-
ment wells should be drilled in that area between 1989 and 2000, with the
emphasis on the northern Ultima Esperanza sector. Obviously, any produc-
tion after 1991 will depend on the outcome of the exploration effort.
(Two other foothill areas, Central and Tierra del Fuego, are equally oil
prospective, but are not included in ENAP's exploration program because
of their structural complexity and difficult operating conditions.)

3.24 Pacific Coast. This area includes numerous offshore, onshore
and intra-montain sedimentary basins. For the most part, geologic
conditions are not favorable for oil accumulations and only marginally
favorable for natural gas. However, the Jurassic Norte Grande Basin
(which may be an extension of the Argentine Cuyana Basin) contains
geologic criteria that should favor oil formation. Although nine
exploration wells have been drilled without significant shows, ENAP
consider an extensive drilling program in this area appropriate,
consisting of 37 exploration wells and 87 development wells to be drilled
during 1989-2000. The expected results of this drilling, and that in
Ultima Esperanza, are to account for 75% of crude production expected for
the second half of the plan period. These are very optimistic
projections for two areas that have had no exploration success to-date.
The Arauco-Valdivia offshore basin might hold a favorable potential but
is primarily gas-prone.

Domestic Exploration Strategy

3.25 In response to declining crude oil production, the Government
has aimed at accelerating exploration and reserve accumulation
domestically, and more recently, at initiating a thrust to explore and
develop deposits outside Chile. The Government is aware that it cannot
command the substantial resources required to mount an adequate
exploration effort, and that the participation of oGl:side companies is
therefore needed. The Government in 1981 opened all hydrocarbon-
prospective areas, except the Magallanes Basin, to outside companies for
exploration and exploitation under Petroleum Operations Contracts (Risk
Contracts). The Magallanes Basin then remained reserved for ENAP. The
Government in 1986 also opened up all prospective areas in the Magallanes

21/ The Parillar-1 structure covers an area of 70 kn2; the Vicuna-Cabo
Nariz structure, 600 km2 .
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region. Areas offered to date to risk contracts total 276,000 sq. km
(Magallanes, 53,000 sq. km; prospective areas with improved geological
information, 79,000 sq.km; other areas, 144,000 sq.ka.).

3.26 Exploration and exploitation of hydrocarbon resources in Chile
require risk contracts between companies and the State and in the case of
activities in Magallanes, additional association contracts between
outside companies and ENAP. In areas outside Magallanes, the contractors
are at liberty to decide to associate with ENAP in exploration or
exploitation programs. The regulations of the petroleum law and model
contract governing work commitments, production sharing, valuation of
output, taxation, and foreign exchange matters are at least as favorable
as in other countries in the Region, and offer considerable
flexibility. It is indeed important to offer conditions to international
companies that allow Chile to compete successfully with other oil
producing countries for scarce exploration funds. This is especially so
in view of the highly speculative and costly nature of exploration in
Chile's frontier areas, the relatively unfavorable geology which might
limit the chances for discovering crude in significant quantities, the
complex technological requirements, and the moderate success thus far in
attracting foreign petroleum companies to Chile.

3.27 While the Government has engaged its best efforts to attract
investment in exploration by international companies, the response thus
far has been relatively slow in coming. This may have been because of
the timi'6 of these offers which coincided with the fall in international
petroleum prices in 1986 and a cutback in exploration world-wide.
Especially the Pacific Basin is considered high-risk and expensive to
evaluate, and the limited exploration to date in that area has not
produced any signifizant results. Although foreign companies have shown
interest in the Magallanes area, and the coastal basins have been open
for years to foreign investors, at present no foreign companies are
exploring in Chile. However, in early 1988, two companis were
negotiating risk contracts for exploration acreage in the Salar de
Atacama, and a number of others have acquired the technical information.

3.28 Should there be no or not sufficient foreign investment, ENAP
plans to carry out some exploration in frontier areas and field develop-
ment in case of commercial discoveries. Based on probabilistic estimates
of oil discovery and development, ENAP estimates its investment expendi-
tures for exploration and development to total US$430 million during
1987-1996, which are expected to result in a production of 0.7 million m
p.a. of crude by 1996 (±0.4 million m3). ENAP plans to approach any
investment incrementally, with continuous review of plans based on new
information.

3.29 Evaluation of Exploration Strategy. In general, lack of
interest by foreign companies may be attributable to one of the following
factors: (a) the most prospective areas have not been offered;
(b) contract terms are unattractive; (c) the hydrocarbon-related geology
is comparatively poor, and/or exploration is technically difficult; and
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(d) petroleum price prospects are unfavorable. In the case of Chile, it
appears that reasons (a) and (b) are not a problem but reasons (c) and
(d) explain the lack of oil company interest.

3.30 Therefore, ENAP need to reassess their plans to go ahead with
costly and risky exploration in frontier areas, in the absence of foreign
investment. Exploration of frontier areas and evaluation of results
almost always are technically difficult and foreign oil company expertise
and financial back-up is required. Instead of large-scale capital
expenditures solely by ENAP, the Government's and ENAP's priority should
be to improve the information base and promote these areas to attract
foreign companies. All feasible options should be pursued including
joint exploration ventures with ENAP. Opening up the remaining
Magallanes areas hitherto reserved for ENAP, possibly on condition of
exploring other areas as well, might help to stimulate interest by
outside investors. Even though ENAP has sufficient expertise and
experience to explore and develop the few remaining prospects, opening up
the hitherto reserved areas to outside companies would stimulate know-how
transfer and application of new technical concepts, with long-term
benefits for petroleum operations overall.

3.31 Certain clauses pertaining to taxation (i.e. the possibility of
choice between corporate income tax and a fixed levy on gross revenues;
provision for tax rebates) might need to be clarified to ensure the
eligibility of U.S. based companies for the U.S. overseas tax credit. 22/
This is recognized by the Government, and the contract framework offers
sufficient flexibility to resolve any possible ambiguities, in
consultation with the affected companies. Also, there are special
provisions with regard to production sharing for natural gas.
Eliminating the mandatory association with ENAP in Magallanes probab.y
would help to attract additional investor's interest.

3.32 Exploration Promotion Needs. The prevailing perception among
international oil companies is that prospects for significant petroleum
discoveries in Chile are relatively poor. It will be a major challenge
to convince these companies to invest significant portions of their
exploration budgets in Chile. To achieve this, a strong technical case
needs to be made that good prospects do exist in the areas being
offered. Indeed, in the view of some exploration specialists, several
complex and relatively untested exploration plays hold good hydrocarbon
potential. However, few international companies command the necessary
technology, experience, and financial resources to undertake specialized

22/ In order for a tax to meet U.S. Internal Revenue Service criteria
for creditability against U.S. income tax, it needs to (a) be levied
on income, not gross revenue (in which case it would be treated as a
-- non-creditable -- royalty; (b) be generally applicable, i.e. not
be industry- or company-specific; and (c) remain unchanged during
the period of its application.
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exploration of this type. It is therefore recommended that exploration
promotion focuses on these plays, and on companies capable to undertake
the required specialized exploration. The promoted areas should be given
broader international coverage than they have received to-date. To the
extent that specialized advice for organizing this complex type of
exploration promotion is needed, ENAP and the Covernment at large should
be prepared to actively seek it.

3.33 Price Uncertainty. The fall in international petroleum prices
in 1986 and subsequent price uncertainty has contributed to the lack of
company interest in exploring in Chile. Prior to 1986, major oil
companies were interested in operating in Magallanes but these areas were
nct open to foreign investors at that time. Since then there has been a
major reduction in the companies' exploration budgets parcicularly for
marginal and complex basins like those in Chile. This price uncertainty
makes an adequate legal framework for hydrocarbor. operations and a strong
promotional effort even more important, supplemented by relatively low-
cost efforts to improve the information base. Any decision on large-
scale investment by ENAP to explore risky and complex frontier areas
should be deferred until a clearer picture on price prospects and on the
involvement of outside companies emerges.

International Exploration Strategy

3.34 In view of the limited hydrocarbon potential domestically, ENAP
is interested in forming joint ventures for oil exploration and/or
purchase of reserves outside Chile, with .special focus on prospects in
other Latin American countries. Two projects are under consideration.

3.35 ENAP has discussed with YPF of Argentina and Petrobras the
possibility to jointly operate in the Argentine Magallanes offshore a
field holding recoverable reserves of 20-30 million bbls of recoverable
crude and 5 billion m3 of natural gas, and has recently submitted a
proposal to YPF. 23/ ENAP's share of this oil could amount to 8-
10 million bbls. If the field can be developed and produced economi-
cally, there probably is no other reserve addition available to ENAP
outside Springhill at such a low risk. However, the Argentine Government
has yet to give the go-ahead for this arrangement. A second interna-
tional project -- less advanced than the former -- involves a joint
exploration venture wich PetroCanada and the state oil company of Uruguay
in the Ecuadorian Oriente where a certain portion of exploration acreage
has been set aside by the Government of Ecuador for state-owned oil

23/ Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, July 11, 1988. The field was
discovered by Shell Oil Co. which considered it to be marginal and
which elected not to develop it, so the field reverted to the
State. Since the discovery is within 12 km of ENAP's own operating
area, the economics for ENAP are more favorable than for Shell,
which has no operations in the area.
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companies. 24/ The contract calls for a seismic option followed by a
two-well work program in the range of US$10-20 million. The block in
question is near producing fields holding reserves of at least 50 million
bbls.

3.36 Evaluation of Foreign Exploration Strategy. The option of
acquiring relatively low-cost, low-risk reserves outside Chile, in
association with international companies, may indeed be superior to high-
risk, low-return exploration ventures in the country. However, it needs
to be established that production, or earnings from production, can be
freely transferred to Chile under acceptable conditions (e.g. in the case
of countries that are net importers of petroleum, such as Argentina.)

3.37 An international exploration strategy also involves a number of
institutional issues. ENAP as a domestic company has little inter-
national expertise, notwithstanding its recent exposure to foreign firms
in the context of negotiating association contracts for ventures in
Chile. To be successful internationally, ENAP has yet to develop the
capability to generate and exploit exploration prospects abroad,
negotiate agreements with international companies and foreign govern-
ments, and operate on international markets. Without it, ENAP would
always depend on someone else's venture, operated by others, for which it
will have to pay a premium and receive a relatively minor share. The
international strategy also raises the issue as to which extent ENAP as a
government-owned company should spend public funds on foreign ventures.
An alternative to ENAP's direct involvement would be to set up a
privately owned or mixed company to attract domestic private capital to
international petroleum operations (even though up to now, national
private firms have not indicated much interest in petroleum exploration,
domestic as well as foreign). The purpose of exploration abroad, from a
national perspective, is to ensure future pe -oleum supplies in the event
of international shortages. Therefore, a pr.vate or mixed company would
need to be structured in such a way that (a) the domestic private sector
considers it a worthwhile investment, and (b) the benefits of
international operations return to the national economy and not escape
through leakages. Otherwise, the benefits of this international strategy
would be lost.

3.38 Provided a satisfactory solution to these issues is found, the
international strategy provides an excellent vehicle to develop a private
oil sector in Chile, which is an important Government objective. How-
ever, the petroleum-related expertise in the country resides entirely in
ENAP. It needs to be determined how this expertise can be transferred to
the private sector, and how a privately-owned petroleum industry can be
developed. One option would be to follow the Argentine experience by
opening up service opportunities to the private sector, e.g. in

24/ PetroCanada, the original bidder, has obtained permission to bring
in partners.
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Springhill, although there may be only few adequate opportunities remain-
ing in producing areas. An international strategy as a means of securing
and augmenting the country's future oil supply, whether by ENAP or
private companies, is a worthwhile effort and should be encouraged. How
this strategy can be best pursued to the maximum benefit of the national
economy still requires considerable analysis and strategic planning.

Conclusion and Recommendations

3.39 The sector strategy aimed at reducing expenditures and risk for
both the Government and ENAP in hydrocarbon exploration and production is
appropriate and should be maintained. Such a strategy should emphasize
the following elements:

(a) Production: The near-term development and production of
remaining oil reserves should be limited to the lowest-cost
"core properties". Properties should be offered to private
sector operators under service contracts, along with areas
which may have secondary recovery potential.

(b) Domestic Exploration: A sustained promotion effort should be
carried out to attract those foreign companies which have the
required technical expertise and financial resources to explore
technically difficult and complex geologic areas. This should
be supplemented by low-cost efforts by ENAP to improve the
relevant information base. While it may be appropriate for
ENAP to carry out a limited amount of exploration drilling, the
entity 3houlu avoid large-scale drill ng expenditure in complex
and risky frontier areas.

c) International Ventures: The next five years or so may be a
uniquely favorable period to acquire a stake in relatively low-
cost petroleum reserves abroad. However, clear objectives and
guidelines for ENAP are needed regarding the acceptable type
and degree of risk and the size of the investment. ENAP's
ability to assess international opportunities should be
improved, particularly options to lower the risk through
association with international companies. Options and
requirements for involving the domestic private sector in these
ventures should be evaluated.

Natural Gas Utilization

Introduction

3.40 Natural gas is produced only in Magallanes. Of the gross
output (about 4.35 billion m3 in 1987, or some 420 million CF/D), nearly
three-quarters are reinjected to maintain reservoir pressure, improve oil
recovery, and eventually, be utilized again. The remainder is used in
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crude production flared or consumed in the small Punta Arenas market
(0.15 billion m ). Gas flaring has been considerably reduced and
amounted in 1986 to 17.6% of output net of reinjection, down from 55% in
1980. 25/

3.41 There are two distinct and geographically separated markets for
natural gas, i.e. Magallanes and the industrial centers further north
dominated by the Santiago Metropolitan Region (which accounts for three-
quarters of potential demand outside Magallanes). In Magallanes, where
there are about 30,000 individual customers for natural gas, utilization
is constrained by insufficient demand, whereas in the rest of the country
supplies are presently unavailable. Natural gas from Magallanes cannot
be economically transported to the energy demand centers so the gas is
planned to be used locally for new ventures to produce methanol and
fertilizer for exports. The Santiago Metropolitan Region would have to
be supplied through imports or from deposits offshore Valdivia yet to be
more fully explored. The market potential is assumed to be as follows:

Table 3.3: ACTUAL AND POTENTIAL DEMAND FOR NATURAL GAS, 1985; 1990; 1095

(m3 mIllions)

…-- 1990 … ------ 2000------
Area 1985 Low a/ High b/ Low a/ High b/

Magallanes 150 200 850 200 1,700
Metropolitan Region 10") c/ 160 218 282 762
Regions V-X 0 48 82 97 296

a/ GASCO estimate for Santiago Metropolitan Region; for Magallanes
without methanol and urea plants; CNE low estimate for Regions V-X
(price assumptions of USS17/bbl for crude oil, USS2/BTU millions for

Valdivia gas).
b/ For Magallanes, including methanol and ammonia/urea plants; CNE high

estimate for Santiago Metropolitan Region and Regions V-X (price
assumptions of USS23/bbl for crude oil, USSI/BTU millions for
Valdivia gas).

c/ Town gas.

Source: CNE; GASCO; ENAP.

25/ In terms of total output (i.e. prior to reinjection) the reduction
in gas flaring was even more substantial, i.e. from 25% to less than
5% during 1980-86.
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Natural Gas Utilization in Magallanes

3.42 Twc petrochemical projects are being developed by private
investors, i.e. a 750,000 tpy methanol plant and a similar-sized
amfonia/urea plant. The output of both schemes is almost entirely for
exports. The methanol plant is expected to come on strean by end-1988
while the ammonia project is less advanced as financing has yet to be
arranged. These schemes, whose gas requirements would total 1.5 billion
am p.a., will make use of the area's abundant natural gas resources which
otherwise are of little economic value. ENAP will be the seller of the
gas, with the major investment in a collection and delivery system. 26/
The cost of this investment amounting to US$22 million is financed in
part through a loan from IDB.

3.43 Take-or-pay supply contracts guaranteed by the Government have
been concluded between ENAP and the industrial purchasers. These broadly
similar contracts are based on a minimum sales price sufficient for ENAP
to recover investment and operating costs. The agreed base price covers
ENAP's costs of supplying the gas to the plant gate and is then escalated
using an index of international inflation. The contract includes a
profit/risk sharing clause which is advantageous to ENAP. 27/ On the
other hand, ENAP has a firm delivery commitment and the pipeline load
factor is deemed to be close to 90Z (330 days/year).

3.44 The petrochemical schemes offer a market for natural gas in
Magallanes nearly four times its present size and provide export outlets
for this resource. While there are no supply constraints, it needs to be
ensured that investments to supply gas to petrochemical plants are least-

26/ The Cabo Nego Methanol project is implemented by the Henley Group of
the U.S. (the ammonia/urea plant would start operating by 1990-1991
at the earliest). Capital costs of the methanol plant approximate
US$305 million, of which IFC is providing a US$50 million long-term
loan and US$f million equity capital. ENAP's investment ma;nly
c3nsists of a 18 in, 178 km pipeline, with a capacity of 6 million
m /d to supply gas to the two petrochemical schemes and to iLs own
fields and oil terminals.

27/ This clause for the methanol plant works as follows: The standard
cost of the methanol production is defined between the two parties
and is escalated according to the international price index.
Differences between agreed standard costs and actual production
costs are borne entirely by the methanol producer. The calculated
profit from methanol sales (i.e. sales proceeds less standard costs)
is divided between ENAP and the plant: for years 1-3, ENAP's share
is 33% and thereafter 50%. If the actual sales price exceeds 10% of
the projected and escalated sales price, ENAP receives 80% of this
excess profit.
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cost and viable on their own, irrespective of any associated crude oil
(or condensate) development.

Natural Gas Utilization in C-ntral Chile

3.45 The Santiago Metropolitan Region at present receives about 100
million a3 p.a. of town gas produced from naphtha, LPG, and biogas (25-
30X), whose calorific content is about one-half that of natural gas.
Based on studies made by CNE and GASCO, a market several times that size
might exist provided that prices for natural gas to consumers are
competitive.

3.46 Natural Gas Prices and Market Size. The potential market for
natural gas is largely determined by relative energy prices, in additioni
to overall energy demand growth and the technical scope for substitution.
In the Metropolitan Region, town gas at present is the most expensive
fuel, costing US$9-11/BTU million equivalent. Since there is a limited
market for such expensive energy, any additions would have to come from
cheaper imports or new domestic production, possibly the Valdivia Area.
Evidently, the lower the price of natural gas, the larger would its
potential market be, and the higher the crude oil price, the more
competitive gas would become. However, even with relatively high
projected international petroleum prices (US$23/bbl) and a low cost of
gas (US$1/BTU million from Valdivia, for exampl9) the market is estimated
by CNE and G SCO to be only 200-300 million m p.a. by 1990 and around
700 million m p.a. by the year 2000. This is equivalent to 0.2-0.3
million toe and 0.7 million toe, respectively or 10-12Z of projected
energy end-use in the Santiago Metropolitan Region in the latter year.

Table 3.4: COWPARATIVE FUEL PRICES IN THE
SANTIAGO METROPOLITAN REGION (February 1987)

Market Equivalent
Product Price Natural Gas Price

(ChS/1O,OO0 kcal) (ChS/m3) (USS/BTU million
equivalent) a/

Towngas, small quantities 89.83 84.90 10.98
Towngas, large quantities 72.00 68.04 8.80
Fixed Monthly Charge appr ChS300/month 

LPG 58.31 55.10 7.13
Kerosene 42.70 40.35 5.22
Diesel 55.47 52.42 6.78
No. 5 Fuel Oil 33.82 31.96 4.13
No. 6 Fuel Oil 31.61 29.87 3.86

o/ Conversion rate ChS206/USS.

Source: Mission estima4es.
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3 47 Based on GASCO's evaluations, an order-of-magnitude estimate
indicates a price of US$2-3.50/BTU million to be required for natural gas
to be competitive aith coal in major industrial firms, if these are to
recover con-iersion costs over three to five years. Since conversion
costs to the plants are high, it will be difficult for natural gas to
penetrate the industrial market as a fuel for existing installations
(whereas gas-using new installations would be more economic than those
using either fuel oil or coal; para. 2.26). Thf required payback period
is short for such a conversion to be profitable (2-4 years), and
efficiency advantages from natural gas are few. According to available
information, large-scale industrial consumers with a potential for using
natural gas are principally in metal refining, cement production, and
electricity generation.

Table 3.5: PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES OF COMPETITIVE PRICES
FOR NATURAL GAS, VARIOUS INDUSTRIES AND LOCATIONS

Industrial Distance Approx. Natural Gas
Consumer Consumption to Santiago Price to Compete

(m3 million p.a.) (km) (USS/BTU million)

Cemento Polpaico 43 40 1.60
Cemento Melon 54 140 1.60
Chitelectra 80 variable 0.70
ENAMi 50 150 1.70
El Teniente 70 80 3.67

Source: CNE; GASCO; mission estimates.

3.48 Natural Gas Supply Options. There are three possible gas
supply options to central Chile, i.e.

(a) production from the offshore Valdivia basin and the Salar de
Atacama provided that commercially-sized reserves exist;

(b) imports from Argentina's Neuquen region via the Pino Hachado
pass; and

(c) imports from Argentina via the center-west trunk pipeline and
the Maipo Valley.
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3.49 There are indications that the Valdivia offshore basin might
contain gas in commercial quantities. 28/ ENAP and CNE are in the
process of evaluating whether detailed exploration and, possibly, field
development is justified in view of the likely costs and the market
size. In addition to the demand in the Metropolitan area, the market
would consist of an estimated one-third of the potential energy demand in
the Valdivia-Santiago corridor. While detailed exploration and field
development costs are not yet available, those are roughly estimated to
be in the US$400-700 million range (for some 70 production wells), in
addition to about US$400 million for onshore facilities and a 800 km
trunk pipeline. Resulting transmission costs alone might be in the order
of US$1.20-1.50/BTU million, assuming investment costs of US$200 million
and a 700 million m3 p.a. throughput.

3.50 Quite apart from its incipient nature, the scheme on is own is
not likely to be economically viable from several perspectives. First.
any capital costs above US$300 million would be high, in view of
projected gas demand and realistic oil price scenarios determining
substitution price levels. Second, for the price of natural gas to be
competitive with other fuels and for the project to achieve a reaso3able
return, gas reserves would have to be in the order of 24 billion m (or
nearly one trillion CF), to produce 1 billion m3/year for some 20
years. Such large reserves are not likely to exist. Third, with the
expected relatively small reserves and high investment costs for gas
production and transmission, the unit cost would be very high.

3.51 The option of importing natural gas from Argentina via the Pino
Hachado pass has similarities to the Valdivia offshore scheme inasmuch as
the pipeline (110 km in Argentina and 830 km on the Chilean side) would
traverse the Temuco-Santiago corridor, thus reaching energy markets south
of Santiago. Argentina's natural gas resources are very large and have
only recently become more fully accessible. Their marginal opportunity
cost is low. If the cost of imported gas does not exceed US$2-3/BTU
million, the project is superior to the Valdivia offshore scheme.

3.52 The option of importing natural gas from Argentina via the
Maipo Valley appears superior to the Pino Hachado scheme, assuming the
same border price. The Maipo Valley scheme requires a less costly
pipeline investment, i.e. a 300 km pipeline on the Argentine side (whose
cost are in the range of US$45-70 million) and a 150 km pipeline from the
border to Santiago, and, possibly, a branch to the El Teniente copper
mining and processing center (costing about US$20-30 million). Based on
CNE's market assumptions, the Maipo Valley scheme may be marginally
economic at a border price of US$2/BTU million (1986 prices and exchange
rates). However, based on GASCO's demand projections (which are 20-50%

28/ This basin comprises 25 geologic structures, three of which could
contain commercial accumulations of gas. They are located about
50 km offshore, in water depths of 80-140 m.
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lower than CNE's), this scheme would be commercial only at a border price
in the US$1.30-1.80/BTU million range, with a city-gate price of
US$2-2.50/BTU million. It thus appears that gas imports via the Maipo
Valley would be an interesting option for the residential/commercial
market vhere natural gas would substitute for higher-priced fuels, i.e.
town gas, LPG, and kerosene, but also for thermal power generation and
for use at El Teniente, substituting for fuel oil. Supplying natural gas
to central Chile might reduce the costs of energy imports by
approximately US$50-55 million p.a. by the mid-1990s, compared to US$85-
120 million of investment and US$6 million p.a. of operating cost.
Hovever, this scheme hinges on a realistic price agreement with Argentina
and a contractual framework which reduces the risk to the parties
involved to acceptable levels. Discussions have been held between the
two Governments on the various possibilities for gas importation but
little progress has been made so far. One of the problems is that
Argentina is reluctant to export gas at a lower price than it is paying
for gas imports from Bolivia. One way to resolve the pricing issue may
be through applying a combined base price/profit sharing or netback
arrangement.

3.53 As a variation of the Maipo Valley scheme, there might be a
medium- to long-term option of adding supplies from future Valdivia
offshore production if and when sufficient reserves are proven and the
market for natural gas develops. If these conditions were met, a two-
stage supply approach could be envisaged: during the first stage, gas
would be imported via the Maipo Valley, and during the second stage,
these supplies could be supplemented from the Valdivia offshore. This
approach would provide some important if unquantifiable benefits, i.e.

(a) developing domestic resources instead of exclusively relying on
gas imports may be economically sound provided that the long-
term cost of domestic supplies do not exceed those of gas
imports;

(b) the decision on when, if at all, to incur the heavy front-end
costs of developing offshore gas deposits and constructing the
trunk pipeline could be postponed until a clearer picture of
the offshore gas resources and of the gas market emerges; and

(c) a domestic supply alternative would improve Chile's bargaining
position.

3.54 Gas Swaps with Argentina. As another variat;on of the
importation option, natural gas from Magallanes could be supplied to
Argentina and swapped with Argentine supplies to central Chile. The
viability of this option would depend on the ultimate reserves and
opportunity cost of Magallanes gas, the existence of a market in southern
Argentina for Magallanes gas, the transmission costs, and the avail-
ability of spare capacity on the Argentine southern trunk pipeline to
accomodate sufficiently large volumes of Magallanes gas to make the
scheme economic, compared to the cost of straight gas imports from
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Argentina. While GASCO has taken the lead in discussions with Gas del
Estado of Argentina, ENAP would have an important role to play in this
venture. In the past, Argentina has declined this option because (a)
there is no spare capacity on the southern trunk pipeline, and (b) there
is no market in Argentina for dry or liquids-stripped gas from Magallanes
(Argentina requires rich gas especially ethane for use at its Bahia
Blanca petrochemical complex). These obstacles could be removed to the
extent that the pipeline capacity is increased and Chile agrees to
exporting gas rich in liquids to Argentina. 29/

3.55 Salar de Atacama Potential. Seismic results in that area about
1,000 km north of Santiago indicate the existence of important
structures, which will be the object of forthcoming exploration by
foreign companies. Any commercial gas deposits could be used either in
central Chile for markets indicated above and in combination with gas
imports, or in the northern mining centers both for mineral processing
and power generation. No detailed evaluations can be undertaken before
more is known about that area's gas potential.

3.56 Recommendations. In view of the complexity and wide-ranging
importance of the related issues, it is recommended that (a) existing
studies on optimizing natural gas supplies and utilization in central
Chile be reviewed, based on updated market evaluations and exploration
results for the Valdivia and Salar de Atacama basins; and (b) provided
that the results of these updated evaluations make this advisable,
agreements with Argentina on joint projects be pursued as a matter of
high priority.

Petroleum Refining

Introduction

3.57 Changes in petroleum product demand towards enlarging the share
of middle distillates and a declining share of fuel oil have required
technical modifications in ENAP's two refineries located at Concon and
Concepcion, primarily to produce more diesel from fuel oil (secondary
processing). These modifications were made during 1984-87 by (a) adding
a 10,000 B/D visbreaker to the Concon refinery to convert fuel oil, and
(b) modernizing a visbreaker and fluid catalytic cracking units at the
Concepcion refinery. The costs of these modifications were about US$25
million (US$14.5 million at Concon; US$9.5 million at Concepcion) of
which US$8 million were financed by IDB.

29/ There also is interest in Chile to acquire LPG (which is in short
supply) from Argentina's Neuquen Province, in exchange for natural
gas rich in ethane. The feasibility of this scheme would depend on
options to transport LPG economically to and within Chile.
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3.58 ENAP consider that the present technical configuration of their
refineries continues to impose rigidities. This is because the output of
middle distillates remains less than demand and fuel oil is produced in
excess of domestic requirements, making it necessary to either (a) reduce
overall refinery output to a level in line with the limited domestic
requirements for fuel oit, or increase output to meet domestic demand of
middle distillates and export gasoline and fuel oil surpluses at distress
prices, typically US$2/B below Caribbean f.o.b. prices. The most
immediate investment under consideration is a mild hydrocracker at
Concon, whose cost is estimated by ENAP at about US$21-23 million. A
preliminary analysis has been carried out on an investment in a delayed
coker at Concepcion, estimated to cost about US$45 million, to convert
fuel oil into petroleum coke for use in the iron and steel industry.
According to ENAP, the justification for the investments is (a) the
impending shortage of middle distillates, especiaily diesel, and the
expected increase in prices of light relative to heavy crudes on
international markets, both of which would be countered by the operation
of a hydrocracker; (b) the excess of fuel oil, which could be reduced if
not eliminated with the operation of a delayed coker; and (c) the
requirement to improve product quality to meet higher environmental
standards, such as for lead-free gasoline and low-sulphur diesel. The
hydrocracker also would provide high-quality feedstock for the catalytic
cracker. ADart from technical modifications, the Government is
considering a proposal to privatize the two refineries, which would add
an important element for the investment decision making.

Table 3.6: PETROLEUM REFINING CONFIGURATION, 1986
(B'OOO/D)

Primary Fluid Catalytic

Distillation Visbreaking Cracking

Concepcion Refinery

Existing Capacity 72.0 8.5 12.0
Capacity Utilization 52% 74% 96%

Capacity after Conversion
Program n.a. 8.5 18.2

Concon Refinery
Existing Capacity 66.0 10.0 20.0
Capacity Utilization 52% n.a. n.a.

Capacity after Conversion
Program n.a. 10.0 20.0

Source: ENAP
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Hydrocracker Option

3.59 The question at this point is whether further investment in
conversion facilities is justified or whether the changing pattern of
demand can be met more economically through increases in refinery
throughput, changes in the refinery input mix through increasing the use
of lighter or spiked crudes, importation of petroleum products in short
supply, or a combination of the aforementioned options. There are a
number oi ways to improve the supply-demand balance for petroleum
products. ENAP can maintain existing refining capacity and import
products that cannot be produced economically, or add a mild hydrocracker
and/or a delayed coker and import products that still cannot be produced
economically.

3.60 Initial Analysis. The determinants of the viability of the
mild hydrocracker are a) availability of domestically produced crude;
(b) availability and prices of gas oil spike; (c) price differentials
between light and heavy crudes; (d) price differentials between crude and
petroleum products, in particular diesel and LPG; and (e) prices for
petroleum products in excess supply in Chile, i.e. gasoline and fuel
oil. ENAP analyzed each alternative listed above using a linear
programming model to maximize the joint benefits from the Concon and
Concepcion refineries subject to a number of constraints (paras 3.61-
3.62). The model determined the type and amount of products that should
be produ_ed at Concon and Concepcion to maximize joint benefits in the
years 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005. Demand projections were based on
projected consumer prices and various GDP growth scenarios. ENAP then
calculated both the economic and financial net present values of each
alternative based on its investment cost and the incremental net
benefits. The benefit and gross profit flows are identical in the
economic analysis, adjusted by shadow-pricing of foreign exchange. The
result of this analysis was that for the proposed project, the option
consisting of the mild hydrocracker at Concon combined with an additional
vacuum unit at Concepcion had the highest net present value (Table 3.7).
Concon emerged as the superior location for the mild hydrocracker because
(a) it is slightly closer to the principal crude sources, i.e. imports,
so its cost of raw materials is slightly lower; (b) it is closer to the
major markets, so transport costs are lower; and (c) it has a larger
guaranteed supply of hydrogen and thus, can support a somewhat larger
plant. 30/ Should the b-Irocracker be installed in Concepcion and no
vacuum unit be added, the hydrocracker would compete with the catalytic
cracker for gas oil feedstock, and neither could operate at capacity. It
is worth noting that ENAP may consider adding a vacuum unit at Concepcion

30/ The Concon refinery has a vacuum unit to produce vacuum gas oil to
feed its catalytic cracker. In contrast, installing the mild hydro-
cracker at Concepcion would necessitate the installation of a vacuum
unit also, to increase the production of high-quality gas oil
feedstock.
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even in the absence of a mild hydrocracker as the increased gas oil feed
stock to the catalytic cracker would permit increasing the production of
premium gasoline and diesel.

3.61 ENAP based this initial analysis on a number of important
assumptions. These included:

(a) a decline in indigenous crude (1.3 million m3 in 1990 and 0.7
million m3 in 1995) reflecting a perceived lack of success of
further exploration; 31/

(b) Chilean crude is to be divided equally between the Concon and
Concepcion refineries; 32/

(c) not more than 55% of refinery feedstock may be light crudes
(i.e. above 34°API);

(d) only the Concepcion refinery can suoply the South, and only the
Concon ref;.nery can supply Region V. The two refiaeries will
compete for the Santiago Metropolitan Region and the North;

(e) the refineries must operate at a capacity of at least 40X; and

(f) no exports of refined products are to take place.

3.62 Sensivity Analysis. The above assumptions were bouad to have
an important effect on the results of the analysis, especially the
exclusion of refined products exports and the restriction on the use of
light crude. These constraints, which were either poLicy-induced or
related to economic factors such as limitations on exporLing surplus

31/ This assumption is significant for refining operations since Chilean
crude is light and paraffinic and yields more diesel than most
imported crudes. It was, however, the direct outcome of ENAP's
simulation model for evaluating field development projects. The
projection horizon of these models is relativeLy short (i.e. not
more than seven years).

32/ The results of the model indicate that this is not an economically
optimal solution since delivery cost of crude from Magallanes to
Concepcion would be lower than to Concon. In fact, the assumption
of free allocation of national crude would favor the mild hydro-
cracker option. However, this parameter would become less signifi-
cant for the results of refining as less domestic crude becomes
available over time.
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products 33/ made a correct decision on this project difficult. Also the
substantial degree of risk of this project, mainly associated with
prevailing price volatility, made it advisable that a number of price
scenarios were tested. On CNE's suggestion, ENAP in the following
modified the analysis to incorporate the assumptions that (a) larger
volumes of naiional crude would be available than originaly assumed, i.e.
0.7 million m in 1995 and 0.5 million m in 2000; (b) the national crude
will be used by the refineries in the most economic way without fixed
allocation; (c) sales to the Northern-most Region I will take place; (d)
limiting supplies from one individual source will be determined in terms
of overall petroleum requirements (i.e. crude plus products) instead of
crude only; (e) gas oil spike will be available in sufficient quantities
and at acceptable prices; and (f) the refineries are allowed to export
part of their production 34/ and compete for each other's market.

3.63 To calculate the net present value of the investment, the
incremental benefit flows for each project alternative were compared.
When exports are permitted, the incremental benefits of the projects
decrease substantially, as indicated by the lower net present values and
internal rates of return (Table 3.7). However, sales to Region I (which
hitherto has met its petroleum product requirements through imports)
could allow disposing of most of the surpluses, at prices considerably
above those obtainable at international markets. For the export case,
Concon would remain the best location for the mild hydrocracker as long
as a vacuum tower is installed at Concepcion.

33/ This is because regional surpluses prevail for fuel oil and low-
octane gasoline, which are the principal excess products of Chilean
refineries. As these products are of relatively inferior quality,
ENAP would have to sell these at distress prices.

34/ To estimate the attainable export price, ENAP (a) established the
f.o.b. price of each product at Caribbean refineries; (b) discounted
that price by 3-1OX; (c) deducted the cost of freight, insurance,
losses in transport, etc.; and (d) added back the import duty that
is levied on ENAP's crude imports. The discount is to reflect
quality differentials and the fact that ENAP would not sell a
complete product line. For the price differential between light and
heavy crude, US$0.15/B/API were assumed. The gas oil spike was
valued at 90-95% of the price of diesel. For calculating the net
present value of the project, a discount rate of 13% was used to
reflect the relatively high risk of the investment.
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Tabl, 3.7: NET PRESENT VALUE AND INTERNAL RATES OF RETURN
OF ALTERNATIVE PETROLEUM REFINING PROJECTS a/

(1W!5 USS millions and Percent)

Constraints Binding Constraints Removed

Project Options NPV IRR NPV IRR

(1985 USS *n) (X) (1985 USS on) (S)

Mild Hydrocracker at Concon 14.21 26.3 0.60 13.7

Mild Hydrocracker at Concon and

Vacuum Unit at Concepcior 20.32 30.6 12.50 23.2

Mild Hydrocracker and Vacuum Unit

at Concepcion 19.77 27.6 8.60 20.4

Vacuum Unit at Concepcion only 5.92 83.2 11.90 -

a/ NPV was calculated with a discount rate of 13%.

Source: ENAP.

3.64 The results of this second-round sensitivity analysis also
indicate that even in the exportation case, ENAP's present refining
capacity is sufficient to meet domestic demand for all products except
LPG without any additional investment. This is because the actual
restriction on exporting products prevents the refineries from operating
at full capacity and thus, producing diesel at (larger) quantities
commensurate with existing capacity. Table 3.8 shows the quantity of
exportable surpluses in case diesel production were increased to levels
at which the domestic demand for this product can be met. However, in
that case, larger volumes of crude would be required than if a mild
hydrocracker is installed, and surplus fuel oil would need to be exported
at prices below the cost of crude. If no exports were to take place,
domestic consumption (plus storage capacity) of fuel oil would limit
overall refining operations. In the case of a mild hydrocracker, diesel
output would be increased with given crude inputs and the quality of
products improved, but capital and operating costs of refining would
increase considerably. Also, higher output of diesel would be
accompanied by a decline in the output of LPG, which already is in short
supply. Assuming that present price relationships continue until the
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early 1990s, 35/ it would be economic to postpone the project by one-two
years even if the price differentials between light and heavy crudes and
between crude and products were to increase afterwards. The comparative
costs and benefits of all available options need to be evaluated in more
detail, including that of continuing present arrangements (i.e. no
exports, meeting supply deficits through imports of petroleum products),
to provide an appropriate base case for evaluating the "with" and
"without" hydrocracker options, before a final decision on the refining
investment options ca- be made.

Table 3.8: EXPORTABLE SURPLUSES OF REFINED PRODUCTS IF DOMESTIC DEMAND
FOR DIESEL IS TO BE MET THROUGH DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

(,,3 '000)

Product 1990 2000

Gasoline (93 RON; Leaded) 769.6 688.3
Jet Fuel 3.6 0.0
Fuel Oil (No. 6) -- 1,170.6

Source: ENAP.

3.65 Recommendations on Further Steps. To make the analysis more
relevant to the available options, other constraints forming part of the
present analysis shiould be removed or modified. This includes (a)
removing the restriction on using light or heavy crudes to the
technically feasible extent; and (b) optimizing the refinery input slate,
e.g., through increasing the diesel-spiking of crude. (Removing these
constraints has direct operational significance as it would result in
improving refining efficiency.) Also, there should be agreed assumptions
on the future relative price of light vs. heavy crude, which is one of
the key parameters for the economic viability of the mild hydrocracker.

3.66 It is therefore recommended that the decision on the mild
hydrocracker investment should be preceded by a full sensitivity analysis

* which incorporates the above modifications, and which will establish the

35/ This assumption appears to be quite realistic. As an indication,
Venezuela (which is a major supplier of crude to Chile) has an
ambitious program to develop reserves of light crude over the medium
to longer term. Following recent significant discoveries, Venezuela
plans to add during 1988-93 14.4 bn bbl of light to medium crude
plus condensate to its 58 bn bbl of current reserves (all types of
crude), and to be producing in the terminal year 2.2 mn B/D of
crude, of which 1.9 B/D would be of the light to medium kind. See:
Oil and Gas Journal, 6 June, 1988, pp. 13-16.
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consistency of the proposed investment with longer-term requirements.
This analysis should take into account the risk related to the current
degree of price volatility but also the probability that over the next
three-four years (which is the critical period in terms of project
econofics) the price differential between light and heavy crude is likely
to change little. CNE have proposed to postpone a decision on the mild
hydrocracker for about one year until a clearer picture on the petroleum
price outlook emerges. The cost involved in postponing this decision is
likely to be low.

Delayed Coker Option

3.67 ENAP also are evaluating the feasibility of installing a
delayed coker at Conception, mainly to transform surplus fuel oil into
petroleum coke and to improve the quality of middle distillates. A
prefeasibility study analyzing the economic viability of this scheme,
i.e. costs, markets, and attainable prices for petroleum coke, is
expected to be completed by end-1988. This investment would contribute
to reducing fuel oil surpluses (the mild hydrocracker would address
mainly the problem of shortage of middle distillates). While the two
schemes may be complementary in certain aspects by allowing the Concon
and Concepcion refineries to specialize in production processes and
output patterns, they might be competitive in others. It therefore needs
to be evaluated how these two investment options compare, and how they
could be jointly optimized. The production of petroleum coke may not be
economic as substitute for fuel oil unless it is low sulphur, electrode-
grade material. Also, the supply of hydrogen at the Concepcion refinery
(which is needed for operating a delayed coke-) may pose a problem and
may have to be secured from outside.

Refinery Ownership Considerations

3.68 Future petroleum refining operations will be influenced
considerably by a possible Government decision to transfer the refineries
to priv&te sector ownership. It seems that the Government does not want
to take a decision on refining modification before the ownership issue is
resolved.

3.69 The viability of the proposed refining modifications and the
financial prospects of refining overall will be important for any efforts
to privatize the two refineries to be successful, and measures to
strengthen the economic viability of refining would be instrumental for
improving the financial position of the refineries as well. The
financial results of refining operations in Chile, as elsewhere, have
been susceptible to changes in relative prices of crude vs. petroleum
products, and are likely to remain so. At any rate, privatization would
need to be in strict conformity with a market-oriented approach, i.e. nc
subsidies nor price or market guarantees should be envisaged irrespective
of refinery ownership.
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IV. COAL SUBSECTOI

Introduction

4.1 In view of Chile's limited and declining reserves of crude oil,
substituting petroleum use by coal has attained particular
significance. The Government has supported the development of the coal
sector through exploration particularly in Magallanes, expansion of the
productive capacity of the state-owned mining companies, and facilitating
substitution of coal for petroleum products, e.g. for power generation at
CODELCO. However, Chile's coal resources are moderate, given the high
sulphur content of Arauco coal and the high ash content of the sub-
bituminous Magallanes coal, which limits their use. Only about 14% is
good-quality, low-cost coal with some coking properties, Located close to
consuming centers in the southern and central regions. Coal in cer.tral
Chile is mined entirely underground, under difficult geological
conditions. The government-owned Empresa Nacional del Carbon S. A.
(ENACAR), the largest coal producer, operates the Lota, Lebu, and
Colico/Trongol mines. Compantia Carbonifera Schwager S.A., a former
ENACAR subsidiary and now owned 50% each by CORFO and private investors,
operates the Schwager mine. ENACAR in 1986 met 54% of domestic coal
consumption (i.e. 1.5 million M.T.), the balance was provided by
Schwaget, small mine operators (pirquineros), and imports, largely of
coking coal. A new private company, COCAR, has started operating a 0.8
million tpy open pit mine in Magallanes for sub-bituminous coal in late
1987, representing an investment of about US$65 million. Its capacity is
planned to be eventually expanded to 1.4 million tpy. This venture
between COPEC and Northern Strip Mining of the U.K. is partly financed
through a US$16.5 million loan and US$2.2 million equity participation
from IFC.

Main Issues

Costs of Coal Supplies

4.2 While the subsector's capacity is large enough to meet domestic
coal demand for the foreseeable future, the key issue is how much of this
capacity is, or is likely to become, competitive with imports. ENACAR's
costs of operations are very high, which tends to raise energy costs
throughout the economy. COCAR's production costs are considerably
lower -- in the order of US$35/M.T. -- but this advantage will be partly
offset by the lower quality of the subbituminous Magallanes coal. It
therefore needs to be evaluated (a) whether domestic coal production can
be made part of a least-cost program to meet energy demand especially on
a local level, giving due consideration to energy alternatives primarily
imported coal and/or natural gas, and the need for thermal back-up in the
electricity system: and (b) whether there is scope for cost reductions at
ENACAR so that its production becomes more competitive with coal imports.
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Table 4.11: PROJECTED COAL MINING PR0U0CTION AND DEMAND, 1967-95
(Adjusted M.T. '000 of 6,350 kcal/kg Coal)

Smoll Total Poten-
Modium T*nth mining tial

Year ENACAR Schwager Mines Reglon COCAR Capacity Imports a/ Demand

1986 836 320 330 110 - 1,596 410 1,541
1987 750 323 400 120 130 1,723 420 1,978

1968 850 328 400 141 582 2,301 485 2,546
19J9 875 328 405 155 609 2,372 501 2,863
1990 966 337 410 183 628 2,524 518 3,042

1991 1,056 342 415 183 728 2,724 518 3,242

1992 1,147 367 420 183 794 2,911 539 3,450
1995 1,117 391 420 183 959 3,070 561 3,631

a/ Metallurgical coal.

Source: CNE; ENACAR.

4.3 Production Costs. The opportunity cost of coal generally is
its c.i.f. border price, suitably adjusted for quality differentials, the
higher cost of relatively small shipments, and the like. 36/ Thus, the
economic viability of each mine would be measured in light of the border
price of coal. While costs of coal supply from domestic mines vary
according to mining conditions and production capacities, ENACAR's mine-
mouth costs range from US$43-53/M.T., with Lota being the highest-cost
mine. Fixed costs account for over two-thirds of total cost, with fixed
labor costs alone accounting for about 551. They thus tend to be
considerably above border prices and currently exceed import parity cost
of about US$ 40/M.T. c.i.f. Ventanas by US$3-13/H.T. (Table 4.2). Even
if the comparison were based on adding the import duty to the c.i.f. cost
of coal imports, production from some domestic mines is not the least-
cost supply option unless a significant proportion of costs is considered
sunk (under this assumption, savings from mine closures might be leis
than the costs of coal imports).

36/ In determining the opportunity cost of domestically produced coal,
it needs to be considered that (a) in addition to the c.i.f. prices
prevailing on international markets, a premium of, say, 5-10 might
be added to account for Chile's small import volumes (about 20,000
M.T. per shipment) and relatively high freight charges; and (b)
domestic coal reserves are large relative to domestic demand but
export prospects for coal are poor or non-existent, which tends to
exert a bias in the opposite direction. On balance, actual import
prices could be applied as reference to assess the value of coal to
domestic producers and consumers.
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Table 4.2: AVERAGE MINE-MOUTH COSTS, 1987

(USS/M.T.)

Mining
Mine Fixed Cost a/ Variable Cost b/ Total Cost Capacity

(M.T.'000) d/

Lota 37.82 14.86 64.50 600
Colico-Trongoa 27.24 15.95 43.19 195
Lebu 33.53 15.35 48.87 105
COCAR 10.80 C/ 23.30 c/ 34.10 600
Schwager 30.00 16.00 46.00 360

a/ Includes cost of inventory/stocks and of capital.
b/ Includes cost of equipment replacement.

c/ Expected costs.
d/ Equivalent to 6.350 kcal/kg coal.

Source: ENACAR; CNE.

4.4 A better measure of the economic cost of coal is given by the

short-run marginal cost of existing production and the long-run marginal
cost (LRMC) of future production which indicates the cost of expanding
coal production, be it viable or not. Total LRMC (defined as average
incremental cost) in some mines are estimated to be about US$42/M.T.
(Annex 16), i.e. just about equal to the import parity cost net of import
duty and below actual cost of ENACAR mines, assuming reduced manning

levels and inc-eased mechanization. This indicates that production of
coal from some ENACAR mines may be economic at the margin. It remains to
be seen if the necessary rationalization measures can indeed be taken to
reduce costs to the indicated levels.

4.5 Delivery Costs. Domestic freight rates from the mines to
consumption centers range from US$3.50-7/M.T. for vessels of 20,000 dwt
and coastal shipping over 500-1,000 km, to US$13-14/M.T. for truck
transport to Santiago, plus unloading (about US$1.50/M.T.), and insurance
charges. These rates and charges reflect domestic transport cost fairly
accurately. Factoring in all components, ex-delivery prices for domestic

coal range from US$48-75/tO.T. depending on the source, destination, type
of contract, and contracted volumes. At those prices, domestically
produced coal evidently is uncompetitive with imported .zil.
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Table 4.3: REPRESENTATIVF DELOVERED PRICES FOR STEAM COAL, MAY 1908
(tUSSM.T.)

Source USS/BTU L1m-
Destination EMACAR Schwager COCAR lion *quiv.

Santiago 62.27 - 75.-- 62,61 - 68.65 -- 2.25 - 2.82
Ventanas 68.74 - 75.-- -- -- 2 48 - 2.87

Antofagasta/Tocoollla 56,60 56.60 56.60 1.73 - 2,72

Note: Prices have been adjusted to energy contnt of 6,350 kcal/kg.

Source: ENACAR; CNE.

4.6 In the final analysis, to determine the least-cost option for
coal supplies -- be it domestic production, importation or a combination
of the two -- the LRMC of production and the economic delivery cost need
to be evaluated on a mine-by-mine basis. Equally important is the

evaluation of the relevant substitution options, either into or out of
coal, with hydropouer, fuel oil, and natural gas being the principal
competing energy sources.

4.7 Considerations for Mine Closure. Given that ENACAR's (and
Schwager's) costs exceed the c.i.f. cost of coal imports, the question
arises if production should be continued. Generally, the criterion for
recommending continuation or discontinuation of mining operations is
whether the net-of-tax cash operating costs (fixed plus variable) of
mining and delivering coal to the markets, plus any investments needed to
maintain production, are below or above the cost of imported coal. In

the case of the mines in central Chile, there are various considerations
to this. First, a significant proportion of production costs are sunk
and to the extent that the cash costs of lay-offs, pensions, financial
charges etc. are higher than the differential between cash production
costs and import costs, no savings would materialize from replacing
domestic production through imports. Second, even though the recomis-

sioning of closed mines is technically difficult and costly, it would
only be justifiable to continue production if there is sufficient scope
for reducing costs to make production competitive. Otherwise, mine

closure would be the economically optional solution. Third, a large
share of fixed costs are related to excess labor whose shadow price may
be relatively low as long as local employment alternatives are lack-
ing. 37/ Relatively low labor cost would tend to reduce the welfare cost

37/ Lota in early 1987 employed 4,358 persons, for a production of 0.5
million tpy (by comparison, about 300 people are employed in the
COCAR mine in Magallanes, for an output of 0.8 million tpy.).
However, alternative employment opportunities have developed in the
concerned region in irrigated agriculture.
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of continued mining operations (or, conversely, result in significant
welfare cost ihf the case of mine closures). Also, excessive labor in
coal mining at least in part is the outcome of pressures by local and
provincial authorities to preserve employment, causing ENACAR to share
the cost of employment preservation. These costs should be made explicit
and, if feasible, be reimbursed to the company. In a wider context,
measures should be evaluated to increase labor mobility as alternative
employment in the affected areas is being created, to address economic
and social problems resulting from lay-offs by the mines.

4.8 Requirements for Efficiency Improvements. The above
considerations stress the urgency for rationalizing high-cost mines and
restructuring ENACAR. The high fixed costs in ENACAR's mines,
particularly Lota, need to be reduced through improvements in operational
efficiency before any expansion is undertaken. Efforts are ongoing at
ENACAR to lower production costs to more competitive levels primarily
through mechanizing mining operations, such as the introduction of
longwall mining, for which during 1984-87 a total of nearly US$22 million
were invested. While the enterprise made efforts to improve operating
efficiency and to reduce excess labor, over the 1981-87 period unit
operating costs have increased, and output per employee has remained
virtually unchanged as output has dropped (Table 4.4). The entity has
still a long way to go to achieve efficiency levels comparable to those
of other domestic producers. Specifically, the following areas need to
be addressed as a matter of urgency:

(a) Operations: While current investment plans are aimed at
mechanizing mine operations thus reducing variable production
costs, fixed costs also need to be reduced, particularly at
Lota, through rationalization including improved inventory/
stocks management, reducing above-ground services, closing non-
profitable mines or mine sections, and redeploying or reducing
the labor force. An in-depth technical and financial evalua-
tion of ENACAR's operations, by mine and mine section, is
needed tc determine the scope left for operational improvements
to reduce production costs, within the technical/geological
constraints.

(b) Investment: It needs to be determined that ENACAR's proposed
investment program is consistent with realistic assumptions
about the scope for efficiency improvements and the domestic
market for coal over the medium-to-longer term, given
competition from domestic and imported coal and, possibly,
natural gas. The options for shifting production from high-
cost to lower-cost mines should also be evaluated based on a
refined analysis of LRMC and an examination mine-by-mine of the
scope for cost reductions. More cost-effective technologies
should be evaluated and introduced.

(c) Finance and Planning: ENACAR should determine (i) financially
optimal production levels for individual mines (vs. the current
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policy of maximizing production by mine irrespective of costs)
and (ii) the impact on costs of decentralizing mining
operations, out-contracting supporting services, and other
measures conducive to reducing operating costs and overheads.

(d) Marketing: In order to obtain a realistic perception about the
energy needs in the economy which could be competitively met
through coal, ENACAR should systematically monitor the
developments related to international coal markets and
competing energy sources including coal from other domestic
producers, and their impact on the domestic market. EMACAR
also should carry out more determined and better focused
selling efforts. These improvements could help to strengthen
ENACAR's market position, particularly vis-a-vis major
consumers.

Coal Market Outlook

4.9 Coal demand will continue to be closely linked to the expansion
of thermal electricity generation. COCAR has been awarded an eight-year
contract to eventually supply 880,000 tpy of coal to CODELCO's thermal
power plant at Tocopilla (northern Chile), which represents about 80% of
that plant's fuel needs (the remaining 20% will be supplied by ENACAR and
others). Also, CHILECTRA and ENACAR in 1987 concluded a one-year, renew-
able contract based on a delivered price of US$51/M.T. (US$56.60 in 1988)
c.i.f. Veiitanas, as CHILECTRA's coal demand is projected to increase to
0.8 million M.T. by 1988. 38/ For thermal power generation, then, coal
is likely to continue to play an important role especially in the
Northern Integrated System although imported coal would be an attractive
option given ample supplies on international markets and limited
prospects for price increases over the medium-to longer term. Natural
gas also would be a serious competitor provided that its cost at the
plant gate would not exceed US$3.50/BTU million, at a capital cost of

38/ Delivered volumes in 1988 amount to 0.4 million M.T. for ENACAR and
60,000 M.T. each for Schwager and other coal supplies. CNE carried
out a sensitivity analysis to measure the impact on planned power
expansion in the Central Interconnected System of alternative coal
pricing scenarios (i.e. US$40/M.T.; US$45/M.T.; and US$48/M.T).
According to this analysis, different coal prices would affect the
expansion of generation only slightly, i.e. through delaying the 325
MW Cortaderal hydroplant by about one year (from 1996 to 1997) for
US$40/M.T. and US$45/M.T. prices. For all the three pricing
scenarios, the need for a 300 MW thermal power plant in 1995 located
in central Chile was confirmed.
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$645/net kW installed (for combined-cycle plants). 39/ The industrial
sector still offers scope for substitution towards coal, to the extent
that natural gas could not or not economically be supplied.

Finances

4.10 Financial issues in the subsector mainly concern DNMCAR and are
directly related to the entity's cost structure and levels. In the past,
MACAR has operated with losses but has managed to improve its financial
position considerably during 1981-86. Losses, which exceeded US$18 mil-
lion in 1981, were reduced and for the first time in many years, EMACAR
in 1986 achieved after-tax profits of US$5 million equivalent. Sales per
employee, 135.5 M.T. in 1987, were 8% higher than in 1981. However, this
was largely brought about by increasing purchases from independent small
mines as output per employee remained nearly unchanged at 114 M.T./year
during this period. ENACAR in 1987 again sustained losses, of US$11.7
million equivalent, largely on account of below-cost sales to CHILECTRA
(at US$42/M.T. for nearly 0.25 million M.T.).

39/ Spot export prices (f.o.b.) for thermal coal in 1987 ranged from
US$23/M.T. for South African coal (11,300 BTU/lb, 15% ash) to
US$37/M.T. for U.S. coal (12,000 BTU/lb, 12% ash). Increases in
international coal prices during 1988-95 are projected to total 43%
in current prices, and 22% in constant prices (World Bank, September
1987). Natural gas when used with new electricty-generating
technology -- e.g. combined cycle generation -- can already compete
with much cheaper coal. Basud on 1976-86 international prices (when
energy-equivalent costs of natural gas averaged 34% more than those
of coal) the cost of gas-produced electricity was estimated to be
17% less than that produced from coal. Key attractions of combined
cycle plant include high thermal efficiency, smaller capital costs,
shorter lead times, and environmental advantages. It thus could
promote decentralized power generation among relatively small
producers. Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, December 14, 1987.
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Table 4.4; ENACAR--PERfORMANCE INDICATORS, 1981; 1984-87
(1987 ChI millions)

1961 1964 1965 1986 1967

Income from Sales 10,186 10,765 12,506 13,710 12,811

Earnings after Tax (Losses) (1,938) (425) (249) 1,262 (2,694)
Total Assets 26,587 22,051 23,548 26,754 22,609
Working Capital 3,393 3,435 1,9f6 2,047 2,788
Short and Long-Term Liabilities 3,068 2,972 4,769 6,307 6,072

Operating Costs 8,011 7,911 8,269 9,830 9,445
Total Costs 9,582 9,383 9,709 11,649 11,926
Investment - 54 1,010 1,968 2,085

Output (M.T.'000) 860 726 713 836 751
Employees 7,604 5,998 6,313 6,655 6,560
Operating Costs/M.T. (1987 ChS) 9,315 10,899 11,597 11,758 14,397
M.T./Employee 113 121 113 126 114

Source: ENACAR.

4.11 ENACAR's future financial performance hinges on the company's

ability to reduce production costs and to become competitive with coal
imports. Should this not be achieved, ENACAR runs the risk of losing the

market that the power subsector represents through the 1990s. ENACAR's
financial projections show a profitable position through 1991. However,
they are predicated on a volume of production nearly 50% above 1985-87
levels, which appears incompatible with the scope for economically viable
increases in productive capacity. ENACAR's financial projections
therefore should be reviewed in line with more conservative production

and sales assumptions, as a basis for financial restructuring.

Rehabilitation Plan

4.12 An integrated approach to rehabilitation is needed to enable
ENACAR to develop and implement a medium-term strategy comprising

improvements in production, marketing, and finances. Thus, production,
investment, sales, and financing plans should be integrated. ENACAR's

corporate planning capabilities need to be considerably improved to make

this feasible. The existing management information system should be

strengthened so that ii. links production, sales, and finances. This
would significally contribute to improving decision making in these three
areas, as well as supporting corporate planning. All feasible options
for rehabilitation should be considered, including privatizing ENACAR

either wholly or in part, although the feasibility of this will largely
depend on ENACAR's financial prospects. A forthcoming evaluation by
British Mining Consultants Ltd. will address these options and related
requirements, including the need for further staff reductions.
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4.13 To the extent that these measures still prove insufficient for
ENACAR to compete effectively with coal imports or supplies from COCAR,
an alternative strategy focusing on downsizing operations and financial
restructuring would need to be pursued.
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V. FORSTtY AND WOODFULS

Supply-Demand Balance

5.1 Forest growth--,? measured by its mean annual increment--is
estimated at 64 million m p.a., which is considerably higher than the
combined remand for fuelwood and industrial forest products of abojat 15.4
million m p.a. (fuelvood demand amounts to about 6 million m p.a).
Also, forest plantations have been substantially expanded, especially of
pinus radiata which reached about 1 million ha by the mid-1980s. 40/
However, these have been mainly industrial plantations contributing
little to meeting fuelwood requirements: those have to be met by natural
forests, which usually are distant from population centers, or fuelwood
plantations which are relatively small. 41/ Regional and species-
specific imbalances of fuelwood have emerged especially in the
Metropolitan Region where demand is heavy and which has to be supplied by
other regions, over distances at up to 300 km, but also in northern
Chile, the Interior Secano, and around nearly all major cities of the
country. The supply-dtemand balance is especially delicate for eucalyptus
whose natural growth just about meets demand. Areas subject to
deforestation are already being affected by erosion and watershed
management problems.

5.2 While these problems are incipient, reforestation is required
to bring them under control. The specific reforestation needs should be
determined by det&iled regional and species-specific evaluations, for
which the data base has to be substantially improved. This should
include evaluating the options and requ_rements for involving small-scale
farmers more widely in tree planting, including the financing
requirements related to it. Forested areas in need of protection and
those to be opened for intensive use should be clearly demarcated.

5.3 Any pressures on natural forests also could be relieved through
intensified use of forest residues. On the demand side, improving the

40/ This was stimulated by subsidies (established through decree-law No.
701, of 1974) amounting to 75X of the cost of establishing
industrial plantations. The Government plans to continue these
subsidies through 1994.

41/ Fuelwood plantations established by CONAF in conjunction with small-
and medium-scale farmers have totalled about 12,000 ha (at a cost of
US$1.8 million equivalent) in three years.



Table 5.1: FUELWOQD SUPPLY/DEMAND BALANCE, 1985

--------------------Radiata Pine------------------- -----------------Eucalyptusa---------------- ------------ Native Forest------------

Avail- Fuel- Indus- Aail- Avail-

able Potentlal wood trial Net able Potential Net able Potential Not

Region MAI Area MAI Supply Demand Forest Balance MAI Area MAI Supply Demand Balance MAI Area MAI Supply Demand Balance

.m3/ha) (ha'000) ........... m3 million…........) . m3 /ha) (ha'000) (---- ----v
3 million…------- (m3/haj (ha000I ------- m3 million…-------

Total 1,039,2 21,7 3.7 12.3 5.7 1.016 0.980 0.035 7,612.5 41.28 9, 31.5

IV 5 0.8 0.004

RM 14 3.6 0.054 2 2.7 0.005

V 12.4 23.4 0.3 16 17.8 0.285 -

vI 16.8 60,9 1.0 13 5.1 0.066 2.S 41.2 0.103

VIl 19.2 205.6 3.9 19 2.0 0.038 3.9 196.4 0.766

Vill 23.2 523.5 1.2 27 18.8 0.507 5.1 401.7 2,049

IX 18.0 167,3 3.0 27 2,0 0.053 5.3 632.9 3.354

X 22.0 58.4 1.3 13 0.8 0.10 6.2 3,592,6 22.274

Xi 5.0 1,686.0 S.450

X;I 4.0 1,059.0 4.236

MAI = Mean Annual Increment.

Source: CONAF.
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efficiency of wood-burning stoves would help to a certain degree to
reduce local pressures on supplies. 42/

Policy and Institutional Issues

Cost and Price Structure

5.4 In Chile, costs of wood are lower than almost anywhere else.
COMAF's plantation establishment costs are in the US$150-210/ha range and
lower i; voluntary labor particiates (i.e. about US$100/ha). With a
mean annual increment of 25-30 m /ha (15-18 M.T./ha), this would result
in stumpage (i.e. cost of establishing plantations and maintaining them
until the time of harvesting) in the order of US$6.15/M.T.. Cost of
logging, storage and extraction to roadside may add US$6/M.T. and
transport to consumption centers, US$6.50/M.T. (for an average of
USC10/M.T. and an average distance of 65 km). 43/ With additional costs
of preparation, wholesale costs of firewood would be in the order of
US$23/M.T.

5.5 Current fuelwood prices to residential consumers in Santiago,
about Ch$10/kg in early 1988, are considerably above leng-run marginal
costs. They thus fully cover production and marketing costs and allow
satisfactory returns on fuelwood from plantations insasfar as yields for
clear-felling are in the 150-200 M.T./ha range. Industrial users
normally purchase directly from the fuelwood producers in large
quantities and acquire fuelwood at prices only marginally above wholesale
cost. To the extent that there are market imperfections, measures are
required to remove any impedements so that fuelwood can play its full
part in meeting energy requirements. This issue should be approached in
the context of a Government strategy to enhance the economic use of
fuelwood as energy source.

42/ In Region VIII (where reforestation with pinus radiata is centered)
current consumption of forest residues for energy purposes amounts
to over 0.4 million tpy. According to CNE, these consumption
volumes could be doubled. Regarding the efficiency of woodstoves, a
study carried out by CNE and CONAF in 1985 concluded that fuel
savings in the order of 2-10% could be achieved: this, however, was
considered too small to justify a large-scale stove dissemination
program.

43/ See Chile Forest Industries Sub-Sector Study, World Bank Report
No. 6380-CH of August 8, 1986.
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Tao,b 52: INERIAL RATE OF RETURN ON PLANTATION PROJECTS

With Without
Yi*ld CONAF Subsidy CONAF SUBSIDY

(M.T./ha) S) (1)

200 17,7 12.9
150 15.7 10.8
100 12.9 8.0

Source: CNE.

Institutional Requirements

5.6 While increases in fuelwood constmnption are not yet alarming,
they point towards the need to strengthen the institutional framework to
monitor the supply, demand, and marketing of fuelwood and to take
preventive action before deforestation reaches serious proportions. This
involves strengthening CONAF as the Government's principal forestry
service whose scope of activities is wide given its relatively limited
budget (about US$7 million equivalent/year) and staff (some 950). A
positive step in this direction has been the creation of the National
Dendroenergy Network by CONAF with cooperation from FAO. The Network's
objectives are to strengthen joint action on energy forestry among the
relevant subsector institutions, through

(a) promoting the dissemination of experiences, training, research
of new uses, and technology transfer;

(b) preparing policy recommendations conducive to enhancing the
contribution of dentroenergy to energy supplies, environmental
conservation, and improving living conditions especially of
those population groups which depend largely on fuelwood for
energy; and

(c) preparing an information base and identifying projects suitable
to attract national and international financing.

5.7 Nearly 25 institutions meanwhile are associated with the
Network, which plans to seek the active participation of the directly
affected population groups in implementing self-sustaining projects. The
Network still is in its formative phase and it remains to be seen what
measure of support it will receive and what leverage it can exert. It
would be advisable to incorporate into the Network those private sector
entities active in forest management, fuelwood plantations, and fuelwwood
marketing.
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VI * nc AND r OINmW

Present Situation

6.1 The energy sector as a major aser of natural resources has a
direct impact on the environment and there are trade-offs, as well as
complementaries, between the objectives of energy development and
environmental conservation. Energy operations car have multiple adverse
effects: while damuge from deforestation in Chile is limited to certain
areas and species (para 5.1), environmental problems may arise from the
construction and operation of electric power installations, coal mines,
and petroleum production and processing facilities. Through creating
effluents and solid waste, energy production and use contribute to
atmospheric, soil, and water pollution. The effects of environmental
contamination often become discernible only after many years and in areas
distant from the source of pollution.

6.2 The Santiago Metropolitan Region with its heavy concentration
of population and economic activities might be the area in Chile worst
affected by pollution. There is substantial emission of contaminants
from vehicles, industries, and space heating, including the heavy use of
fuelwood and the associated creation of particle matter (i.e. polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons). This is aggravated by the peculiar geographic
and climatological conditions of this region. The Lower Aconcagua Valley
also is being adversely affected by emissions of sulphur dioxyde from the
Ventanas thermal power plant and copper smelter.

Government Policies

General

6.3 The Government is aware of the need for environmental manage-
ment in the energy sector. CNE has taken the initiative to prepare
corrective and preventive action. The Pehuenche hydropower project has
included components aimed at ameliorating adverse impacts on fauna and
flora. CNE have commissioned studies aimed at identifying measures to
reduce sulphur and other contaminants contained in hydrocarbons, such as
increasing the use of filters in chimneys. Unde- the World Bank financed
Public Sector Management project, the Governmeit is preparing a manual
for measuring the environmental impact of electric power projects. A
US$4 million project is being implemented to (a) monitor atmospheric and
water pollution in Santiago, including the environmental impact of
different fuels used by busses; (b) identify the pollution sources and
their contribution; (c) model pollutants dispersion; and (d) devise
stricter environmental safeguards. This project is under the
responsibility of the regional and local authorities and is supported by
a US$2.5 million IDB loan. The National Ecological Coumission (which
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reports to the Ministry of National Patrimony) has not been very
efiective, mainly for lack of resources, and should be strengthened.

Requirements for govironmental Management

6.4 To develop a coherent strategy, the environmental concerns need
to be better understood and the costs of environmental damage and its
alleviation be more clearly identified. Only on this basis will it be
possible to determine at what speed and level environmental issues can be
addressed. There is normally a wide range of options to ameliorate and
prevent adverse environmental impacts, and the most cost-effective ones
should be evaluated. The approach to natural resource management should
be one which puts a premium on efficiency, conservation, and sustaining
the resource base. Economic policy interventions to improve environ-
mental management should be assessed with a view to their conformity with
market principles. Thus, instead of offering subsidies for environment-
supporting investment, the approach should be to charge the pollutor for
the environmental cost to the economy. It also needs to be considered
that the beneficiaries of environmental actions often are not identical
to those who bear the costs of these actions. Building the capability in
the public and private sectors to handle complex environmental issues is
itself a complex process for which specialists need to be trained,
especially those capable to carry out integrated environmental
analysis. Better coordination and political resolve among institutions
handling these matters are needed to strengthen environmental safeguards.

6.5 Chile is beginning to develop the capacity to identify options
for reducing adverse environmental effects of energy projects. This
development should be strengthened. Reducing pollution from energy
processes is important, especially in ecologically sensitive zones. The
wider environmental impact of different sources of energy also should be
evaluated. Certain forms of energy are eavironmentally more benign, e.g.
hydroelectricity and natural gas compared to fuel oil and coal,
especially of the high-sulphur type. This should be given due
consideration in deciding on ex'ergy development alternatives. The
management and disposal of waste from energy processes needs to be
evaluated in more detail. Energy pricing should reflect the
environmental cost of the use of different energy forms. This has been
largely achieved for electricity but not for other forms of energy
(especially fuelwood). Measures aimed at improving the efficiency of
energy use -- which normAlly involve reducing emission of burned gases,
heat, and rteam -- also have favorable environmental effects and should
therefore be pursued to achieve twin benefits.

Recomnendations

6.6 The Government institutions involved in environmental matters
i.e. CNE, CONADE, ODEPLAN, and CORFO should enhance their role in
achieving a better understanding of the complementarities and trade-offs
between energy and environmental concerns, and in a search for policy and
project concepts that reconcile the objectives of energy development,
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environmental conservation, and economic growth. They should also aim at
closer cooperation with non-governmental organizations concerned about
environmental issues. CUE and ODEPLAN should take the lead in
integrating the information on resource use with macroeconomic data, and
in evaluating costs and benefits of ameliorating or preventing
environmental damage caused by energy development.
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VII. ENERGY SECTOR OUTLOOK, 1988-97

Constraints and Strategy Reuirements

7.1 Meeting future energy requirements will pose difficult choices
for the country's decision makers. The development of energy rcsources
will oe high-cost, technologically difficult in some cases, and will
involve considerable lead time. The major energy corporations are highly
indebted so that increased reliance needs to be placed on the private
sector to carry out the necessary investments. 44/ Declines in crude oil
production and constraints on expanding economically viable coal produc-
tion are bound to limit the sector's productive capacity. The resulting
increases in energy imports will impose a growing though manageable
burden on the foreign exchange position of the economy.

7.2 On the positive side, the sectoral institutions are well-suited
to analyze and implement policies and strategies, and prepare investment
programs. The operating agencies are equally well-equipped and competent
to meet their tasks. In order to make the energy sector more resilient,
a coherent strategy is called for which should be formulated and
implemented in close consultation with the private sector. The main
components of such a strategy are as follows:

(a) developing the hydropower potential as the key component of the
least-cost expansion program for the electricity subsector;

(b) exploiting existing crude oil reserves to the economically
optimal (vs. technically feasible) degree, and developing new
reserves both domestically and abroad;

(c) rehabilitating those coal mines that have the scope to become
competitive with imports, if necessary through down-sizing
operations;

(d) assessing the potential for natural gas use in central Chile,
including for electricity generation, and determining the
least-cost options for gas supply, including imports from,
and/or gas swaps with, Argentina;

(e) enhancing the efficiency of energy supplies through reduction
of losses in production, transformation, and distribution;

44/ The end-1986 debt outstanding and disbursed of Chile's four largest
energy corporations (ENDESA, ENAP, ENACAR and CHILECTRA CENERACION)
amounted to US$1.8 billion, with a debt service of some US$150
million. See OLADE, The Foreign Debt and the Energy Sector of Latin
America and the Caribbean, 1987 (quoting national sources).
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(f) expanding the involvement of the private sector in energy
operations;

(g) removing the remaining minor distortions in energy pricing,
essentially those for petroleum products, and increase market
transparency, to ensure allocative efficiency;

(h) reinforcing energy pricing through non-pricing measures to
improve the efficiency of energy end-use, such as dissemination
of energy-efficient technologies and train..ng in their
application; and

(i) reconciling energy sector development with the objective of
environmental conservation.

Subsector Projections and Projection Methodology

Petroleum Products

7.3 ENAP have developed demand forecasts for refined petroleum
products which are based on econometric models for each product except
fuel oil (the latter is based on individual information from the
relatively few large-volume consumers). The explanatory variables
include GDP, population growth, lagged consumption, and the price of each
fuel and its closest substitute. ENAP's demand forecast is based on the
assumption of GDP growth of 4.5% in 1988 and 3% p.a. thereafter, and
their projections of international prices of crude and products
(Table 6.1). ENAP tested a number of different lagged models and
functional forms. The resulting models fit the data well. The
methodology used is appropriate and the resulting elasticity estimates
are robust. 45/

7.4 To forecast demand in the domestic market, it is necessary to
convert f.o.b. Caribbean prices into landed Chilean prices, by increasing
the f.o.b. price by the costs of transportation and handling, insurance,
losses due to evaporation, a charge for working capital and the import
duty on the c.i.f. price. On that basis, ENAP in early 1988 has
projected domestic demand of petroleum products as follows:

45/ See Annex 13 for income and price elasticities of demand estimates.
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Table 7.1: ENAP PROJECTIONS OF DEMAND AND PRICES FOR PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, 1988-2000

Annual Change
(Percent)

Product 1985 197 1988 7990 1995 2000 1986-90 1991-95 1996-2000

TOTAL DEMAND

5,315 5,917 6.176 6.616 7.041 7,736 4.5 1.3 1.9

Gasoline 1,361 1,527 1,641 1,794 1,916 2,039 5.7 1.3 1.3
Aviation Gasoline 7 8 8 8 8 8 2.7 - -
LPG 771 848 900 976 1,123 1,272 4.8 2.9 2.5
Kerosene 142 217 219 216 191 165 8.8 -2.5 -3.0
Jet Fuel 195 260 285 312 371 433 9.9 3.5 3.1
Diesel 1,686 1,918 1,969 2,051 2,322 2,711 4.0 2.5 3.1
Fuel Oil 957 920 901 1,000 841 839 0.9 -3.5 -
Naphtha 44 50 50 50 50 50 2.6 - -

Ethylene 74 74 95 95 95 95 5.1 - -

Asphalt; Pitch;

Solvents 78 108 108 114 124 124 7.9 1.7 -

Product Units 1986 1990 1995 2000

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS PRICES

(Constant '85 USS/Units)

ENAP Forecast
Arab Marker Crude (USS/bbl) 15.45 19.82 20.55 20.75
Gasoline (93 RON) (USS/gal) 0.49 0.60 0.61 0.62
Kerosene (USS/gal) 0.52 0.63 0.65 0.65
Diesel (USS/gal) 0.59 0.60 0.61 0.62
Fuel Oil (USS/bbl) 13.03 16.20 16.61 16.90
LPG (USS/gal) 0.25 0.32 0.32 0.32

World Bank Forecast a/
Arab Marker Crude (USS/bbl) 11.50 11.10 16.00 18.70

a/ Dated January 27, 1988.

Source: ENAP; World Bank.
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Natural Gas

7.5 CNE use a computer model to simulate natural gas demand and
distribution costs under various price scenarios. This model is based on
studies by ENAP and SOFREGAZ of France, carried out to analyze the cost
for establishing a pipeline network connecting and servicing four
consumption centers (Santiago, Concepcion, Talca and Linares) correspond-
ing to various demand scenarios. The assumptions about the substitabi-
lity of natural gas for other fuels are based on conversion costs, price
differentials, and possible consumption volumes. Penetration rates (in
terms of number of customers and volume of consumption) for different
cost and price levels have been estimated based on a normal log
distribution for residential, commercial and public sector customers and
on deterministic analysis for industrial customers. A demand curve was
constructed based on these estimates, and corresponding prices and
volumes and distribution costs were iterated. Independently, GASCO have
studied the market potential for natural gas in the Santiago area,
indicating demand levels substantially below those projected by CNE.
(GASCO's primary interest in obtaining natural gas is to blend it with
town gas to reduce the cost of town gas.) While it has not been possible
to obtain all the detailed information on the CNE study, the methodology
applied for estimating demand appears appropriate. However, in view of
the proposed pricing policy for gas (i.e. substitution price) probably
60-75Z only of the potential market might be attainable within each
delimited area. These relatively lower average penetration rates are
consistent with market experiences in other countries. 46/

7.6 The potential demand for natural gas of large-volume industrial
customers has been analyzed separately by both GASCO and CNE. Of
particular interest is the El Teniente copper mining and processing
center situated 80 km southetst of Santiago, whose consumption potential
is estimated at 70 million m /year. CODELCO is interested in converting
El Teniente to natural gas use, provided the ex-delivery price is at
least 5% below the price of No. 6 fuel oil. (This assumption may be
conservative given the efficiency advantages of natural gas, and provided
that the costs of converting to gas are amortized over a reasonable
period, say 3-4 years).

Electricity

7.7 CNE's electricity demand forecast for the Interconnected System
is based on econometric models, using sectoral and global approaches.
Under the sectoral approach, projections of residential consumption are
based on exogenous parameters, i.e. population growth and electrification
ratio, while per-customer consumption is related to household incomes,

46/ Only the Netherlands have a much higher penetration rate (close to
95-98%), but natural gas in that country has been priced far below
competing fuels.
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kerosene and electricity prices, and lagged consumpEion. The growth of
consumption by small-scale industries and irrigation is related to the
growth of industrial production (log-log model, with a good cowrelation)
and of irrigated agriculture, respectively. The projections of
consumption growth for large-scale industries and mining are based on
customer surveys. The global approach is based on a classical log-log
model, with lagged consumption and CDP as explanatory variables. Two
macroeconomic scenarios have been used, i.e. GDP growth of 3.5Z p.a. and
52 p.a., respectively, over the 1986-95 period. For the grovth of self-
generation, two alternative assumptions have been made in the global
model, i.e. (a) a growth of 12 p.a. (which corresponds to recent trends),
and (b) a somewhat higher forecast based on customer surveys.

7.8 The results of the forecasts are shown in Annex 15 (Tablee 1
and 2). Depending on the approach chosen and the projected GDP growth,
annual average growth of electricity consumption through 1995 ranges from
3.8Z to 5.32, accelerating significantly in the second half of the
projection period. Although these rates are in line with long-run
trends, the pattern and structure of electricity growth that result from
the modeis are more debatable. For, within the framework of relatively
steady GDP growth, one would expect the rates of electricity growth to be
decreasing slightly over time rather than increasing. 47/ Also, in view
of the recent acceleration of electricity growth -- an increase of nearly
92 is expected for the whole of 1988 -- ENDESA has revised upwards the
growth of 'lectricity demand over the medium to longer term, to about 6%
per year.

7.9 As regards the residential consumption growth, the two
approaches result in differing growth rates, with the econometric model
forecasting a significant reduction of per-customer consumption. An
analytical approach to residential consumption based on surveys of
appliance ownership as well as a detailed analysis of the evolution of
consumption per customer -- i.e. evolution of the statistical
distribution, and analysis by zone -- may prove useful to better
understand the recent evolution of consumption, as well as to complement
the econometric approach.

World Bank Projections, 1988-97

7.10 There are no comprehensive projections for the energy sector as
a whole beyond the individual subsectoral forecasts discussed above.
Therefore, sectoral and sub-sectoral energy supply/demand projections
have been developed for the periods 1988-92 and 1993-97. They are based

47/ The pattern of increasing growth rates is a direct result of the
structure of the global model which gives a significant weight to
lagged consumption, and a relatively low weight to GDP growth.
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on the assumption that (a) economic growth will average 5% p.a. during
1988-92, and 4% p.a. during 1993-97; (b) growth in the main productive
sectors and in personal consumption vill be related to GDP growth based
on historical correlations; and (c) income elasticities of energy demand
will be lower than historically observed, thus resulting in lower energy
growth per given GDP and sectoral growth (Annex 7). Two scenarios are
used to illustrate the possible impact of alternative strategies on
future energy requirements. The scenarios differ in their assumptions
about energy demand, management and the efficiency of energy production,
transformation and use. The Action-Oriented Scenario indicates the
improvements in energy supply and demand that could result from the
continuation of appropriate pricing policies, the intensification of non-
pricing measures aimed at increasing the efficiency of energy end-use,
the speedy implementation of energy production and transformation
projects and the reduction in energy conversion and distribution losses
especially in electricity. It is assumed that natural gas will be
supplied to central Chile by the early 1990s either through imports from,
or gas swaps with, Argentina. Under the Trend-Based Scenario, few if any
of these measures are assumed to take place, and consequently, demand
growth would be relatively faster and increases in energy supplies
lower. While the two scenarios represent a range of possible outcomes
rather than precise projections, they do indicate important structural
changes in the energy sector likely to occur over the medium to longer
term, such as quantitative relationships and qualitative characteristics,
capacity constraints, and changes in the efficiency of investments and of
energy use.

7.11 It is assumed that by the mid-1990s, under the Action-Oriented
Scenario, (a) crude-oil production will still meet about 10% of domestic
petroleum requirements, through increases in production efficiency from
existing fields and development of new discoveries; (b) coal production
will be raised nearly 55% over its 1986 level; (c) natural gas lift and
flaring combined will be reduced to 10% of production net of reinjection
(compared to 17.6% in 1986); and (d) own consumption and losses in
electricity transmission will be reduced to 10% (13% in 1986). Under the
Trend-Based Scenario, less progress is assumed to be made in these areas,
resulting in correspondingly higher import requirements to meet energy
demand. Increases in final energy consumption during 1987-97, projected
at 2.6% p.a. under the Action-Oriented Scenario, would be 3.0% p.a. under
the Trend-Based Scenario. Accordingly, energy end-use in 1997 would be
1.1 million toe lower under the Action-Oriented than under the Trend-
Based Scenario. This difference reflects the respective assumptions on
conservation and substitution of petroleum products through natural gas
in mining and industry (0.3 million toe), in the residential/commer-
cial/administrative sectors (0.1 million toe), and in transport (0.6
million toe), as well as differences in losses in natural gas production
(0.6 bn CF) and in electricity transmission and distribution (1,350 GWh;
all in respect of 1997). Final consumption of petroleum products in
1987-97 is projected to increase at 2% p.a. under the Action-Oriented
Scenario and at about 3% p.a. under the Trend-Based Scenario. Petroleum
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products would continue to account for the largest share of final energy
consumption which, however, would decline from 532 in 1986 to 44S by 1997
under the Action-Oriented Scenario (49X under the Trend-Based Scenario).
The corresponding shares would rise for electricity from 11.62 (1986) to
15i and for natural gas, from 1.82 to 5.62 under the Action-Oriented
Scenario (2.52 under the Trend-Based Scenario). The share of coal and
coke combined would increase from 82 to about 102 under both scenarios.
Woodfuels are projected to remain a significant energy source, meeting
some 22-232 of final consumption in 1997, as they did in 1986.

Energy Imports and Exports

7.12 Differences in domestic crude and coal production, energy
substitution patterns, and the efficiency of energy end-use in the
economy will have a considerable impact on future import requirements.
The share of imports in energy supplies is projected to rise during 1986-
97 from 12.62 to 16-172 under both scenarios. Energy imports by 1992 are
projected to be eqivalent to 7.4% of goods and non-factor service exports
under the Action-Oriented Scenario (9.2X under the Trend-Based Scenario)
and to increase further to reach by 1997 US$1.1 billion under the Action-
Oriented Scenario (US$1.6 billion under the Trend-Based Scenario; all in
current prices). 48/ The composition of energy imports would differ

Table 7.3: PROJECTED ENERGY IMPORTS, 1990 1992; 1995; 1997
(Current US$ mi mI ions)

Prelim. Action-Oriented Scenario Trend-Based Scenario
1986 1990 1992 1995 1997 1990 1992 1995 1997

(1) Total Energy Imports 384.1a/ 530.0 677.5 846.3 1,108.1 631.6 839.9 1,158.9 1,607.0

Crude Petroleum 250.2 441.4 532.0 704.7 915.6 471.7 557.5 1S5.7 954.8
Petroleum Products 104.1 60.6 117.6 85.2 89.3 124.7 235.7 535.0 523.8
Coal and Coke 29.8 28.0 27.9 30.4 39.3 35.4 46.7 88.2 128.4
Natural Gas - - - 26.0 63.9 - - - -

(2) Goods and NFS Imports 4,328.0 6,915.0 8,233.0 6,915.0 8,233.0
(3) Goods end NFS Exports 5,008.5a/ 7,629.0 9,169.0 7,629.0 9,169.0

(1) as percent of (2) 8.9 7.7 8.2 9.1 10.2
(1) as percent of (3) 7.7 6.9 7.4 8.3 9.2

a/ There were energy reexports amounting to USS31.5 million in 1986.

Source: Annex 6.

48/ Based on January 1988 World Bank price projections.
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significantly under both Scenarios: the bulk would consist of crude oil
but there would also be significant imports of natural gas (under the
Action-Oriented Scenario) and of coal (under the Trend-Based Scenario).
Exports of methanol and monia/urea under the Action-Oriented Scenario
would balance energy import costs to *bout 30Z. Under the Trend-Based
Scenario, where only exports of methanol are assumed to take place, the
latter would be the equivalent of 12-152 of energy i-; rts.

Energy Sector Investment Strategy

7.13 According to information provided by the energy enterprises,
investment in the energy sector over the 1987-1991 period was envisaged
to total US$2.7 billion (1986 prices and exchange rates). Of this,
three-quarters or US$2.1 billion were to be accounted for by state-owned
or associated companies.

Table 7.4: PROJECTED PUBLIC INVESTMENT IN THE ENERGY SECTOR, 1967-1991
(1986 USS millions and Percent)

High Assumption Low Assumption
(1966 USS (Percent) (1986 USS (Percent)
mIlitons) milions)

Total 2,102.7 100.0 1,830.5 100.0

Hydrocarbons 696.9 33.1 464.0 25.3

Petroleum Exploration
and Development 552.0 26.2 404.0 22.1
Springhill Area (432.0) (20.5) (384.0) (21.0)
Frontier Areas (120.0) (5.7) (20.0) (1.1)

Petroleum Refining 133.9 6.4 49.0 2,6
Natural Gas Development 11.0 0.5 11.0 0.6

Coal 97.5 4.6 58.2 3.2

ENACAR 47.1 2.2 20.0 1.1
COCAR 45.0 2.1 35.0 1.9
Schwager 5.4 0.3 3.2 0.2

Electric Power 1,308.3 62.3 1,308.3 71.5

Generation and Transmission 1,199.9 57.1 1,199.9 65.6
Distribution 108.4 5.2 108.4 5.9

Source: Annex 23.
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7.14 The electricity subsector would continue to absorb the bulk of
energy-related investment, i.e. 62-72% depending on the assumed size of
the investment total. 49/ Regarding the hydrocarbons subsector, there
are questions as to whether the envisaged investment in the range of
US$460-700 million is justified in view of the relatively moderate
prospects, or whether it could be reduced through more rigorous project
selection and improved cost effectiveness of individual projects. This
concerns primarily the largest investment item, petroleum and gas
exploration, projected to amount to some US$550 sillion, but also
refining investment, where the priorities and relevant options still need
to be evaluated in more detail. ENAP has made no provision for private
sector investment in either area which, however, should be attracted to
the feasible extent.

7.15 Based on information provided by the companies in April 1988,
an unconstrained investment program in the coal subsector over the 1987-
1991 period would total nearly US$98 million, with ENACAR's portion
amounting to US$47 million. ENACAR's planned investment is high relative
to the expected increase in mine output, about 0.3 million tpy for the
whole company, and averages nearly US$160/M.T. of planned annual
production. Nearly one-half is allocated to Lota where operating costs
are highest. ENACAR's investment program aims at increasing productive
efficiency by lowering mine-mouth costs to US$46/M.T. However, this is
still significantly above the bench-mark cost of about USS42/M.T. needed
for domestic coal production to be competitive with imports. While
planned investment in Lota would do much to increase production and
reduce losses, this scheme is the most vulnerable to technical and price
risks, and its return would be the lowest among ENACAR's investment
options. 50/ Given the severity of the operational and financial
difficulties facing ENACAR, and the fact that the costs of other domestic
producers are significantly lower, there are questions as to what extent
the proposed investments should be initiated before the problems of
ENACAR's fixzed costs especially labor are satisfactorily addressed.
Before proceeding with the proposed program, alternative ways to reduce
production costs should be evaluated, on a mine-by-mine basis, while
preparing specific proposals to enhance ENACAR's planning, financial and
marketing capabilities. Investments in coal-related infrastructure
should be planned with a view to reducing handling and delivery costs,
and to supporting lower-cost mines including small- to medium-sized
private mines.

49/ Investment plans of the electricity subsector have already been
reviewed by the Bank in the context of the 1987 appraisal of the
Pehuenche hydroelectric project.

50/ The economic rate of return for the second phase of the Lota
expansion is estimated by CNE at about 22X, compared to 54Z for
Colico-Trangol, applying a discount rate of 10.
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Anne: 3

CONSUWION OF PETE UN POPUCTS * 1976-6
(m.T. '000 and Pereot)

1976 19GO l965 1986 Increase D .*4.)
m.T.ooo I m.T.000 t M.T.o000 S M.T.'000 S 1977-80 1961-46

Gre"d Total 4.235 100.0 4.930 100.0 4.202 100.0 4.392 100.0 3,9 -1. 7

Final Co4sumltlon 3.291 77.7 3.927 79.7 3,601 85.7 3'65 67.6 4.5 -0,3

pau ident Ia I Cinmrc ialI
Admlnlstrativ. Sectors 540 12.8 492 10.0 406 9. 500- 11,4 -2.3 0.3

Fm l Oil 29 25 16 17
DIesel 28 39 87 140
Keroseno 270 191 92 112
LPG 213 237 213 221

Industry & Mining 1,178 27.8 1,254 25.4 1.051 25.0 1,10! 25.! 1.6 -2.2

Fuel Oil 779 915 699 695
Oiesel 281 270 311 349
Kerosene 96 49 23 36
LPG 11 15 16 19
Naphtha 10 4 1 1
Rof. Gas I I I I

Transport 1,573 37,1 2,181 44.3 2X142 51.2 2.255 51.3 8.5 0.5

Fuel Oil 96 88 29 46
Diesel 486 838 959 974
81 Gasoline 720 693 214 203
93 Gasoline 151 386 784 835 A

Av. Gasoline 8 a 5 6
Jet Fuel 109 166 151 191
Kerosese 3 - - -

Energy Transformation 944 22.3 1,003 20.3 601 14.3 536 12.2 1.7 -11.0

Electricity Gen ration 538 12.7 611 12.4 290 6.9 226 5.2 3.2 - 7.9
Fuel Oil (438) (520) (230) (222)
Diesel (99) (90) (60) (6)
LPGi {(I ) (1) (-) (-)

Gas & Coke Production 58 1.4 46 0.9 34 0.6 35 0.8 -6.0 -4.7
LPG (10) (13) (3) (4)
Naphth& (46) (33)_ (31) (31)

Crude Oil & Not. Gas Production 348 8.2 346 7.0 277 6.6 273 6.2 -- -4.0
Fuel Oil (165) (133) (128) (115)
Oiesel (11) (a) (24) (24)
LPG (2) (1) (2) (1)
Ref. Gas (170) (204) (123) (133)

Source: CNE; ENAP
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PROJECTED SUMMARY ENERGY aALANCES, 1990. 1992; 1995; 1997
(Physical Units)

Prelim, Action-Orl.nted Sconario Trend-Based Scenario
1986 1990 1992 199S 1997 1990 1992 1995 1997

Production

Fuelwood (M.T.'000) 5,953 6,690 6,944 7.479 7,867 6,763 7,184 7,879 8,394
Crude Oil (M.T.'000) 1,484 1,115 850 675 450 890 680 SOO 270
Coal (M.T.'000 1,399 2,305 2,304 2,167 2,216 2,297 2,247 2,095 2.035
Natural Gas (m an) 1,199 2,256 2,298 2.922 , 2,295 2,343 2,411 2,563
Hydro Power (GWh) 11,273 12,734 14,978 17,100 ;49ti9 12,734 13,978 16,100 17,690

Primary Energy ImportS

Crude Oil (M.T.000) 2,596 3,278 3,543 3,977 ,2r7 3,503 3,713 4,152 4,382
Coal (M.T'OO) 459 445 395 367 4.i0 569 800 1,632 2,126
Natural Gas (m3 mn) - - - 200 400 - - - -

Energy Transformation

Inputs
Fuelwood (M.T.000) 298 245 147 98 61 270 307 344 369
Crude Oil ( '' ) 4,080 4,393 4,393 4,652 4,652 4,393 4,393 4,652 4,652
Coal ( ) 1,133 1,907 1,658 1,312 1,276 1,913 1,983 2,434 2,695
Coke ( i ) 138 145 148 185 190 145 149 190 195
Natural Gas (m3 mn) 205 250 279 322 356 254 282 328 369
Furnace Gas (m3 mn) 260 230 210 200 200 248 240 235 235

Outputs
Petroleum
Products (M.T.1000) 3,891 4,250 *,250 4,500 4,500 4,250 4,250 4,500 4,500
Coke ( ) 307 346 366 430 455 346 366 430 455
Electricity (GWh) 3,471 4,782 3,812 3,874 4,090 5,457 5,849 7,341 8,065

Own Use & Losses
Petroleum
Refining (M.T.'000, 131 143 '43 152 152 143 143 152 152

Natural Gas
Production (m3 mn) 826 1,058 1,043 1,164 1,145 1,102 1,072 1,046 1,117

Electricity (GWh) 1,948 2,081 2,088 1,982 2,050 2,401 2,617 3,118 3,400

Secondary Energy Imports

Petroleum
Products (M.T.000) 619 258 449 275 235 531 900 1,084 1,378

toke (M.T.'000) 40 48 52 58 63 52 S8 76 86

Secondary Energy Exports

Natural Gas Products - 730 730 1,190 1,190 730 730 730 730

Final Consumption

Faeiwood (M.T.'000) 5,654 6,445 6,799 7,381 7,806 6,473 6,877 7,535 8,025
Electricity (GWh) 12,795 15,414 16,702 18,877 20,501 15,790 17,210 20,323 22,355
Petroleum
Products (M.T.'000) 3,855 4,205 4,386 4,435 4,369 4,423 4,738 5,112 5,392
Coal (M.T.'000) 725 843 1,041 1,222 1,360 877 1,064 1,293 1,466
Coke (M.T.,0003 209 249 270 303 328 253 275 316 346
Natural Gas (m mn) 168 218 246 446 694 209 259 307 347
Furnace Gas ( ) 651 600 550 500 500 649 595 590 590
Town Gas ( 296 305 303 298 292 316 316 321 314

Source: CNE; ENAP; ENDESA, ENACAR; Mission estimates.
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PROJECTED FINAL ENERGY COSMPTION, 1990; 1992; 1995; 1997
(Teracaloris"1

Prel i. Action- Oriented Scenario Trend-ased Scenario
1986 1990 1992 1995 1997 1990 1992 1995 '997

Total 85,058 96,202 102,41 110,217 15.76 99,505 107,625 119,324 127,i52

by Source:
Petroleum Products 44,753 48,822 50,922 51,489 50,726 51,355 55,006 59,352 62.604
Woodfueis 19,790 22,558 23,797 25,834 27,321 22,726 24,070 26,373 28,087
Electricity 10,517 13,256 14,364 16,234 17,631 13,579 14,801 17,478 19,225
Coal 5,077 5,899 7,287 8,554 9,520 6,136 7,450 9,051 10,262
Coke 1,579 1,881 2,040 2,289 2,478 1,911 2,078 2,387 2,614
Natural Gas 1,571 2,026 2,296 4,175 6,492 1,950 2,420 2,868 3,261
Town Gas 1,185 1,220 1,212 1,192 1,168 1,264 1,264 1.284 1,256
Furnace Gas 586 540 495 450 450 584 536 531 531

by Consuming Sector:
Residential/Coimercial/
Admn. Sectors 27,428 28,766 29,460 30,444 31,116 29571 30,552 31,733 32,520
Petroleum Products 7,899 6,941 6,548 5,319 4,206 7,742 7,407 6,899 6.434
Woodfuels 13,826 14,886 15,334 16,037 16,520 14,907 15,386 16,089 16,576
Electricity 3,582 4,230 4,585 5,135 5,538 4,288 4,673 5,234 5.643
Coal 72 105 119 140 154 112 126 147 '61
Natural Gas 1,492 1,924 2,182 3,101 3,970 1,838 2,260 2,644 2,970
Town Gas 557 680 692 712 728 684 700 720 736

Agric./lndustry/Mining Sectors 32,521 37,605 40,441 43,935 46,430 38,124 4L,_8' 46,470 49,688
Petroleum Products 11,937 12,060 12,098 10,591 8,556 12,025 12,642 11,599 10.847
Woodfuels 5,964 7,672 8,463 9,797 10,801 7,819 8,684 10,284 11,511
Electricity 6,743 8,806 9,543 10,840 11,817 9,069 9,890 11,977 13,293
Coal 5,005 6,004 7,168 8,414 9,366 6,024 7,324 8,904 10.101
Coke 1,579 1,881 2,040 2,289 2,478 1,911 2,078 2,387 2,614
Natural Gas 79 102 114 1,074 2,522 112 160 224 271
Town Gas 628 540 520 480 440 580 564 564 520
Furnace Gas 586 540 495 450 450 584 536 531 531

Transport Sector 25,109 29,831 32.512 35,838 38,240 31,810 35,195 41.121 45,612
Petrolem Products 24,917 29,611 32,276 35,579 37,964 31,588 34,957 40,854 45,323
Electricity 192 220 236 259 276 222 238 267 289

Source: CNE; ENDESA; ENAP; GASCO; mission estimates.
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PROJECTED ENERGY FOREIGN TRADE. 1990; 1992; 199S; 1997
(Current USS millions)

Preli*. Action-Oriented Sconario Tro nd-sed Scenario
1966 1990 1992 1995 1997 1990 1992 1995 1997

lmports 364.1 530.0 677.5 646.3 1,106.1 631.8 639.9 1,158.9 1,607.0

Crude Petroleum and
Petroleum Products 354.3 502.0 649.6 789.9 1.004.9 596.4 793.2 1 070.7 1478.6

Crude Petroleu 250.2 441.4 532.0 704.7 915.6 471.7 557.5 735.7 954.6l
Volume (M.T.000) (2,596) (3,278) (3,543) (3,977) (4,202) (3,503) (3,713) (4,152) (4,362)
Unit Price (USs,N.T.) (96.39) (134.66) (150.16) (177.19) (217.90) (134.66) (150.16) (177,19) (217.90)

Petroleum Products 104.1 60.6 117.6 85.2 89.3 24.7 235.7 335.0 523.8
Volume (M.T.0000) (619) (258) (449) (275) (235) (531) (900) (1,084) (1,378)
Unit Price (USS/1T) a/ (168.14) (234.90) (261.94) (309.08) (380.14) (234.90) (261.94) (309.08) (380.14)

Coal and Coke 29.8 28.0 27.9 30.4 39.3 35.4 46.7 88.2 128.4
Coking Coal 22.9 20.3 18.6 18.6 24.9 27.3 32.7 42.3 52.0

Volume (M.T.1000) (381) (454) (496) (258) (303) (477) (520) (585) (633)
Unit Price (USS/M.T.) (60.-) (57.27) (62.90) (72.27) (82.17) (57.27) (62.90) (72.27) (82.17)

Steam Coal 3.9 4.3 5.2 6.6 8.0 4.4 9.4 39.0 67.6
volume (H.T.'000) (78) (91) (99) (109) (117) (92) (180) (647) (993)
Unit Price (USS/M.T.) (50.-) (47.73) (52.42) (60.23) (68.06) (47.73) (52.42) (60.23) (68.06)

Coke (Net) 3.0 3.4 4.1 5.2 6.4 3.7 4.6 6.9 8.8
Volume (M.T.1000) (40) (48) (52) (58) (63) (52) (58) (76) (86)
Unit Price (USS/M.T.) (75.-) (71.59) (78.63) (90.34) (102.08) (71.59) (78.63) (90.34) (102.08)

Natural Gai - - - 26.0 63.9 - - - -
Volume(" million1 C-) (200) (400)
Unit Price (USS/r '000) (70.62) (129.82) (159.68)

Exports - 134.7 150.2 269.1 326.2 134.7 150.2 158.7 195.1
Methanol 134,7 150.2 158.7 195.1 134.7 150.2 158.7 195.1
Volume (M.T.000) (730) (730) (730) (730)
Unit Price (USS/M.T.) (132.09) (184.55) (205.79) (217.33) (267.29)

AmmonIa/Urea - - - 110.4 131.1 - - - -

Volume (MT.000) b/ - - - (460) (460)
Unit Price (USS/M.T.) (107.0) (240.-) (285.-)

a/ Weighted average.
b/ 80% of capacity assumed to be dedicated to exports.

Memorandum Item -- Action-Orlented Scenario

Based on the assumption of a transmlssion fee in Argentina of USSI/BTU million (I.e. USS35.31/m3 000) and escala-
tion of this fee In line with International petroleum price Increases, the cost to Chile for gas exchanges would be
as follows:

1995 1997
USS millionr 13.0 31.9
Volum (m millions) (200) (400)
Unit Transmission Fee (USS/m3 000) (64.91) (79.84)

Source: ENAP; GASCO; IFC; mission estimates.
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jCY DAD PROJECTIONS, 1987-1997
ASSUMTONS USED

1. Energy demand projections have been based on growth rates for
GDP, sectoral value added and personal incomes, as projected by the World
Bank. They reflect a scenario which assumes that a continued vigorous
pursuit of structural changes in the economy results in a sustainable
long term GDP growth of around 5Z p.a. and hence, in annual increases of
2.5-3Z in per-capita incomes.

Table 1: PROJECTED GDP AND SECTORAL GROWTH, 1987-1997
(1986 constant prices)

1987-92 1993-97

GDP 5.0 4.0
Agriculture, Industry, Mining 4.9 4.0
Transport 4.9 4.0
Personal Consumption 4.1 3.5

Source: World Bank; mission estimates

2. The base year for both the Action-Oriented Scenario and the
Trend-Based Scenario is 1986. Growth rates were applied to the 1986
final energy consumption for each energy consuming sector. Income
elasticities of demand were incorporated to reflect the growth of
sectoral energy demand relative to sectoral value added and in the case
of residential energy consumption, relative to personal income
(consumption) growth. These elasticities are based on (a) observations
of relevant historical trends, and (b) elasticities of demand projected
for comparable countries. The lower elasticities of the Action-Oriented
Scenario essentially reflect the mission's assumptions about the
potential for conservation and interfuel substitution through energy
demand management policies outlined in the report. A crucial component
of these policies would be the continued active pursuit of energy pricing
based on economic cost, with emphasis on proper price relationships as
well as levels of energy prices. The Trend-Based Scenario incorporates
less optimistic assumptions about energy demand management. As discussed
in the report, the two scenarios are intended to represent a range of
possible outcomes rather than precise forecasts.

3. The two sets of growth rates and elasticities of energy demand
are indicated below.
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Table 2: PROJECTED OVERALL ENERGY DEMAND GROWTH
AND UNDERLYING ELASTICITIES, 1967-1997

Sector 1987-1992 1993-1997

Energy OD and Elasticity Energy Demand Elasticity
Growth S Growth S

Action-Oriented Scenario

Res ident iA I/Coamerc i a/
Administrative Sectors 1.2 (0.30) 1.1 (0.30)

Agricultural/industry/
Mining Sectors 3.7 (0.76) 2.8 (0.72)

Transport Sector 4.4 (0.90) 3.3 (0.83)

Trend-Based Scenario

Residential/Commercial/
Administrative Sectors 1.8 (0.44) 1.3 (0.37)

Agricultural/industry/

Mining Sectors 4.3 (0.88) 3.5 (0.88)
Transport Sector 5.8 (1.18) 5.3 (1.32)

Source: Mission estimates

Woodfuels

4. The projections of final energy consumption of woodfuels are
based on the following assumptions:

- natural population growth rate for 1987-97 of 1.7% p.a.; and
unchanged per-capita consumption of woodfuels throughout this
period;

- for the Action-Oriented Scenario, it is assumed that the
average efficiency of woodstoves will increase by about 10%,
mainly through the dissemination of improved stoves among
rural populations;

- The Trend-Based Scenario assumes that there is no significant
increase in stove efficiency; and

- consumption in the industry/mining sectors would be above the
average energy consumption for the sectors.

5. The resulting increases in woodfuels consumption during 1987-
97 would be held at 2.5% p.a. under the Action-Oriented Scenario and to
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3.2% p.a. under the Trend-Based Scenario. Woodfuels consumption by 1997
would be nearly one-third higher than in 1986.

Petroleum Products

6. The projections of the consumption of petroleum products are
based on elasticities of demand for the different groups of energy-
consuming sectors. Fuel consumption for electricity generation is
estimated based on CNE's forecast of the expansion of electricity
generating capacity. Under the Action-Oriented Scenario, the bulk of the
fuel oil- and diesel-based power generation would be phased out and
replaced by electricity generation based on coal and later, natural gas,
with the exception of isolated load centers when this would not be
economic. Under the Trend-Based Scenario, little further progress would
be achieved, with natural gas-based generation projected to be little
expanded. Refinery own consumption and losses are assumed to remain at
their 1986 level of 3.2% of refinery throughout the 1987-97 period, for
both Scenarios.

7. Final consumption of petroleum products under both Scenarios
is projected during 1987-97 to rise relatively moderately i.e. 0.7% p.a.
and 1.9% p.a., respectively. The difference in growth essentially is
accounted for by conservation measures, as well as some efficiency
effects as result of substitution. Under the Trend-Based Scenario, final
consumption of petroleum products by 1997 would be about 23% higher than
under the Action-Oriented Scenario.

Table 3: PROJECTED GROWTH OF FINAL CONSUMPTION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
AND UNDERLYING ELASTICITIES, 1987-1997

Sector 1987-1992 1993-1997
Petr. Prod. Demand Elasticity Pet. Prod. Demand Elasticity

Growth % Growth %

Action-Oriented Scenario

Residential/Commercial/Admin. Sectors -3.2 (n.a.) -9.3 (n.a.)
Agricultural/Industry/Mining Sectors -0.2 (n.a.) -7.2 (n.a.)
Transport Sector 4.4 (0.90) 3.3 (0.82)

Trend-Based Scenario

Residential/Commercial/Admin. Sectors -1.1 (n.a.) -2.9 (n.a.)
Agricultural/Industry/Mining Sectors 1.0 (0.20) -3.1 (n.a.)
Transport Sector 5.8 (1.18) 5.3 (1.32)

a/ Energy basis
. Smaller than smallest unit shown

Source: Mission estimates.
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Natural Gas

8. Natural gas requirements under the Action-Oriented Scenario
are projected t3 be nearly 30% above those for the Trend-Based Scenario,
i.e. 3.3 bn m vs. 2.6 bn m' in 1997. This is because (a) both
petrochemical schemes (i.e. methanol and amonia/urea production) are
projected to be operating by then; (b) natural gas is projected to be
supplied to central Ch le from the mid-19909 onwards which would account
for 250-350 million m of additional demand for power generation and
final consumption by the mid-to late 19909; and (c) higher requirements
for NGL extraction would arise. In contrast, natural gas flaring is
projected to be reduced during 1986-97 from 27Z of output (net of
reinjection) to 15% under the Action-Oriented Scenario and to 20Z under
the Trend-Based Scenario.

Electricity

9. The electricity demand projections are those made by the
Pehuenche project appraisal mission 1/ as extended to 1997 and
complemented by projections for self-generation. They incorporate the
following specific assumptions:

= a loss reduction program is instituted under the Action-
Oriented Scenario such that transmission and distribution
losses as a proportion of generation decline from 13.2%
estimated in 1986 to 10% from 1995 onwards. Under the Trend-
Based Scenario, however, no such decline would be achieved;

- the load factor is assumed to remain unchanged.

10. Compared to past years, the growth of electricity
consumption projected over 1987-97 would be relatively fast, averaging
4.8% p.a. under the Action-Oriented Scenario and 5.6% p.a. under the
Trend-Based Scenario. Resulting electricity requirements by 1997 under
the latter would be about 10% higher than those under the Action-Oriented
Scenario (i.e. about 2,000 CWh). Under the Action-Oriented Scenario,
electricity growth would be moderated through higher efficiency of end-
use and in generation and distribution. Thus, electricity generation
required to meet domestic demand by 1997 under the Action-Oriented
Scenario would be 13% lower than under the Trend-Based Scenario.

1/ SAR No. 6687-CH of May 15, 1987
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CIUAU FOM CIMQD OIL AND hATUtAL CGA DISERVE ESTIKTUS

Standard U.S. oil industry reserve categories are used in this
analysis. Proved and developed reserves (I IIA) are those connected to
producing wells. Proved but undeveloped reserves (1IS) are adjacent and
require another well to be drilled in order to be produced, but their
probability of success is high (80-901). Such wells are called
development wells, and their costs are referred to as development
costs. The obvious fact in this data is that 861 of the IIB reserves
stated are in offshore fields which are normally more costly to develop
and produce than are the onshore IIS reserves. Possible and probable
reserves (III, IV) are speculative and must be viewed with caution.
Class III reserves are those expected to be produced from secondary
recovery operations, as well as reserves assigned to offshore discoveries
before the production platform is set. Both types could be present here,
but in small amounts. Class IV refers to expected exploration reserves
and is merely an indication of anticipated success. No differentiation
is made in these figures between III and IV, but the mission's analysis
indicated they are primarily Class IV exploration reserves. Therefore,
they are not of significant value. All conventional methods of reserve
appraisal emphasize only Class I and II reserves in their valuations and
view Class III and IV reserves merely as indications of upside potential.
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Table 1: CRUDE OIL, CONDENSATE, AND NATURAL GAS RESERVES, END-1986
(M3 '000)

Type of Res rves Class .3 '000

Proved and Developed Reserves 1, IIA 5.205
Crude 01i 3,642
LPG (Gas Condensate) 1,563

Natural Gas 55.6 a/

Proved but Undeveloped Reserves IIB 4.402
Onshore 369

Crude 011 327
LPG 42

Offshore 4,033

Crude 011 3,148
LPG 885

Inferred Reserves IIB 3.463
Onshore 1 ,794

Crude Oil 1,265
LPG 160

Offshore 1 ,669

Crude Oil 1,575
LPG 94

Probable and Possible Reserves III, IV b/ 13,603
Foothills District 2,679
Brunswick 1,731
Vicuna 2,110
Sub-Total 6,520

Tertiary District (all LPG) 372
Norte Grande 6,330
Secondary Recovery Reserves

at Calafate and Catalina III 381
Subtotal 7,083

a/ 3 billions

bl Thes are expected reserves added from exploration.

Sourc_: ENAP.
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Table 2: CRUDE OIL AND CONDENSATE 9ESERVES, END-1984

Type of Resrves Class Amount of Reserves

(M3 '000) (8 millions)

Proved and Developed 1, IIA 5,224 32.86
Proved but Undevloped IeB

Offshore 6,3U5 40.16
Onshore 1,069 6.72

Total 7,454 46.88
Total Proved I, if 12,678 79.74
Probable and Possible Ill, IV 10,322 64.93

Production for 1964
(Crude Oil and Condensate) 2,232 14.04

At a daily rate of 6,114 m3 38,450 BPO

Source: ENAP.

The total Class III and IV reserves for 1986 exceeds the 1984
projection by 20.5 MM bbls and is composed of 97% Class IV exploration
reserves. These numbers result primarily from probability estimates of
geological parameters. They do not represent any actual increase in oil
reserves. They only represent an increase in expectation and cannot be
given a quantitative significance.
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UE OIL AND NATIPAL AS P"JECTIONS, 1917-96

Table 1: PPOJECTED IWfVSlMiT PRO6RM* Fo0 PET1RLEUM EVELOP AN D MO EIXLCTION,
1967-1996

(1966 USS ml IIloes; Standrd Devlation In Pwenth.Ise)

Sarmnohll District Noe-Proolluelsg Au.
Ye w nshor Offshor T.otIary Piedmont e/ Grnd Nout b/ Totul

1967 34 (6) 79 (9) 0 (0) 1 (0) 4 (0) 117 (10)
196 24 (6) s0 (a) 4 (1) 6 (2) 5 (0) 122 (11)
1969 9 (5) 65 (11) 2 (1) 11 (3) 10 (1) 116 (12)
1990 4 (4) 75 (19) 0 (0) 17 (3) 15 (2) 110 (20)
1991 1 (2) 41 (27) 0 (0) 24 (5) 19 (4) 65 (26)
1992 1 (1) 12 (23) 3 (2) 27 (6) 23 (S) 65 (25)
1993 1 (1) 2 (7) 13 (2) 29 (10) 27 (9) 72 (16)
1994 0 (1) 0 (2) 17 (6) 26 (12) 24 (10) 6? (17)
1995 2 (1) 0 (1) 5 (4) 24 (13) 21 (10) 53 (17)
1996 4 (2) 0 (2) 2 (2) 21 (14) 20 (12) 47 (19)

a/ Ulti.e Espwranz Sector.
b/ Soler de Ateee Sector.

Source: EIAP.
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Tble 2: PETROLEi PROMUCTION FORECAST OURING THE PERIOD 197-1996
-(3 '000; Staudard Oevlotloe In Pareathes i)

S!rMlhill District
Develope RerWes Estimated EstImted Non-Prod"cle Arors

Year Presently ProducImg OmWeore *f Off sore / Tertirry Pledao4 t b/ Grand Nrth c/ Total

'967 1.333. 70 (15) 319 (11) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.721 (19)

1966 621 172 (42) 617 (73) 0 (0) 0 10) 0 (0) 1,610 464)

1969 490 220 (49) 0S (123) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.515 (132)

1990 330 199 (67) 791 (221) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.321 (231)

1991 305 161 (76) 619 (279) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.0I 5 (299)

1992 242 132 (76) 422 (235) 0 (0) 56 (60) 62 (63) 914 (2664)
1993 196 107 (73) 261 (166) 62 (149) 164 (126) 1I" I167) 9W (325)

1994 157 .92 (71) IS0 (104) 63 (133) 214 (141) 278 (246) 954 (337)

1995 119 72 (53) 65 (48) 57 (110) 249 (163) 343 (210) 924 (342)

1996 94 57 (37) 60 (2s) 41 (64) 271 (164) 367 (263) 910 (350)

a/ Estimted productIon resulting from pianned exploration and development Investment.

bl Ultil- Esp.ranza Sector*

c/ Solar 4d Atacam Sector.

Sourco: ENAP.
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Table 3: PROJECTED CONDENSATE PlIODUCTION FOR THE PERIOD 1987-1996
(a tons, Stanndd Deviation In Parenthesis)

SprimobilI District

Oev loped Reserves Estimated Estimated Nos-Produciag Aros
Year Presently Produclg ashore Offshore Tertiary Pied ont a/ Gr ad Nortb Total

1967 217 4 01) 5 11) 0 0 (0) 0 (0) 226 (1)

1968 197 20 (5) 26 (5) 0 0 (0) 0 (0) 243 (7)

1969 169 31 (a) 45 (9) 0 0 (0) 0 (0) 264 (12)

1990 175 29 (1) 40 (11) 0 0 (0) 0 (0) 252 (16)

1991 161 24 (13) 52 (12) 0 0 (0) 0 (0) 237 (17)
1992 155 20 (14) 49 (13) 0 1 (2) 1 (3) 226 (19)
1993 ISI IS (14) 44 (12) 0 7 (9) S (95 22? (22)
1994 129 13 (14) 39 (11) 0 13 (13) 12 (I5) 206 (27)
1995 130 10 (10) 32 (6) 0 19 (16) 19 (20) 211 (26)

1996 133 7 (6) 31 (3) 0 24 (1) 26 (23) m (30)

a/ Sector Ultiea Esperanza.

b/ Sector Salar de Atac am.

Source: ENAP.
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Tablo 4: P^0JECTtO MATUML GAS PM WIJCTIAN D SALES. 1967-199k
(M 1 Iionse Standard ceviotIf[ In Parenthesi)

SpIghIl Oistrict
Methwal wmn I Aks Dometic Prsetly Mn-PnoucIna Areas

Yea Project POJect Xi I q. Tertiy PIed-lnt u/ rnd Nort! b Total

1907 0 0 223 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 225 (0)19J 0 0 225 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 223 (0)
19 9 550 0 215 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 765 (0)1990 732 174 215 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1,121 (0)1991 732 436 215 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1,383 (0)
1992 732 457 215 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1,404 (0)1993 732 457 215 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.404 (0)
1994 732 457 215 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1,404 (0)
199 732 457 215 460 (201) 32 (67) 33 (93) 1,929 (231)
1996 732 457 215 470 (192) 56 (C1) 61 (122) 1,991 (241)

a/ Sector Ultims Eswetaa.
b/ Sector Salar de Atacme.

Source: ENAP.
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FOIRLA FMO EBTIMATING OPTIMAL PKThOL3U DRPLETION

Q - Peak production (million bbls/year)

P - Oil price ($/bbl)

a - Decline rate from peak production (e.g. 0.21 is 21X/year decline)

i - Discount rate

R - Producible reserves (million bbls), note Q/a - R

C = Present cost of new investment, both capital and operating

ap = Presently planned decline rate, associated with cost "C"

K = C/ap

NPV = P Q e-at e-it dt - Ka

NPV = PQ - Ka = a[(PR/a+i) - K]

d NPV = PR - K- PRa
d a a+i (a+i)2

At mazimum NPV, dNPV/da = 0 and K = C/ap, so:

0 PR - C - PRa

(a+i) ap (a+i)

Optimum Depletion Rate: a* - l(i PR a p)/C1 - i

Note: For oil prices which are increasing (or decreasing), a* can be
estimated by substituting i wich discount rate minus growth rate of oil
price per year, from base price P (since at time t price - Pegt, where
g - percent annual growth rate of oil price).
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Application to Petroleum Production in Chile

Present Production

25.7 million barrels of planned oil reserves produced over 9 years
declining at about 25X/year with operating costs of only $3.20/barrel:

a* - [i P(.104)1 - i

New Offshore

31 million barrels of oil and LPG reserves produced between 1997 and
2004, declining at about 14%/year with present value of investment and
operating costs of US$341 million:

a* = fi P(0.013)]½ - i

New Onshore

10.24 million barrels of oil and LPG reserves produced between 1987 and
2004, declining at about 26%/year with present value of operating and
capital costs of US$80 million:

a* = [i P(0.034)]½ - i

Using the above formulas indicates that optimal depletion of the new
onshore and new offshore areas could be at one half to two-thirds of the
planned rate for a wide range of oil prices and discount rates. However,
if wells are dispersed widely among many reservoirs, as apperas to be the
case in Chile, disaggregated optional depletion values would be closer to
the planned rates. This indicates that the question of optimal depletion
should be investigated further using disaggregated field engineering
data, not available to the mission. The depletion of present production
appears to be optimal.



Table 1: PROJECTED CRUDE OIL AND CONDENSATE PROCOiCTION, 1987-2000

(m3 '000)

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1996 1999 2000

Planned Production

Presently Producing

Crude 1,333 821 490 330 305 242 198 157 119 94 69 51 38 26

iPG 400 363 348 323 296 286 278 237 239 245 230 220 200 180

Subtotal 1,733 1,184 838 653 601 528 476 394 358 339 299 271 238 206

Now Offshore
Crude 319 617 805 791 619 422 261 150 85 60 49 46 45 39

LPG 9 49 83 89 96 90 81 71 59 57 66 72 76 76

Subtotal 328 665 888 880 715 512 342 222 144 117 115 118 121 114 0

New Onshore
Crude 70 172 220 199 161 132 107 92 72 51 34 23 16 11

iPG 7 37 51 53 44 37 28 24 18 9 7 4 4 2

Subtotal 77 209 277 252 205 169 135 116 90 60 41 27 20 13

Note: Crude Includes natural gasoline.

Source: ENAP.

ii
w
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RISK A ASSOCInAT CaETACTn
FOM OIL EXPLOIATIO0 AND PRODUCTION

Introduction

1. The Government in 1981 opened all hydrocarbon-prospective
areas, except the Magallanes Basin, to outside companies for exploration
and exploitation under Petroleum Operations Contracts (Risk Contracts).
The Magallanes Basin then remained reserved for the state company ENAP.
However, in 1986, the Government also opened up all prospective areas in
the Magallanes region, except the producing Springhill district. Explo-
ration and exploitation of hydrocarbon resources in Chile require risk
contracts between companies and the State and in the case of activities
in the Magallan, association contracts between outside companies and
ENAP. It is up to the contractors' decision whether they associate with
ENAP in exploration or exploitation programs outside Magallanes.

2. The stipulations of the petroleum law and model contract
governing work commitments, production sharing, valuation of output,
taxation, and foreign exchange matters are at least as favorable as in
other countries in the Region, and offer considerable flexibility. It is
important to offer conditions to international companies that allow Chile
to compete successfully with established oil producing countries for
scarce exploration funds, in a situation where the international irvest-
ment is adversely affected by relatively depressed petroleum prices.
This is especially so in view of the highly speculative and costly nature
of exploration in Chile's frontier areas, the relatively unfavorable geo-
logy which might limit the chances for discovering crude in significant
quantities, the complex technological requirements, and the moderate suc-
cess achieved thus far in attracting foreign petroleum companies to Chile.

3. As part of the generally favorable petroleum legislation, the
clauses pertaining to taxation (i.e. the possibility of choice between
corporate income tax and a fixed levy on gross revenues; provision for
tax rebates) are sufficiently flexible to allow elegibility of U.S. based
companies of the U.S. overseas tax credit. l/ Also, no special
provisions seem to exist with regard to production sharing for natural
gas. These issues should be resolved in consultation with affected
companies. Also, eliminating the mandatory association with ENAP in the
Magallanes probably would help to attract additional investors'

1/ In order for a levy to meet U.S. Internal Revenue Service criteria
for creditability against U.S. income tax, it needs to (a) be levied
on income, not gross revenue (in which case it would be treated as a
-- non-creditable -- royalty; (b) be generally applicable, i.e. not
be industry- or company-specific and (c) remain unchanged during the
period of its application.
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interest. While reserving the producing Springhill district for ENAP is
not considered to be a serious impediment to attracting foreign
investment, know-how transfer and application of new technical concepts
by different companies would be stimulated through opening up this area,
with long-term benefits for petroleum operations.

Contract Terms

4. The exploration/exploitation agreement is a modified service
contract following the Colombian model. The Contractor assum s the
entire exploration risk, unless ENAP agrees to join in the exploration
program. The Contractor is paid in convertible currency or a percentage
of production, at the Government's option. Should ENAP share in the
exploitation and exploration risk, the agreement becomes an association
contract between the outside company and ENAP. Almost all aspects of the
contract, including certain aspects of taxation, are negotiable, in part
to make provisions for higher costs and more severe working conditions in
certain areas. As a result, it is impossible to determine how favorable
this agreement is from its terms and conditions. To-date, no agreements
have been negotiated under this new law, and as a result, no good
understanding exists as to the range within which many of the contract
terms can be negotiated.

S. In order to enter into a contract for any of the operations
areas in Chile, an interested party must pay a US$50,000 registration
fee. This entitles the party to receive th! technical information
package, which includes seismic surveys, well reports and logs,
geological reports and maps, base maps and geological background data.
By early 1987, 22 companies have expressed some interest and nine have
paid the registration fee. Five companies followed up by making specific
proposals and/or visiting ENAP for discussions.

Exploration

6. The contract comprises two parts, exploration and
exploitation. The size of explortion blocks onshore is not to exceed
3,000 sq.km in Magallanes, or 5,000 sq.km elsewhere. The size of
offshore blocks are not to exceed 10,000 sq.km.

7. Exploration Period. The exploration phase is for 10 years,
i.e. initially for five years and extendable for five additional years,
provided the Contractor has discovered hydrocarbons in sizeable quanti-
ties and has fulfilled all contractural obligations. Exploration is
broken into eight contractual periods (three during the first five years,
five during the following five years). The first is a two-year geologi-
cal and geophysical work period, with a minimum expenditure commitment of
US$1 million, exploratory drilling being optional. During the remaining
seven contractual periods, at least one exploratory well per period needs
to be drilled. A seismic option exists since the contractor can leave at
the end of any work period. The length of the periods, the amunt of
work and even the length of the exploration phase are all negotiable.
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8 After the fifth year, the Contractor must return 50% of the
original contract area. The Contractor will be free to select the area
to be retained, subject to certain limitations. After the teuith year,
the Contractor must return all but the field exploitation areas. If no
exploitation area is declared, the contract terminates after ten years.

9. Under certain conditions, ENAP will join in association during
work periods two through eight. ENAP's share of exploration expenses
will normally be made through providing equipment, materials, and
services such as transportation.

Exploitation

10. Exploitation Period. This period starts after the declaration
of a commercial discovery by the Contractor, at any time during the
exploration period, and extends for 35 years from the start of the explo-
ration period. The Contractor is allowed, from the time of discovery, a
term of two years in the case of crude oil, four years in the case of
natural gas, to decide whether or not to exploit the field so discovered.
(Longer terms can be negotiated for marginal fields). The Contractor is
given three years, from the date of discovery, to put an oil field into
production, and up to five years for a gas field, if onshore. For
offshore fields, those terms are six and nine years, respectively.

11. The Contractor has the exclusive right to develop and exploit
any field in the contract area. However, if exploitation occurs in the
Magallanes, the contractor must join ENAP in association. If it occurs
outside Magallanes, this association is negotiable. The Contractor is
compensated for services rendered by means of a "remuneration" in kind
(for oil) or U.S. dollars (for gas). All exploration and development
costs are recovered by the Contractor with its gross remuneration. When
associated with ENAP, costs and remuneration are shared on up to a
50/50 basis. Therefore, an operating agreement with ENAP must also be
negotiated. In all associations with ENAP, the terms and conditions are
negotiable.

12. General guidelines for the production split are as follows:

Table 1: PROOUCTION SPLITS BETWEEN CONTRACTORS AND THE GOVERNMENT
(Percent)

Production Field Size Contractor Government

0-5,000 9PD Small 83.5 16.5
5,000-Negotiated Medium 75.0 25.0
Negotiated and Larger Large 50.0 50.0
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13. Although this is not very useful for profitability calcula-
tions, it does give an indication of how the Government views production
splits. The contract is a negotiated agreement, and when signed, it
becomes a decree law.

14. Taxation. Should the Contrauttr elect to organize a single
agency or partnership in Chile, it shall be deemed a single taxpayer and
taxed on the basis of the consolidated balance sheet covering its
operations in Chile. The Contractor will then be subject to taxation
under the prevailing income tax law and customs duties. (The incomn tax
rate is currently 372 for corporations.) Alternatively, the Contractor
may elect to be taxed at 50X on the remuneration. The tax rate so
established will remain constant while the contract is in force, although
the Government can grant tax rebates under specific circumstances, e.g.
difficult working conditions and costly operations.

15. Pt-icing of Crude Oil and Natural Gas. For purposes of
calculating the Contractor's income tax liability, crude oil will be
valued at the price actually received for sales to third parties in the
domestic or export markets, or at the price calculated for reacquisition
of oil by the State, whichever is higher. (The latter price is the
average of the basket composed of at least three crudes, f.o.b. original
port of shipment, from three countries, agreed by the Parties.) For
natural gas, calculation of the tax liability will be based on the market
price actually received. The State and the Contractor will agree to take
all steps necessary for the sale of the gas, with a view to attaining the
best possible price.

16. Domestic Market Supply ObLigations. The State will only be
entitled to reacquire part of the Contractor's remuneration (and pay for
it in cash) if domestic requirements for crude oil are not met by the
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volumes received by the State under all operation contracts in force. 2/

17. Provisions on Natural Gas. The Contractor may freely use gas
for petroleum operations, including reinjecting it as a means to store it
or to increase the recovery of liquid hydrocarbotws. Flaring or venting
of gas is only possible vith express State permission.

l8. Foreign Exchange Regulations. The Contractor is guaranteed
free disposal of the foreign currency earned from exporting hydrocarbons
received in payment of the remuneration. The Contractor (and
Subcontractor, as the case may be) also is guaranteed free access to
foreign currency for remitting capital and profits earned under the
contract, at the highest exchange rate in effect in the market.

19. Contract Termination. The contract is envisaged to terminate

(a) by Contractor decision at the end of any contractual period
during the exploration phase;

(b) at the end of the initial exploration phase if the Contractor
has failed to make a sizeable discovery;

(c) upon unwarrantable non-compliance by the Contractor of any of
its obligations under the contract;

(d) thirty-five years from the effective date of the contract.

2/ The maximum quantity of -petroleum that the State may reacquire in
any given year for each Contractor's remuneration (including ENAP)
is to be calculated as follows:

W = R sx (D -TER) if D ) TER
TCR

WR * 0 if D ( TER

where

R a Contractor's Remuneration

WR - Fraction of Contractor's remuneration that may be reacquired
by the State.

TCR - Sum of all Contractor's remunerations plus ENAP's production.

D a Domestic hydrocarbon demand.

TER - Sum of all Contractor's productions plus ENAP production,
less the sum of all Contractor's Remunerations.
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20. Should the contract terminate during the exploration phase, the
Contractor is obliged to return to the State the entire contract area and
shall be released from all rights and obligations except the contrac -ual
obligations for the period in effect. The Contractor can dispose freely
of any equipment, materials, and facilities used for exploration. Should
the contract termiante after the start of the exploitation phase, the
Contractor shall transfer to the State, free of charge and in good
working conditions, all wells and ancillary installations associated with
field exploitation.

Association Agreement with ENAP

21. For exploration and production in the Magallan area, it is
obligatory for outside investors -- domestic as well as foreign -- to
associate with ENAP. ENAP and the outside investors -- the "Associate"
-- will then jointly constitute the Contractor under a Petroleum
Operation Contract with the State.

22. Exploration. In any contract area, exploration shall be
performed by the Associate(s) at own risk and expense, and under own
responsibility. ENAP is to be kept informed of all exploration
operations.

23. Exploitation. Any commercial field discovered shall be
exploited at the risk and expense of the Associate(s) and ENAP. To carry
out field development and exploitation, ENAP and the Associate(s) shall
designate an operator who shall determine the maximum production rate for
each field, among others. ENAP and the Associate(s) share 50X each in
the joint operation. Once ENAP has accepted a declaration by the
Associate(s) of commercial exploitability of a field. the join. operation
to exploit such field will begin, and ENAP will reimburse the
Associate(s) for 50X of the costs of drilling and completing those wells
that are put into production. (In the case of an offshore field, all
potentially productive wells will be treated as above, even if not
completed as producing wells.) ENAP will reimburse the Associate(s) in
crude oil from its share in the remuneration or in cash, at its option.
Each party may freely and separately sell, or otherwise dispose of, any
oil received as its part of the remuneration.
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GEOLOGIC FPADIM1 FMOR HYDROCARBON DPOS ITS IN CHILE

Background

1. In order to comprehend the current level of oil development in
Chile, several basic geologic factors must be understood. The entire
Pacific coastal area is a subduction zone of convergent crustal plates.
As a result, the sedimentary basins are characterized by sedimentary
sequences comprised mainly of volcanic clastics, or fore arc facies.
Such a geologic environment is not condusive to oil accumulations and
only marginally favorable for natural gas formation. It is only on the
east side of the main orogenic belt (Andean Cordillera) that favorable
geologic conditions for forming hydrocarbon accumulations exist. This is
the back arc facies in which almost all the oil fields of South and
Central America are found.

2. The Springhill district of the eantern Magallanes area,
adjacent to Argentina and between the first an. second narrows of the
Magallan Straights, is the only part of Chile where commercial oil
accumulations have been found. This is a maturely developed oil basin
that conprises ENAP's main exploration and production operations. The
main reason for these oil and gas fields is the presence of the basal
Cretaceous Springhill sandstone which forms the only oil reservoir in the
area. This reservoir is a transgressive marine sandstone that occurs in
close association with underlying granitic, bedrock, depositional highs,
at depths between 2,000 and 3,000 meters. In no other conditions have
commercial oil accumulations been found in the country.

3. Going west and south of the shallow Springhill district, this
formation is found at increasing depths, and when it occurs below
3,500 meters natural gas with contained condensate is the rule. At
depths greater then 4,000 meters, only natural gas can be expected.
Shallower sandstones in the Cretaceous and Tertiary sections offer
moderate potential, but to date have only produced natural gas, very lean
in condensate content. Because of these geological chracteristics,
40 years of exploration operations have resulted in commercial oil
production in only a very limited part of the country, i.e. northeast
Magallanes. Except for the foothills and Norte Grande, it is not likely
that oil will be found elsewhere in Chile. With this background in
place, the following discussion of ENAP's exploration strategies for
adding new oil reserves is presented.

Magallanes--Springhill District

4. ENAP is presently completing exploration of the shallow
Springhill district, where minimum new onshore fields remain and only
moderate amounts of offshore oil are to be found. The operating plan
indicates that over the next four years, 22 and 24 exploratory wells will
be drilled onshore and offshore, respectively. Beyond 1990, no explor-
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atory work is programmed on- or offshore in the Springhill district.
Associated with these exploratory wells are 90 onshore development wells
(approximatel) 4 well fields) and 200 offshore development wells (8 well
fields). Beyond 1991, almost all development drilling in the Springhill
district is expected to be terminated. The numbers of development wells
are based on the success of exploration wells and expected size of the
fields to be found. Beyond 1992, no more exploration wells are planned
because by then all expected oil fields will have been discovered.
Exploration in this basin will be completed within the first five years
of the plan.

5. The plan expectations for the Springhill district should be
very realistic because the area is a mature oil basin, and ENAP has a
good understanding of its content and what remains. Further exploration
in the deep Springhill (below 3,000 meters) is likely to result primarily
in natural gas reserves. Additional natural gas is not desired because
of market limitations.

Magallanes--Tertiary District

6. The Tertiary district comprises the area west and south of the
Springhill district and east of the folded Foothills district. This area
is characterized by a deep basin filled with thick sequences of
Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments. If the basal Cretaceous sandstone is
present, it is deeply buried. Even if it is present, there is no
knowledge that it occurs in the optimal situation that exists in the
shallow Springhill; e.g., associated with underlying granitic
depositional highs. At depths greater than 3,500 meters, the Springhill
reservoir produces mainly dry gas. In the younger sand reservoirs, only
dry gas has been found. Consequently, additional exploration in the deep
Springhill and Tertiary basin will only produce additional natural gas
reserves. No oil has been found in this area. Thus, the area does not
appear to be an appropriate exploration objective. However, ENAP's plan
includes U.S.$6 million for exploration in 1988-89 (for aeromagnetic
surveys and other geophysical studies to try to locate basal Cretaceous
depositional highs, similar to the Springhill district), and US$40
million for 1992-96, for exploration wells. Because of the depths
involved, it is questionable that liquids will be present, even if the
correct geological conditions can be found. Consequently, it is doubtful
that the latter expenditures will be made.

Magallanes--Pre-Cordillera (Foothills) District

7. A long narrow area of folded structures occurs between the
Tertiary district and the east side of the Andean cordillera. Only a few
drilling shows and one oil seep have been found in the area. However,
because of the large structures present, the area has been of exploration
interest for the past decade. The foothills are divided into three
segments.
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Ultima Esperanza (Northern Segment)

8. This area contains the least structural complexity of the three
areas, which makes it an easier area to explore. To date, five
exploration wells have been drilled without success and without
significant hydrocarbon shows. The main problem is the lack of favorable
reservoir rocks. (Where the Springhill sandstone was encountered, it was
found to be indurated, impermeable and not a favorable reservoir rock).
The operations plan indicates that EHAP will undertake an extensive
exploration and development program in this area over the next decade.
Forty-nine exploration and 100 development wells are programned
between 1989 and the year 2000. The majority of this drilling is planned
to occur during the second five years of the plan. The larger part of
potential future oil production from 1992 on is expected to come from
this area and Norte Grande. Three new seismic surveys have been com-
pleted in 1986, and this exploration program is well underway.

9. This would appear to be a very optimistic expectation since no
results have been found to date. There are numerous geological reasons
to argue that the favorable Springhill conditions that exist further east
are not present in the Ultima Esperanza area. It is therefore question-
able that all of these exploration funds can be usefully spent.

Central Area (Brunswick Peninsula)

10. This segment contains more complex structures than Ultima
Esperanza and is a more difficult operating area due to fjords and rugged
topography. Five exploration wells have been drilled without producing
hydrocarbon shows. Again, the absence of adequate reservoir rocks was
the biggest problem. Large anticlinal structures are present and the
potential for oil discoveries should be similar to Ultima Esperanza.
However, no exploration program for the area is contained in the plan,
probably because of the operating problems that would be encountered and
the lack of favorable results in the past five attempts.

Tierra Del Fuego (Southeastern Segment)

11. This is the southernmost section of the Foothills district
extending to the southeast into the Argentinian Magallanes. Three
exploration wells have been drilled without success, although an oil seep
was reported in one. The Vicuna well was drilled on an enormous
structure that could be 75 kilometers in length and contain 1,000 feet of
vertical closure.. Since the area is structurally complex, its
exploration will be difficult: not only has it been effected by
compressional folding from the Andean cordillera, but also from lateral
wrench faulting that has displaced the southern tip of South America to
the east. Such intense folding and faulting tends to break up oil traps
and allow their contents to escape. However, the fracture volume that
may result in such a regime can produce oil reservoirs. The biggest
question here is whether the tectonics have been so great as to preclude
oil accumulations.
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12. ENAP reports that AMOCO is interested in exploring this area.
Furthermore, Occidental Oil Corporation has taken a similar exploration
block directly adjacent in Argentina. Obviously there is some interest
by international oil companies in this part of the Foothills district.
HEAP has not included funds for exploring this area in their operating
plan.

13. Of the three Foothills segments described, Ultima Esperanza is
the least complex and the mnst accessible. Whether it is the best area
in which to find oil is uncertain, but it is the easiest of the three to
explore. Geophysical work is in progress and numerous exploration wells
are planned.

14. The Foothills district is attractive because it contains large
structures that theoretically could hold significant oil accumulations.
The depositional environment shosld be favorable, back arc facies, and
the Springhill could be found at shallow enough depths to be oil rather
than gas productive. However, ENAP is aware that this is a high risk
area where 13 dry holes have been drilled with minimal hydrocarbon shows
and no reservoir rocks found.

Pacific Coast

15. This area, which is 2,500 miles in length, consists of numerous
offshore, onshore and intro-montaine sedimentary basins that have under-
gone limited but unsuccessful oil exploration over the past 40 years.
Aprpoximately 65 onshore and 18 offshore exploration wells have been
drilled, but no commercial oil fields have been discovered. This area
lies on the west side of the Andean Cordillera, is dominated by a fore
arc depositional facies and for numerous geologic reasons is not
favorable for hydrocarbon formation. However, within this vast area, two
basins are considered to have relatively more poitential.

Norte Grande

16. This is the large onshore, intra-montaine area which occupies
the northern coast, adjacent to Peru and Bolivia. The southern half,
known as Las Salares, contains two basins, Salar de Atacama and Salar de
Punta Negra. These basins are probably the most attractive oil
exploration areas of the entire Pacific coastal area. This is because
they contain many prerequisits for oil accumulation that are not known to
be present elsewhere on the coast. These factors include active oil
seeps, marine source rocks, fractured limestone reservoirs and a
favorable depositional history. The Jurassic age sediments of interest
pre-date the fore arc facies development.

17. Broken Hills Py. is reported to be interested in an exploration
contract in Salar de Punta Negra in order to supply fuel for its nearby
mining operations. To date, six exploration wells have been drilled in
the northern half and three exploration wells in the Salares area without
success.
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18E. SP h,ss designed an extensive exploration and development
program in the Norte Crande. Between 1989 and 2000, 37 exploration wells
are planned, accompanied by at least a3 development wells within that
period. NAP assues extremely low exploration and development costs for
this area, projecting U.S.$1.76 per barrel well-head cost. This must be
considered to be an extremely optimistic forecast in terms of oil
production and associated cost. This area, along with Ultina Esperansa,
plays a dominant role in MNAP's strategy. Seventy-five percent of crude
oil production during the second five-year period of the plan is
projected to come from these two areas, where no known oil accumulations
exist today.

Arauco-Valdivia Basins (offshore)

19. This is primarily a natural gas area that could contain
accumulations of commercial size. Because of their offshore location,
with high development costs, and remoteness from the main gas market,
this area is not likely to be developed for at least another decade.
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ESTIMATED INCOME AND PRICE ELASTICITIES OF DEMWD FOR PETROLE-J PROOCUTS

Income Pr-ice Coefficient Gross Price
Elasticity Elasticity of Lagged Elasticity

Product SR a/ LR a/ SR a/ LR a/ b/ Consumption a/ SR a/ LR

Motor Gasoline 0.55 (7.2) 1.34 -0.16(-11) -0.40 0.59(11.5) -- --

Diesel 0.62 (4.6) 1.67 -0.21(- 2) -0.56 0.63(9.4) 0.29 (2.6) c/ 0.78
LPG 0.38 (4,1) 1.50 -0.10(-5.8) -0.40 0.75(17.6) -- --

Kerosene (dom.) -- 1.00 __ -0,60 (-1.32)
Fuel Oil 0.56 (68) -- -- -- -0.21 (-4,7) d/ -_

a/ T-statistics are in parenthesis.
b/ Long-run lIasticities derived from dividing short-run elasticities by (1-C) where C = coefficient of

lagged consumption; income is real GDP except for fuel oil whe-e manufacturing value-added was used.
c/ With respect to gasoline.
d/ ifWith respect to coal.

Source: ENAP-Pronostico dal Consumo Nacional de Combus+iblesi Derivados del Petroleo, 1986.
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Tablo 1: SeCTORAL FORCASTS

1965 1990 1995
High Low High Low

Swll Industry & Irrigation 2,200 2,974 2,746 3,641 3,236
Larg Industry A Transport 2,967 4,157 4,157 6,272 6,272

Sub-total Industry 5,187 7,131 6,925 9,913 9,506

RasIdeetial; 1,873 1,926 1,929 2,446 2,364
Coaweial;

Public Lighting 1.565 1.617 1,620 2.145 2.0O0

Toatl Sa les 8625 10M674 12474 14.504 13.932

Own Use and Losses 1 .912 2,018 1,995 2,640 2.654

Total Geeeratlon 120m 126 12469 17,1441 16 5W

Soure: CNE: Proyaccion del consumo de el*ctrlcidad.

Table 2: GLOBAL FORECASTS a/
(GUh)

1990 1995
1965 High Low High Low

Totel Sole SIC 1 8,625 10,165 9.926 14,845 13,267
Total Salos SIC 2 8,625 9,854 8S815 14,116 12,536

Growt Rate" CS) 1966-90 1991-95
Total Solos SIC 1 3.3 2.9 7.9 6.0
Total Sales SIC 2 2.7 2.2 7.5 7.3

a/ The 'high- and low-growth scenarlos correspond to the two economIc
forocasts; hypothosis I for the SIC corresponds to a IS growth of
self-gnration, hypothosis 2 corresponds to the growth of solf-
geeation as given by the customer survey.

Source: CNE: Proyaccion del consumo do *Ieltricidad.



TYPICAL ELECTRICITY TARIFFS CHARGED BY DISTRIBUTION COhWANIES, 1986; 198 a/

EOELNOR (Regions I & 11) CHI LECTRA METIP0LITANA (SantIago)

(December 1986) (may 196)
-__-_-_-_------------------------------------------------------------_-_---_-_----_-_-_-_-------------

Tariff Description Fixed Charge Deoand Charge Energy Charge Fixed Charge Domand Charge Energy Charge Additional
Energy Charge,

Wintor Months

(ChS/month) (ChS/kW/month) (ChS/kWh) (ChS/month) (ChSAWh) (ChS/kWh) (ChS/kh)

tri Metered Customrs
up to 90 kWh/month 143.26 -- 17.17

over 90 kWh/month 210.67 -- 19.93 (212.40 -- 19.47 36.99

iT2 Monthly Contracted Demand

WIthout peak hour lImits 210.67 2,048.90 11.40 212.40 2,431.21 11.21 n.o.

Partly peak hour use 210.67 1,365.90 11.40 212.40 1,562.92 11.21

BT3 Monthly Maximum Deand Reading 
°

Without peak hour limits 335.30 2,048.90 11.40 390.69 2,431.21 11.21 n.a.

Partly peak hour use 335.30 1,365.90 11.40 390.69 1,562.92 11.21

AT2 High Voltoge Tariff with

Mtnthly Contracted Demand

Without Peak hour limits 210.67 1,314.90 10.00 212,40 1,477.26 9.64 n.o.

Pa,tly peak hour use 210.67 845.30 10.00 212.40 955.88 9.64

AT3 Montly Maximf m Demand Reading

Without peak hour limits 335.30 1,314.90 10.00 390.69 1,477.28 9.64 n.o.

Parly peak hour use 335.30 845.30 10.00 390.69 955.8 9.64

AT4 Off-Peak Tariff 491.09 -- 10,00 585.25 -- 9.64 n.a. * i'
Plus off-peak demand -- 184.90 -- -- 185.79 -- M

Plus peak demand -- 1,130.00 -- -- 1,291.48 --

w

a/ Exchange rates: ChS195/USS (December 1986); ChS 243/USS (May 1988)

Source: CNE
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Pm4j*NE 4YUotiECTRIC PR ECT A
ALTO JAHUEL-POLPAICO TRANSMISSION PROJECr

TYPICAL TMlFFS CHAROED BY EHOSA FOR H144 VOLTAGE CUST@KERS
(As of December 1966; exchange rat: USSI-ChSI f /

Customer Type T 1f-

and Location Voltnge s tnd Charge Erergy Charg

(kV) (ChS/Wk max/mont") (ChS/kWh)

PubiIc Serv ic DistrIbutIon Companies
Trl tal 110 965.50 4.78

Diego do Almgro 220 76S.70 5.40

San Isidro, Alto Jahuel 220 620.30 4,01

Rancogu 154 571.10 3.91
Temuco 154 512.70 3.26

Voldivia 66 597.30 3.14

Osorno 66 592.70 3.15
Puerto Elviar 23 1,537.30 6.97

Industries over 2,000 "U

Diego do Almagro 220 616.40 5.51

San Isidro, Alto Jahuel 220 620.30 4.09

Rancagua 154 571.10 3.99

Voldivia 66 557.30 3.21

Osorno 66 592.70 3.21

a/ Tariffs do not Include the value added tax of 20S.

Note: Delivery points are ENDESAo substations. For other dolivery points using

ENOESA's lines, other charges are added to cover use of the line and

transmission lossIs.

Note: Extra charges are added for reactive energy for power factors lower than

S5%; during peek hours, these charges are higher.
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IM - NMIuAL COT PM S_ CT COAL HIM

The calculation of LURC is based on the average incremental
cost (AIC). The AIC method estimates LURC by discounting all incremental
costs (capital and operating) that will be incurred in the future to
provide the additional amounts of coal produced over a specified period,
and dividing that by the discounted incr e ntal output over that period:

Aye! - NPV of total costs
NPV of production stream

LOTA EXPANSION PLAN
LRMC Calculation

INVW S51,289,336, i * 12S

Year Capital Cost Operating Cost Production Strom

WUSS) (USS) (M..T)

1 2,072,671 23,215,268 543,600
2 17.066.583 24.606,753 600,000
3 3,153,076 26,036,739 720,000
4 2,776,217 26,757,232 720,000
5 2,624,461 26,652,733 720.000
6 2,616,859 26,537,234 720,0G0
7 2,292,689 26,427,235 720,000
a 2,495,299 26,317,236 720,000
9 2,346,705 26,201,737 720,000

10 2,381,331 26,097,239 720,000
11 2,292,689 25,961.740 720,000
12 2,292,689 25,671,741 720,000
13 2,292,689 25,761,742 720,000
14 2,292,689 25,646,243 720,000
15 2,292,69 25,541,744 720,000
16 0 25,541,744 720,000
17 0 25,541,744 720,000
la 0 25,541,744 720,000
19 0 25,541.744 720,000
20 0 25,541,744 720,000
21 0 25,541,744 720,000
22 0 25,541,744 720,000
23 0 25,541,744 720,000
24 0 25,541,744 720,000
25 0 25,541,744 720,000.

NPV * USS26,598,445 USS201,17-,020 5,393,897
AIC * USS42.60AM.T.

Source: Cost and production figures provided by ENACAR, March 1967.
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Cotl I CO/TMOGO EXPES ION KmLA
LNC Clcml atIan

aIW $9,600,963, 1 a 12%.

Yew Cap I to I Coot OPet Ing Cost Production Stream

(USS) CUSS) (N.T.)

1 614,464 6,946,431 165,500
2 2,354,503 7,281,927 195,000
3 347,660 7,776,922 210,000
4 1,017,649 8,216,917 225,000
5 749,891 8,205,917 225,000
6 853,071 8,563,414 240,000
7 545,705 8,442,415 240,000
a 431,511 8,326,916 225,000
9 440,917 7,045,429 160,000

10 407,602 7,034,429 160,000
11 407,602 7,023,429 160,000
12 407,602 7,012,429 !60,o00
13 407,602 7,001,429 160,000
14 407,602 6,990,430 180,000
15 407,602 6,990,430 180,000
16 0 6,990,430 180,000
17 0 6,990,430 160,00O
18 0 6,990,430 180,000
19 0 6,990,430 160,000
20 0 6,990,430 180,000
21 0 6,990,430 180,000
22 0 6,990,430 180,000
23 0 6,990,430 180,000
24 0 6,990,430 180,000
25 0 6,990,430 180,000

*W 55,361,962 S59.080,773 1,579,833
AIC U USS40.79A4.T.

Source: Cost and production figuros provided by ENACAR, March 1967.
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LEU EXPASIONP
LIC Calculation

INV. S19,740,633, I * 12S

Yer Cap I tel Cost Operati n Cost Productio n Strom

(USS) CUSS) (1.T.)

1 1404,137 S4,460,455 111750
2 S1,044,509 14,606,951 120000
3 52,412,413 S5,136,94S 13590
4 13,444.411 15,389,946 150000
5 1965,369 S5,670,443 G6500
6 11,137,442 S5,963,940 6S0000
7 S1,423,212 S6,396,436 19500
a S651,697 S6,599,934 210000
9 S1,363,214 S6,555,934 210000

10 S1,439,367 16,511,934 210000
I,- . , -E 47. It

12 $902,755 S6,423,935 210000
13 S11,125,6111 16,379,936 .210000
14 S1,002,745 S6,335,936 210000
I5 11,002,745 16,291,937 210000
16 SO S6.291,937 210000
17 SO 56,291,937 210000
i so 16,291,937 210000
19 s0 S6,291,937 210000
20 SO S6,291,937 210000
21 So S6,291,937 21000
22 So S6,291,937 210000
23 S0 16,291,937 210000
24 S0 S6,291,937 210000
25 So 16,291,937 210000

NPY S9,396,970 S36,561,777 1131778
AIC * S42.39

Source: Cost and production figures provided by ENACAR, March 1967.
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in&caa - V1 L ZICUM
(coutest 19 CM milli

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

Inoom f rom S los 10,156 7,146 7,636 10,745 12,906 13,710 12,611
Other Ieos 1,336 1,400 1,64 1,65 1,057 1,26 460
Cost of coal Purchab - - - 390 1,390 1,93 9g0

Operating Costs 6,011 7,060 7,157 7,9:1 6,269 9,60 9,445
Wags and S l rIes (5,003) (4,475) (4,046) (4,236) (4,109) (4,541) (4,576)
Moterials and SupplIes (1,216) (937) (1,117) (1,275) (1,561) (2,100) (1.730)
Third-prty Services (1,016) (876) (1,076) (1,227) (1,472) (1,756) (1,521)
OsrecIatian (772) (736) (916) ((1,173) (1,127) (1,431) (1,616)

Overheads 1,366 1.095 1,060 1,162 1,224 1,4S 1,0?

Final Chargps 1SS 728 4S 290 216 374 976

Earnings before Tax (1,95) 2,003 1,276 419 210 1,264 2,691
Earnings att. rax iT,a 1x,v 1 42 - i !,8*4
Short- and Long-term

Liabilities 3,066 4,467 3,460 2,972 4,769 6,307 6,072
Working Capital 3,393 2,6S0 3,226 3,435 1,966 2,047 2,766
Total Assets 26,567 26,426 23,969 22,051 23,541 26,764 22,609
Investmnt - - - 54 1,010 1,966 2,065

MIne (54) (1,010) (1,919) (2,029)
Above Min () () (49) (56)

Total Output (M.T.'000) 859.7 663.2 670.4 725,6 713.3 836.1 750.9

Coal Purches" - - - 41.5 143.9 203.6 107.4

Total Salo ( " ) 952.6 612.3 652.4 854.3 611.4 661.6 666.9

Labor Force 7,604 6,591 5,916 5,99 6,313 6,655 6,500

Source: EWC.
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PRECTED COAL OEWM FOR ELECTRICITY GEEtATION IN THE CENTRAL
INTIERIECTED SYSTM, 198741

1s1 PrlIe cUSS/ton)
Yw 40 43 48

19P7 343 337 320
1966 805 567 577
19S9 79 164 779
1990 631 64 635
1991 640 626 810

Source: CNE.
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nuIOsD PICI D coST

Table 1: TYICAL FUELUOC
PRICES IN THE SAOTIAGO AREA,

OCThMR 195
(Chi/kg)

Fueluood Type Price

Eucalyptus 7.40
Espino 9.04
Pine 4.65 /

a/ For Individual use.

Source: CE.

Table 2: SUPPLY COSTS OF EUCALYPTUS .
(ChsM.T.)

Yields (M.T./ho)
Activity 100 150 200

Standing Wood 1.162 1.107 831

Exploitation 856 856 856
Strae9 252 196 169
Transport 1,183 1,163 1,183

Total 3,453 3,342 3,039

Prep r tion 750 750 750

Wholoesle Cost 4.703 4,092 3,789

a/ It considers capital cost of 10, and does not Include

subsidy.

Source: CNE.
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FORtCAST cEWC FOR PETRLEUU PROOUCTS
USED IN 11AP RWIVS?RY ANALYSIS

(M3 t00)

-Annual Change-
(Percent)

Prodct 1965 1990 1995 191_-90 191-95 1911695

TOtcl 5,315 5,076 6,576 2.0 2.3 2.2

Gasolin
93 Octan 1,073 1,281 1,464 3.6 2.7 3.2
$7 Octane 266 226 219 -5.0 -0.1 -2.9

Aviation Gasoline 7 7 I - - -

LPG 771 696 1,039 3.1 3.0 3.0

Kerosen 142 161 166 3.5 0.1 1.7

Jot Fuel 195 255 261 5.5 2.0 3.7

Oi@ i 1 ,6M 19a" 2373 3& 3e6 3.5

No. 5 Fuel Oil 61 40 40 -8.0 - -4.3
No. 6 Fuel Oil 496 797 760 -2.4 -0.1 -1.7

Nophth 44 50 50 2.6 - 1.3
Asphalt 7 6 6 -3.1 - -1.6
Ethylene 74 74 74 - - -

Pitch 45 60 60 5.9 - 2.9
Solvents 26 34 35 5.5 0.1 3.0

Source: ENAP, Gerencla do OnsaIrol lo. Dpartmento d, Estudios,
oPron6stico del Consumo Nalocnal de Combustibles ODrivados de Petr6l;o,"
Sept lmbr& de 19".
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SU"WA OF ECONOMIC CALCULATIONS OF THE COINiED
VALDIVIAAMIPO VALLEY NATURAL GAS SCEI

(Net/capital value of different schedultlop of
the coobin d projects; 1966 USS ofilions) *J

MP-1990 iSP-1990 i"P-1990 WP-1990

Offshor, P-1990 VP 1990 VP-1995 VP-lW7 VP-2000 VP-2003
Costs 1966-2010 196I-2010 1966-2017 1966-2017 1966-2017 1966-2017

US323/bbI Scenario
USS000 mlIlion - -427 -137 -74 -5 43

USS500 oIliIon 192 -127 50 S0 105 125
USS300 mliloe - 73 174 182 162 162

USS17/bbl Scenario

USS000 million -- -556 -265 -190 -75 -44
USSSOO mil*lon 141 -256 -63 -36 to 43
USS300 million -- -55 41 6? 67 100

1/ s-Helpo Valley Project; VP-Valdivia Project.

Not: a Ipo Valley Project: The construction pWriod is assumed to start two years before
the natural gas market Is developed. In tho alternative whers the Melpo project
runs vithout comb InotIon of the VaIdivia project untIl 2010, US$I0 mIIIIon are added
for extra costs of repair and replacement. It is assumed that off-shore resources
of at laost 17-25 OIlIion m3 *xist. It is assumed that the gas c.l.f.
ArgentinoeChi laon border equals a prico of USS2/BTU mIIIIon (which Is sImilar to the

assumed price possible to pay at the Valdivia shore.

Source: Mission Estimates.
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ECONOMIC COST OF NATURAL GAS FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION

1. Sumary and Co-clusions

1. Natural gas, whose use presently is limited to Magallanes,
could conceivably become available in central Chile by the early to mid-
1990s. This fuel then would compete with town gas in the
residential/comercial/adainistrative sectors, and with fuel oil and coal
in industry (and, possibly, mining).

2. The mission has carried out a preliminary evaluation of the
economic costs in central Chile and Magallanes of using natural gas for
thermal power generation and as a boiler fuel. This evaluation is based
on the following assumptions:

(a) power generation in central Chile is to be expanded through the
commissioning of a 300 MW thermal plant, to be on line by 1995;

(b) power generation in Magallanes is to be expanded with a 100 MW
plant. The average kWh-cost for smaller plant sizes would be
.. i.,a:.;.1* Ct.^- -lent nAA4t-inna mnch lAiin than 100 MW
because of higher unit capital costs. The price of the gas is
to be based on its opportunity cost, estimated at US$0.60/BTU
million;

(c) for power plant conversions to natural gas, it is assumed that
a payback period (on a discounted cashflow basis) of up to ten
years would be permissible but five years would be more
desirable;

(d) new installations of industrial boilers and boiler conversions
to gas use have been analyzed for two cases, i.e. (i) for
large-sized high-pressure boilers (45 M.T./hr) and (ii) medium-
sized low pressure boilers '15 M.T./hr); and

(e) energy prices for 1995 are based on World Bank projections
(September 1987);

(f) equipment costs are based on January 1987 prices; and

(g) a discount rate of 13% has been used for all cases.

3. The results of this evaluation show that natural gas would be
the cheapest energy source for new installations in thermal power
generation and industries using at least medium-sized boilers.
Conversion of existing installations from fuel oil to gas use also would
be economic whereas coal-to-gas conversions would involve long pay-back
periods which make this option largely uneconomic.
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2. Metropolitan Region - Electricity Generation
300 MM Net Capecity Now Plant

Price Assuwotions (1967 USS)
- l~~967 1995

Border Transport Border Transport
Price Cost Total Price Cost Total

Bose Cas.
Netural Gas (BTU millions) 1/ 2.- 0.30 2.30 2.- 0.30 2.30
coal (H.T.) 45.- 5.- 50.- 50.- 5.- 55.-
Fuel 011 (H.T.) 100.- 5.- 105.- 115.- 5.- 120.-

Sensitivity Analysis
Natural Gas (BTU millions) 3.20
All Other Assueptlons as per Base Case

Combined
Steoam Plant - Cycle Plant

Fuel Oil/Gas Coal Gas fired

Capital Cost (USS/net kW) 937 1,104 645
% of Total

Disbursement Profile
Year -4 7%

-3 7% 20%
-2 33% 35% 30%
-1 42% 25% 50%

On line 0 18% 13% 20%

Plant Service Life (Years) 25 25 20

Gross Heat Rate for
75% Daily Plant Factor 2/ kJ/kWh 10,100 10,400 8,900
(kJ/Acal a 4.187) kcal/kWh 2,412 2,484 2,126

Fuel Cost (USS) Fuel Oil Coal Natural Gas
Natural Gas (USS/million BTU) 2.-
Border Price (per Physical Unit) M.T. M.T. '000 m3

115.- 50.- 74.13
Inland Transport & Handling 5.- 5.- 10.70
Total Fuel Cost 120.- 55.- 84.83

Higher Heating Value kcal/kg 10,500 7,000 2/
kcal/A3 9,341

Cost/10,000 koal CuSO) 11.43 7.t6 9.06

1/ Based on 700 mil Ion m3 throughout p.a. (i.e. average CNE/GASCO assumptions plus 400
million mi3 p.a. for te rmal power station).

2/ As regards thes specifle assumptions, CNE have posinted out that (a) the daily plant
factor would be closer to 50% than 75%; and (b) the heating value of coal would be
6,700 kelAkg rather than 7?000 kcalAkg. Based on OE's assumptions, the cas for
natural gas-based electricity generation would In fact be strengthened.
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Fuel Cost/kWh by Plant Type Fuel Oil Coal Nbt.an Nat, Ga5
Stam Stm Comb CyCle Steam

Fuel consumption g-i./kWh 230 355
3/dkWh 0.225 0.25

CostAkWh gen rated (US¢) 2.76 1.95 1.93 2.19

Total Costs for 300 NW Plant

Fuel Oil coal tasG Nat.Gbs
Stea Stem Comb,CyclI Steam

Annual Generation at
Load Factor 70.0S (GWh) 1,839.6 --- -

Capital Cost Total (USI IIIIons) 281.1 331.2 193.5 281.1

Assum Year-nd Disburseamnt -4 0.0 23.2 0.0 0.0
-3 19.7 66.2 0.0 19.7
-2 92.8 115.9 58.1 92.6
-1 118.1 82.8 96.8 118.1

Annual Capital Cost 0 50.6 43.1 38.7 50.6

Discounted Value at taO a/ 330.8 418.0 222.2 330.8

Annual Capital Cost over Service Llfe 45.1 57.0 31.6 45.1

Operation and Maintenance Costs

Fixed O03 per kW Installed
Capacity (USS) 8.29 9.84 12.43 8.29

Variable OWM per kWh Generated (US¢) 0.186 0.218 0.249 0.186

Total O8U Costs (USS ilIlIons)
Fixed 2.5 3.0 3.7 2.5
Variable 3.4 4.0 4.6 3.4
Tota I 5.9 7.0 8.3 5.9

Fuel Costs (USS millions) 50.7 35.9 35.5 40.3
Fuel Consumption (M.T.1000s
or *3 mililon) 422.6 652.8 418.6 475.1

Total Costs of GeneratIon 101.8 99.9 75.4 91.3

Cost per kWh sent out (USe/kWh) 5.53 5.43 4.10 4.97

a/ Discount rate at 132.
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CAomined Cycle Generating Plant - Cost we kWh Sent Out (uSt/kWh)

Natural ae Cost (USSA4TU mIl l ion)
2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.60 3.00 3.20

0.0 1,347.43 1,347.60 1,347.76 1,347.93 1,341.10 1,346.27 1348.44
Annual 0.1 15.50 15.67 15.84 16,00 16.17 16.34 16.51

0.2 8.67 9.04 9.21 9.38 9.55 9.72 9.86
Plant 0.3 6.65 6.82 6.99 7,15 7.32 7.49 7.66

0.4 5.53 5.70 5.67 6.04 6.21 6.38 6.55
Factor 0.5 4.86 5.03 5.20 5.37 5.54 5.71 5.88

0.6 4.42 4.59 4.76 4.92 5.09 5.26 5.43
0.7 4.10 4.27 4.44 4.60 4.77 4.94 5.11
0.8 3.86 4.03 4.20 4.36 4.53 4.70 4.87
0.9 3.67 3.84 4.01 4.18 4.35 4.52 4.68
1.0 3.52 3.69 3.86 4.03 4.20 4.37 4.54

Oil-Fired Steam Plant - Cost per kWh Sent Out (US..AWh)

Fuel Oil Cost (USS/M.T.j
95.- 100.- 105 110.- 115.- 120.- 125.-

0.0 1,814.64 1,814.75 1,814.87 1,814.98 1,815.10 1,815.21 1,815.33
0.1 20.43 20.54 20.66 20.77 20.88 21.00 21.11
0.2 11.50 11.61 11.73 11.84 11.96 12.07 12.19

Annual 0.3 8.50 8.62 8.73 8.85 8.96 9.08 9.19
0.4 7.00 7.12 7.23 7.35 7.46 7.58 7.69

Plant 0.5 6.10 6.22 6.33 6.45 6.56 6.67 6.79
0.6 5.50 5.61 5.73 5.84 5.96 6.07 6.19

Factor 0.7 5.07 5.18 5.30 5.41 5.53 5.64 5.76
0.8 4.75 4.86 4.98 5.09 5.21 5.32 5.43
0.9 4.49 4.61 4.72 4.84 4.95 5.07 5.18
1.0 4.29 4.41 4.52 4.64 4.75 4.87 4.98
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Coal-Fired Stem Plant - Cost g!r kWh Sent Out (USt/kWh)

Coal Cost (USSMi,.T.)
40.- 42.50 45.- 47.50 50.- 52.50 55.-

0.0 2264.17 2284.26 2284.35 2264.44 2264.53 2264.61 2284.70
0.1 24.41 24.50 24.59 24.68 24.77 24.86 24.94
0.2 13.17 13.26 13.35 13.4 13.52 13.61 13.70

Annual 0.3 9.40 9.49 9.57 9.66 9.75 9.84 9.93
0.4 7.51 7.60 7.68 7.77 7.86 7.95 6.04

Plant 0.5 6.37 6.46 6.55 6.64 6.73 6.81 6.90
0.6 5.61 5.70 5.79 5.88 5.97 6.06 6.14

F. 0.7 5.07 5.16 5.25 5.34 5.43 5.51 5.60
0.8 4.66 4.75 4.84 4.93 5.02 5.11 5.20
0.9 4.35 4.44 4.53 4.61 4.70 4.79 4.88
1.0 4.09 4.18 4.27 4.36 4.45 4.54 4.63

Gas-fired Steam Plant - Cost pEr kWh Sent Out (US$Ath)

Fuel Cost

2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00 3.20
0.0 1,814.53 1,814.72 1,814.91 1,815.10 1,815.30 1,815.49 1,815.68
0.l 20.32 20.51 20.70 20.89 21.08 21.28 21.47
0.2 11.39 11.58 11.78 11.97 12.16 12.35 12.54

Annual 0,3 8.40 8.59 8.78 8.97 9.16 9.35 9.55
0.4 6.90 7.09 7.28 7.47 7.66 7.85 8.04

Plant 0.5 5.99 6.19 6.38 6.57 6.76 6.95 7.14
0.6 5.39 5.58 5.77 5.97 6.16 6.35 6.54

Factor 0.7 4.96 5.15 5.34 5.54 5.73 5.92 6.11
0.6 4.64 4.83 5.02 5.21 5.40 5.60 5.79
0.9 4.39 4.58 4.77 4.96 5.15 5.35 5.54
1.0 4.19 4.38 4.57 4.76 4.95 5.14 5.34
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3. Metropolitan Region - Electrlclty Generation Cost Comparison
300 NW Net Capocity Plant

Coal-to-Natural Gas Conversion

Coal Steam
to Not. Gas Net.
ConversIon Coal Gas

Capital Cost (USS/net kW, 100 0 0
Jan. 87 Prices)

S of total
Disbursement Profile

Year -4
-3
-2
-1

Online 0 100%

Plant Service Life (Years) 2 25

Gross Heat Rate for
75% daily Plant Factor kJ/kWh 10,100 10,400 8,900

kcaI/kAWh a/ 2,412 2,484 2,126

Fuel Cost Fuel Oil Coal Nat.Gas

Natural Gas (USS/BTU million) 1.60
IBorder Price/Physical Unit (USS) M.T. M.T. m3000

120.- 45.- 59.30

Inland Transport & Handling (USS) 5.- 10.70

Total Fuel Cost 120.- 5_0- 70.

Higher Hoeting Value kcaI/kg 10,500 7,000
kMOl/W3 9,341

Cost/10,000 kcal (USO) 11.43 7.14 7.49

a/ 4.187 kJ/kcal.
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Fuel 01I Coal Nat. Gas Net. Gas
Fuel cowrAcWh, by Pl ant Typ Stem Steam Comb.Cyc Stem

SpecifIc Fuel
Consumption g9okWh 230 355

m3/kWh 0.226 0.258

Cost/kWh generated (US 0) 2.76 1.77 1.59 1.81

Total Costs (300 MN Not Capcity Plant)

Coal Coal-to

Stem Nat. Gas

Stem

Annual Generation

Load Factor 70.0% (GWh) 1,839.6 1,839.6

Capital cost (USS millions) 0.0 33.0

Assume Year-end Disbursement -4 0.0 0.0

-3 0.0 0.0
-2 0.0 0.0

-1 0.0 0.0

0 0.0 33.0

Discounted Value at

t-0 (USS million) a/ 0.0 33.0

Annual Capital Cost over Service

Life 0.0 19.8

Operation and Maintenance Costs

Fixed 04 per kW Installed Capacity (USS) 9.84 8.29

Variable O&M per kWh generated (US0) 0.218 0.186

Cost/kWh Sent Out

Total OM Cost (USS millions) (USA/kWh)
Fixed 3.0 2.5 Capital Coal/

Variable 4.0 3.4 Recovery Nat. Gas Coal

Total 7.0 5.9 Period Conversion Stem

(Yoars)

Fuel Costs 32.6 33.26 1 4.16 2.15

Fuel Consumption 2 3.20 2.15

(M.T.'OOO or m3 million) 652.8 475.1 3 2.89 2.15

4 2.73 2.15

Total Generation Cost 39.6 58.9 5 2.64 2.15

6 2.58 2.15

Cost per kWh Sent Out (UStAkWh) 2.15 3.20 7 2.53 2.15

8 2.50 2.15

9 2.48 2.15

10 2.46 2.15

a/ Discount rate at 131.
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Fuel O1I - to- Natural 6as Conversion/Bse Cos

Fuel 01I to
Stem Ga

Net Plant Siz to !eual 300 M Conversion coal

Capital Cost (USS/net W) 42.3 00

S9 of tovtal

DIsbursement Profile
Yer -4

-3
-2
-1

Onilne O 100%

Plant Service Life (Years) 2 0

Gross Heat Rate for
75% daily Plant Factor kJ/kWh 10,100 10,400 8,900

kJ/kWh 1/ 2,412 2,484 2,126

Nat.
Fuel Cost Fuel Oil Coal Gas

Natural Gas (USS/BTU mllilon 2.00
Border Price/PhysIcal Unit (USS) Ni.T. M.T. .3'000
Inland Transport & Handling (USS) 5 5 10.70
Total Fuel Cost 105 50 84-J3
Higher heating value kcalAkg 10,500 7,000

kcal/m3 9,341
Cost/10,000 kcal (US 0) 10.00 7.14 9.08

Fuel Oil Coal Nat. Gas Nat. Gas
Fuel Cost/kWh. by Plant Type Stem Steam Comb.cyc Steam

Specific Fuel Consumption g/kwh 230 355
.3/kWh 0.228 0.258

Cost/kWh generated (US 0) 2.41 1.77 1.93 2.19

1/ 4.187 WJ/kcal
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Total Costs (300 NW Net Capacity Plant)

Fuel Oil Coal Nat.Gas N4t.Gas
Stew Stem Co .cyc Stoa

Annual Generation at
Load Factor 70.0% (GWh) 1,639.6 1,839.6 1,839.6 1,839.6

Capital Cost (USS millions) 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.69

Assum Year-end
Dlsbursament -4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Annual Capital Cost 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.7

Discounted Value at t-O
(USS millions) 2/ 0.0 ERR ERR 7.6

Operation and Maintenance Costs

Fixed O&M per kW Installed

Capacity (USS) 8.29 9.84 12.43 8.29
Varlable O&M0 per kWh Cost/kWh Sent Out

Generated (USS) 0.186 0.218 0.249 0.186 USt/kWh

Capital

Total OM Costs (USS millions) Recovery Fuel Oil/
Fixed 2.5 3.0 3.7 2.5 Period Nat.Gas Fuel Oil

Variable 3.4 4.0 4.6 3.4 (Years) Conv. Steam

Total 5.9 7.0 8.3 5.9
1 3.29 2.73

Fuel Costs (USS millions) 44.4 32.6 35.5 40.30 2 2.93 2.73

Fuel Consumption 3 2.80 2.73
(M.T.'000 or m3 million) 422.6 652.8 418.6 475.1 4 2.74 2.73

Total Costs of Generation 5 2.71 2.73

(USS millions) 50.3 ERR ERR 53.8 6 2.68 2.73
7 2.67 2.73

Cost per kWh Sent Out 8 2.66 2.73
(US ftWh) 2.73 ERR ERR 2.93 9 2.65 2.73

10 2.64 2.73

2/ Discount rate at 13Z
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Fuel 011-to-Natural Gas Conv*rsioniModifled Case 1/

Fuel Oil
Ste-to-Ga|
Convesion Coal

Capital Costs (USS/net kW) 31.725 0 0

S of tetoI
D sbursoment Prof i I.

year -4
-3
-2
-1
0 100%

Plant Seryice Life (Years) 2 0

Gross Hest Rate for
75% daily Plant Factor kJ/kWh 10,100 10,400 8,900

kcal/kWh 2/ 2,142 2,484 2,126

Fuel Cost (USS) Fuel Oil Coal Nat. Gas

Natural Gas (USS/BTU million) 2.50
Border Price/Physical Unit 115 45 92.66

hW!end Transphn t & Handling 5 5 10.70

Total Fuel Cost 120 50 103.36

Higher Heating Value kcal/kg 10,500 7,000
koal/.3 9,341

Cost/10,000 (ust) 11.43 7.14 11.07

Fuol Cost/kWh. by Plant Type Fuel Oil Coal Nat.Gas Nat. Gas
Stem Stean Comb. Cyc Steam

Fuel ConsumPtion grAkWh 230 355
m3/kWh 0.228 0.256

Cost/kWh generated (US¢) 2.76 1.27 2.35 2.67

1/ Capital cost assumed at 75% of those of bas caseo; natural gas price at
USS2.50/BTU million.

2/ 4.187 kJ/kcal.
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Total Costs (300 MN Net Capacity Plant)

Fuel Oil Coal Nat. I 4e Nte 6as
Steam stow cob.^ Cyc. Stesm

Annual Generation at
Load Factor 70.0% (GWh)1,839.6 1,839.6 1,839.6 1,639.6

Capital Cost (USS millions) 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.52

Assumo Yer-end Disbursament -4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Annual Capital Cost
(USS million) 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.52

Discounted value at t-0 1/ 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.52
Annual Capital Cost over
Service Life (USS million) 0.0 ERR ERR 5.7

Operation and Maintenance Costs

Fixed O0M8 per kW Installed CostAkWh Sent Out
Capacity (USS) 8.29 9.84 12.43 8.29 tSA/kWh)

Capital Fuel Oil/ Continue
Variable OM per kWh Recovery Nat. Gas Existing
Generated (uMt) 0.186 0.218 0.249 0.186 Period Conv. Fuel Oil

(Years)
Total O0M Cost (USS millions)
Fixed 2.5 3.0 3.7 2.5 1 3.58 3.08
Variable 3.4 4.0 4.6 3.4 2 3.30 3.08
Total 5.9 7.0 8.3 5.9 3 3.21 3.08

4 3.16 3.08
Fuel Costs (USS million) 50.7 32.6 43.3 49.10 5 3.14 3.06
Fuel Consumption 6 3.12 3.06
(M.T.1000 or m3 million) 422.6 652.8 416.6 475.1 7 3.11 3.06

8 3.10 3.06
Total Costs Generation 9 3.09 3.06
(USS millions) 56.6 ERR ERR 60.7 10 3.09 3.08

Cost per kWh Sent Out (UStkWh) 3.06 Eli ERR 3.30

1/ Discount rate at 13%.
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Fuel O1Il -to-Natural On. 2MMerIM!J19W fe coo V

Fuel O1Il
St eam/ t.

vsc Coal

Cwitel Cost (USS/net 1t) 42.3 0 0

s of tgtal
DI sbursement ProfilI

Year -4
-3
-2

Onlinc 0 100.0

Capital Recovery Perlod 2 0

Gross Heat Rate for
75% Daily Plant Factor kj/kWh 10,100 10,400 *,IN
(kJ/kcal * 4.187) kcalIkWh 2,412 2,4S4 2,113

Fuel Cost (USS) Fuel 01I coal Nat, an

Natural Gas Cost (USS/BTU mIllIon) 2.00

Border price/Physical Unit M.t N.r. d3 000
115 45 74.13

Inland Transport & HandlIng 5 5 10.7

Total Fuel Cost 120 SO S4J3

Higher Hesting Value kcalskg 10,500 7,000
kcalA /3 9,341

Cost/10,00 kcal Must) 11.43 7.14 9go

Fuel 01l Coal Nat, an Note be

Fuel CostkWh. by Plant Type Ste Stel 0106h go.- H .

Fuel Consumption grAkWh 230 355
3/kWh 0.22 0.21

Cost/kWh generated (USt) 2.76 1.77 1.93 2.19

1/ Fuel I01 at USSISM.T.e; Natural ee at USS2dTU of *I I I.
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Total Costs (300 MW Net Sapecity Plant)
Fuel Oil Coal Mat. Gas Mat. Gas
Stea Stea mcy Ste

Annual GeneratIon at
Load Factor 70% (GWh) 1,639.6 1,839.6 1,639.6 1,639.6

Capital Cost (iUSS mIIlions) 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.69

AssMe Yerw-nd Disbursemnt -4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Annual Capital Cost
(USS millions) 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.69

Discounted Value at tuO a/ 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.69

Annual CapitalCost
Over Service Life 0.0 ERR ERR 7.6

Operation and Milntenance Costs

Fixed OM per kW Installed
Capacity (USS) 8.29 9.84 12.43 8.29

Variable 08r per kWh Cost/kWh Sent Out
Generated (USt) 0.186 0.218 0.249 0.186 (UStAkWh)

Capital Avg. Cost/kWh (USf)
Total O0M Costs (USS millions) Recovery Fuel Oil/Gas Continue
Fixed 2.5 3.0 3.7 2.5 Period Conversion Existing
Variable 3.4 4.0 4.6 3.4 Fuel Oil

Total 5.9 7.0 8.3 5.9 3.29 3.08
2 2.93 3.08

Fuel Costs (USS millions) 50.7 32.6 35.5 40.3 3 2.80 3.08
Fuel Consumption 2.74 3.08

(M.T.'000 or m3 millions)- 422.6 652.8 416.6 475.1 5 2.71 3.08
6 2.68 3.08

Total Costs of Generation 7 2.67 3.08
(USS millions) 56.6 ERR ERR 53.8 8 2.66 3.08

9 2.65 3.06
Cost per kWh Sent Out (USt/kWh) 3.08 ERR ERR 2.93 10 2.64 3.08

a/ Discount rate at 13Z.
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4. Metropolltan Region - Industrial Boiller Cost Comparlon: New Sollers

Large Size Boilers - 45 M.T./hr Hlgh Pressure (250 psi)

Fuel Oil Co lmet, 6b

Capital Cost (USS per kg/hr Steam
Output) 26.62 68,97 26.62

Olsbursent Profile S of total
Year -4

-3
-2
-1

Online 0 100% 100% 100%

Plant Service Life (Years) 20 20 20

Boiler Efficiency 0.85 0.88 0.82
Heat Rate BTU/lb Steam 1 000 1 000 1 000

kcal/kg Steam 554 554 554

Fueling Rate to Boller
(kcal/kg Steam) 652 630 676

Fuel Cost (USS) Fuel Oil Coal Nat. Gas

Natural Gas (USS/BTU million) 2.00

Border Price/Ptysical Unit M.T. M.T. *3 000C
115 50 74.13

Inland Transport & Handling 5 5 10.70

Total Fuel Cost 120 55 4.483

Higher Hoating Value kcalAkg 10,500 7,000
kcal//3 9,341

Cost/10,000 kcal (US0) 11.43 7.86 9.06

Fuel Cost/kg Steam, by Boller Type Fuel Oil Coal Nat. Gas

Fuol Consumption g/kg Steam 62 90
m3/kg Seam 0,072

Cost/kg steam produced (USt) 0.74 0.49 0.61
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Stem Proi ctlos ('000 .*To/yr)
(Asesul Load Fector at 7J06) 2m5.9 27.9 275.9

Total Capital Ost (US1 '0M) 1,197.9 3,103.7 1,197.9

Ass Yea-md Dl buroina1t -4 0.0 0.0 0.0
-3 0.0 0,0 0.0
-2 .O0 0.0 0.0
-1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Annual Capital Cost 0 1,197.9 3,103.7 1,197.9

DIscounted Value at t-0 s/ 1,197.9 3,103.7 1,197.0

Annual Capital Oost or
Service Life 170.5 441.6 170.5

Opation ad Nelntenaac Costs

Fixed OU pe kg Capacity CS/kg/br) 0.53 1.!M 0.53
2% of Capital Cost)

Total U0M Cost (USS '000) 24.0 62.1. 24.0

Fuel Costs ('000 USS) 2,055.4 1,364.9 1,693.0
Fuel Consumptlon ('000 tomame or *3) 17.1 24.8 20.0

Total Costs of Stem (000 US5) 2,249.9 1,160.8 1,687.5

Cost per N.T. Stem (U1) 6.15 -G'7 6.64

*/ lDiscount rate of 13.
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Senisitlvity Analysis for Varying Plant Factors and Fuel Costs

Natural Gas-fired Boiler - Cost of Steam Produced "ISSiJ.T.)

Natural Gas Cost (USS4BTU million) at
2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.00 3.00 3.20

0.0 499.50 500.03 500.57 501.11 501.64 502.18 502.72
Annual 0.1 11.02 11.56 12,09 12.63 13.16 13.70 14.24

0.2 8.59 9.13 9.66 10.20 10.73 11.27 11.s1
Plant 0.3 7.77 8.31 8.85 9.38 9.92 10.45 10.99

0.4 7.37 7.90 8.44 8.97 9.51 10.05 10.58
Factor 0.5 7.12 7.66 8.19 8.73 9.26 9.80 10.34

0.6 6.96 7.49 8.03 8.56 9.10 9.64 10.17
0.7 6.84 7.38 7.91 8.45 8.98 9.52 10.06
0.8 6.75 7.29 7.82 8.36 8.90 9.43 9.97
0.9 6.68 7.22 7.76 8.29 8.83 9.36 9.90
1.0 6.63 7.16 7.70 8.24 8.77 9.31 9.S5

Fuel 011-fIred Boiler - Cost of Steam Produced (USS/tonne)

Fuel Oil a/ Cost (USS/M.T.)
95 100 105 110 a/ 115 120 125

0.0 499.57 499.88 500.19 500.50 500.81 501.12 501.43
0.1 11.09 11.40 11.71 12.02 12.33 12.64 12.95
0.2 8.66 8.97 9.28 9.59 9.90 10.21 10.52

Annual 0.3 7.85 8.16 8.47 8.78 9.09 9.40 9.71
0.4 7.44 7.75 8.06 8.37 8.68 8.99 9.30

Plant 0.5 7.19 7.50 7.81 8.12 8.43 8.74 9.05
0.6 7.03 7.34 7.65 7.96 8.27 8.58 8.89

Factor 0.7 6.91 7.22 7.53 7.84 8.15 8.46 8.77
0.8 6.82 7.13 7.44 7.75 8.06 8.38 8.69
0.9 6.75 7.07 7.38 7.69. 8.00 8.31 8.62
1.0 6.70 7.01 7.32 7.63 7.94 8.25 8.56

Coal-fired Boller - Cost of Steam Produced (USS/tonne)

Coal Cost (USS/M.T.) a/
40.- 42.5.- 45.- 47.50 50.- 52.50 55.-

0.0 1,282.31 1,282.53 1,282.75 1,2.82.961,283.20 1,283.43 1,283.65
0.1 16.70 16.93 17.15 17.38 17.60 17.83 18.05
0.2 10.41 10.63 10.86 11.08 11.31 11.53 11.76

Annual 0.3 8.29 8.52 8.74 8.97 9.19 9.42 9.64
0.4 7.23 7.46 7.68 7.91 8.13 8.36 8.58

Plant 0.5 6.60 6.82 7.05 7.27 7.50 7.72 7.95
0.6 6.17 6.40 6.62 6.85 7.07 7.30 7.52

Factor 0.7 5.87 6.10 6.32 6.55 6.77 6.99 7.22
0.6 5.64 5.87 6.09 6.32 6.54 6.77 6.99
0.9 5.47 5.69 5.92 6.14 6.37 6.59 6.81
1.0 5.32 5.55 5.77 6.00 6.22 6.45 6.67

*/ Border Price.
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Hediuo-Sized/Low Pressure Boilers - 15 M.T./hr, 100 psig

Fu*l Oil Coal Not, Gas

Capital Cost (US per kg/hr
Stea Output) 23.4 77.2 23.4

S of total
Dlsburse_snt Profile

year -4
-3
-2
-1

on line 0 100% 100% 100%

Plan Service Life (Years) 20 20 20

Boiler Efficiency 0.85 0.88 0.82
Heat Rate BTU/lb steam 1,000 1,000 1,000

kca I/kg steam 554 554 554

Fueling Rate to Boiler (kcal/kg Steam) 652 630 676

Fuel Cost (USS) Fuel Nat.
Oil Coal Gas

Natural Gas (US$/BTU million) 2.00

Border Price/Physical Unit M.T. M.T. m3 '000
115 50 74.13

Inland Transport & Handling 5 5 10.70

Total Fuel Cost 120 55 84.33

Higter Heating Value kcal/kg 10,500 7,000
kcal/.3 9,341

Cost/10,000 kcal (US0) 11.43 7.86 9.06

Fuel Cost/kg Steam, by oiI r Type

Fuel Consumption gm/kg Steam 62 90
m3/kg Steam 0.072

Cost/kg Steam Produced (US0) 0.74 0.49 0.61
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Fuel Nat.
Oil Cooal 0

Stoe Production V'OOO M.T./yr)
(Annual Load Factor at 70.0%) 92.0 92.0 92.0

Total Capital Cost (USS '000) 351.0 1,158.0 351.0

Assum_ Year-end Disbursement -4 0.0 0.0 0.0
-3 0.0 0.0 0.0
-2 0.0 0.0 0o.
-1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Annual Capital Cost 0 351.0 1,150.0 351.0

Discounted value at t-O a/ 351.0 1,158.0 351.0

Annual Capital Cost Over Service Life 50.0 164.8 50.0

Operation and Maintenance Costs

Annual O&M per kg Capacity (USS/kg/hr) 0.47 1.54 0.47

(2% of capital cost)

Total O&M Costs CUSS '000) 7.0 23.2 7.0

Fuel Costs ('000 USS) 685.1 455.0 564.3

Fuel Consumption
('000 M.T. or *3) 5.7 8.3 6.7

Total Costs of Steam ('000 USS) 742.1 643.0 621.3

Cost per M.T. Steam (USS) 0 6.99 6.76

. Discount rate at 13Z.
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Sensitivity Analyses for Varying Plant Factors and Fuel Costs

Natural Gas-Flred Boiler - Cost of Stem Produced (USShi.T.)

Natural G" Cost (USSBTU .1I IIe) a/
2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00 3.20

0.0 439.62 440.36 440.60 441.43 441.96 442.50 443.04
0.1 10.43 10.97 11.50 12.04 12.57 13.11 13.65
0.2 8.29 8.83 9.37 9.90 10.44 10.97 11.51
0.3 7.58 8.11 8.65 9.16 9.72 10.26 10.79
0.4 7.22 7.75 8.29 8.63 9.36 9.90 10.43
0.5 7.00 7.54 8.07 8.61 9.15 9.68 10.22
0.6 6.86 7.39 7.93 8.47 9.00 9.54 10.07
0.7 6.75 7.29 7.83 8.36 8.90 9.44 9.97
0.8 6.88 7.21 7.75 8.29 8.82 9.36 9.89
0.9 6.62 7.15 7.69 8.23 8.76 9.30 9.83
1.0 6.57 7.10 7.64 8.18 8.71 9.25 9.79

Fuel Oil-fired Boller - Cost of Stean Produced (USSAM.T.)

Fuel Oil Cost (USsaM.T.) a/
95 100 105 110 115 120 125

0.0 439.89 440.20 440.51 440.82 441.13 441.44 441.75
0.1 10.50 10.81 11.12 11.43 11.74 12.05 12.36
0.2 8.36 8.66 8.99 9.30 9.61 9.92 10.23

Annual 0.3 7.65 7.96 8.27 8.58 8.89 9.20 9.51
0.4 7.29 7.60 7.91 8.22 8.53 8.84 9.15

Plant 0.5 7.07 7.38 7.69 6.00 8.31 8.62 8.94
0.6 6.93 7.24 7.55 7.86 8.17 8.48 8.79

Factor 0.7 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07 8.38 8.69
0.8 6.75 7.06 7.37 7.68 7.99 8.30 8.61
0.9 6.69 7.00 7.31 7.62 7.93 8.24 8.55
1.0 6.64 6.95 7.26 7.57 7.88 8.19 8.50

Coal-f Ired Boller - Cost of Steam Produced (USS/M.T.)

Coal Cost (USSAM.T.) a/
40.- 42.50 45.- 47.50 50.- 52.50 55.-

0.0 1,434.84 1,435.06 1,435.29 1,$35.51 1,435.74 1,435.96 1,435.19
0.1 18.21 18.44 18.66 18.89 19.11 19.34 19.56
0.2 11.17 11.39 11.62 11.84 12.06 12.29 12.51

Annual 0.3 8.60 9.03 9.25 9.48 9.70 9.92 10.15
0.4 7.62 7.84 8.06 8.29 8.51 8.74 8.96

Plant 0.5 6.90 7.13 7.35 7.58 7.80 8.03 8.25
0.6 6.43 6.65 6.88 7.10 7.33 7.55 7.78

Factor 0.7 6.09 6.31 6.54 6.76 6.99 7.21 7.44
0.8 5.83 6.06 6.28 6.51 6.73 6.96 7.18
0.9 5.64 5.66 6.08 6.31 6.53 6.76 6.98
1.0 5.48 5.70 5.93 6.15 6.38 6.60 6.83

a/ Border Price.
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5. Metropolltan PAgion - Industrial SoIlor Cost Carlson: Boiler Conversions

Cool-to-Ntural Gas Conversion - Lwr Size bilers

Fuel Oil Cool Not.

Capital Cost (USS pe kg/hr
Stea Output) 0.0 0.0 23.0

S of tota
Dlsburs_ent Profile

Year -4
-3
-2
-1 

On-line 0 100% 100% 100%

Plan Service Life (Years) 20 5 5

Boiler Efficiency 0.88 0.82
Heat Rate BI/ b stem 1,000 1,000

kcaI/kg steam 554 554 554

Fueling Rate to Boiler
(kcal/kg Steam) ERR 630 676

Fuel Cost (USS) Fuel Nat.
Oil Coal Gas

Natural Gas (USS/BTU m IliIon) 2.00
Border Price/Physical Unit M.T. Ml,.T. m3 '000

115 50 74.13

inland Transport & Handling 5 5 10.70

Total Fuel Cost 120 55 84.33

Hlgher Heoting Value kcal/kg 10,500 7,000
kcal /.3 9,341

Cost/10,000 koal Cust) 11.43 7.86 9.06

Fuel Cost/kg Stow, Fuel Met.
by i301er Type Oil Coal Gas

Fuel Consumption gmAg Stem EPR 90
m3hg Steam 0.072

Cost/kg Stem Produced (USt) ERR 0.49 0.61
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Fuel Nat.
Oil Coal Gea

Stem Production ('000 M.T./yr)

(Annual Load Factor at 70.0%) 275.9 275.9 275.9

Total Capital Cost (U5S '000) 0.0 0.0 1,035.0

Assume Year-end Disbursmnt -4 0.0 0.0 0.0

-3 0.0 0.0 0.0

-2 0.0 0.0 0.0

-1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Annual Capital Cost 0 0.0 0.0 1,035.0

Discounted Value at t-O a/ 0.0 0.0 1,035.0

Annual Capital Cost
Over Service Life 0.0 0.0 249.3

Operation and Maintenance Costs

Annual O&M per kg Capacity (S/kg/hr) 0.0 0.0 0.46

(2% of Capital Cost)

Total OIM Costs (USS '000) 0.0 0.0 20.7

Fuel Costs ('000 USS) ERR 1,364.9 1,693.0

Fuel Consumption
('000 M.T. or .3) ERR 24.8 20,0

Total Costs of Steam ('000 USS) ERR 1364.9 2008.0

Cost per M.T. Steam (USS) ERR 4.95 7.28

*/ Discount rate at 13%.
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Sensitivity Analyses for Varying Plant Factors and Fuel Costs

Coal-to,Natural G.-fitrod Conversion - Cost of Steam Produced (iJSSM.T.)

Natural Gas Cost (US5STA million) SI
1.00 1.20 1.40 1,60 1.60 2.00 2.20

0.0 802.45 802.99 803.53 604.06 604.60 6015.13 05.67
Annual 0.1 11.37 11.90 12.4 12.97 13.51 14.05 14.58

0.2 7.43 7.97 8.50 9.04 9.57 10.11 10.65
Plant 0.3 6.11 6.85 7.18 7.72 8.25 8.79 9.33

0.4 5.45 5.96 6.52 7.06 7.59 8.13 6.66
Factor 0.5 5.05 5.59 6.12 6.66 7.19 7.73 8.27

0.6 4.78 5.32 5.86 6.39 6.93 7.56 8.00
0.7 4.59 5.13 5.67 6.20 6.74 7.28 7.81
0.8 4.45 4.99 5.52 6.06 6.60 7.13 7.67
0.9 4.34 4.88 5.41 5.95 6.49 7.02 7.56

Use Existing Coal-fired Boiler - Cost of Steam Produced (USS/MT.)

Coal Cost (USSJM.T.) a/
42.5 45 47.5 50 52.5 55

0.0 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40
0.1 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40
0.2 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40

Annual 0.3 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40
0.4 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40

Plant 0.5 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40
0.6 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40

Factor 0.7 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40
0.8 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40
0.9 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40
104 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40

a/ Border Price.
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COal-to-Natural Gas Convwrsion - ModIum Sized Doilollrs

Fuel Oil Coa I I GM

Capital Cost (UMSS We kg/br
Stow Output) 0.0 0.0 25.7

S of totel
Disbursement Prof i@I

yer -4
-3
-2
-1

On-line 0 100% 100% 100S

Plan Service Life (Years) 0 5 5

Boiler Efficirncy 0.85 0.68 0.82
Heat Rate BTU/lb Steoa 1,000 1.000 1,000

kcai I g Steam 554 554 554

Fueling Rate to Boller (kcal/kg Stem)
652 630 676

Fuel Cost (USS) Fuel Nat.
Oil Coal Gas

Natural Gas (USS/BTU million) 2.00

Border Price/Physical Unit M.T. M.T. m3 '000
50 74.13

Inland Transport & Handling 5 10.7

Total Fuel Cost 55 84.33

Higher Heating Value kelskg 10,500 7,000
kcal/63 9,341

Cost/10,000 kcal (USt) 0.0 7.86 9.06

Fuel Cost/kg Steam. Fuel Nat.
by Bollor Type oli Coal Gas

Fuel consumption gpkg Stem 62 90
m3/kg Stoea 0.072

Cost/kg Steam Produced (US0) 0.0 0.49 0.61
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Fuel Net.
Oil Coal e

Steam production ('000 tpy)
(Annual Load Factor at 70.0%) 92.0 92.0 92.0

Total Capital Cost (USS '000) 0.0 0.0 366.0

Assume Year-end Disbursement -4 0.0 0.0 0.0
-3 0.0 0.0 0.0
-2 0.0 0.0 0.0
-1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Annual Capital Cost 0 0.0 0.0 386.0

Discounted value at t-0 a/ 0.0 0.0 386.0

Annual Capital Cost
Qvcr Service Life ERR 0.0 109.7

Operation and Maintenance Costs

Annual O&M per kg Capacity (USS/kg/hr)
0.00 0.00 0.51

(2S of Capital Cost)

Total O04 Costs (USS '000) 0.0 0.0 7.7

Fuel Costs ('000 USS) 0.0 455.0 564.3

Fuel Consumption
('000 M.T. or i3) 5.7 8.3 6.7

Total Costs of Steam ('000 USS) ERR 455.0 681.6

Cost per M.T. of Steam (USS) ERR 4.95 7.41

a/ Discount rate at 13%.
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Sensitivity Analeys for Vwying Plant Factors and Fuel Coats

Coal-to-Natural 6as-f lred ConversIon - Cost of Stam Produced (USSM.T.)

Natural Ga Cost (USS/ mil IIon) a/
1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.60 2.00 2.20

0.0 697.41 897.94 96,46 69.02 99.55 900.09 900.62
Annual 0.1 12.31 12.64 13.36 13.91 14,45 14.99 15.52

0.2 7.90 8.44 6.97 9.51 10.05 10.56 11.12
Plant 0.3 6.42 6.96 7.50 8.03 8.57 9.11 9.64

0.4 5.60 6.22 6.76 7.29 7.83 8.36 8.90
Factor 0.5 5.24 5.76 6.31 6.85 7.38 7.92 8.46

0.6 4.94 5.46 6.01 6.55 7.09 7.62 8.16
0.7 4.73 5.27 5.80 6.34 6.87 7.41 7.95
0.8 4.57 5.11 5.64 6.18 6.72 7.25 7.79
0.9 4.45 4.96 5.52 6.06 6.59 7.13 7.66
1.0 4.35 4.86 5.42 5.96 6.49 7.03 7.56

Use Existing Coal-fired Boiler - Cost of Steam Produced (USS/M,.T.)

Coal Cost (USSAM.T.) a/
40.- 42.50 45.- 47.50 50.- 52.50 55.-

0.0 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40
0.l 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40
0.2 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40

Annual 0.3 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40
0.4 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40

Plant 0.5 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40
0.6 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40

Factor 0.7 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40
0.8 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40
0.9 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40
1.0 4.05 4.27 4.50 4.72 4.95 5.17 5.40

a/ Border Price.
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Fuel Oi!-to-Natural Gas Conversion - Large Size Boilers

Existing Fuel Oil
Fuel Oil to Nat.Gas

Capital Cost (USS per kg/hr Steam Output) 0.0 0.0 8.9

Disbursement Profile S of total
Year -4

-3
-2

-1
Online 0 100% 100% 100%

Plant Service Life (Years) 5 5 5

Boiler Efficiency 0.85 0.82
Heat Rate BTU/lb Steam 1,000 1,000

kcal/kg Steam 554 554 554
Fueling Rate to Boiler kcal/kg Steam 652 ERR 676

Fuel Cost (USS) Fuel Oil Coal Nat.Gas

Natural Gas USS/BTU million 2.00
Border Price/Physical Unit M.T. M.T. m3'000

115 50 74.13
Inland Transport & Handling 5 5 10.70
Total Fuel Cost 120 55 84.83

Higher Heating Value kcal/kg 10,500 7,000
kcal/m3 9,341

Cost/10,000 kcal (US f) 11.43 7.86 9.08

Fuel Cost/kg Steam, by Boiler Type Fuel Oil Coal Nat. Gas

Fuel Consumption gr/kg Steam 62 ERR
m3/hg Steam 0.072

Cost/kg Steam Produced (usM) 0.74 ERR 0.61
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Ful Oil Coat Nat.Gas

Steam Production ('000 tpy)
(Annual Load Factor 70.0%) 275.9 275.9 275.9

Total Capital Cost (USSOOO) 0.0 0.0 399.0

Assume Year-end Disbursemnt -4 0.0 0.0 0.0
-3 0.0 0.0 0.0
-2 0.0 0.0 0.0
-1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Annual Capital Cost 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Discounted Value at tzO a/ 0.0 0.0 399.0

Annual Capital Cost over Service Life 0.0 0.0 113.4

Operation and Maintenance Costs

Annual O&M per kg Capacity (USS/kg/hr) 0.00 0.00 0.18
(2% of Capital Cost)

Total OM Costs (USS '000) 0.0 0.0 8.0

Fuel Costs ('000 USS) 2,055.4 ERR 1,693.0
Fuel Consumption
('000 M.T. or m3) 17.1 ERR 20.0

Total Costs of Steam ('000 USS) 2,055.4 ERR 1,814.5

Cost per M.T. Steam (USS) 7.45 ERR 6.58

a/ Discount rate at 13Z.
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Sensitivity Anolyss for Varying Plant Factors and Fuel Costs

Fuel Oll-to-Gas-fIred Conversion - Cost of Stem Produced (USSM.T.)

Natural Gas Cost (USS/BTU million) a/

2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00 3.20

0.0 314.16 314.69 315.23 315.76 316.30 316.84 317.37
Annual 0.1 9.19 9.72 10.26 10.79 11.33 11.87 12.40

0.2 7.67 8.20 8.74 9.26 9.81 10.35 10.88

Plant 0.3 7.16 7.70 8.23 8.77 9.30 9.84 10.38

0.4 6.90 7.44 7.91 8.51 9.05 9.58 10.12

Factor 0.5 6.75 7.29 7.82 8.36 8.90 9.43 9.97

0.6 6.65 7.18 7.72 8.26 8.79 9.33 9.87

0.7 6.57 7.11 7.65 8.18 8.72 9.26 9.79

0.8 6.52 7.06 7.59 8.13 8.66 9.20 9.74

0.9 6.48 7.01 7.55 8.09 8.62 9.16 9.69

1.0 6.44 6.98 7.52 8.05 8.59 9.12 9.66

Fuel Oil-fired Boiler - Cost of Steam Produced (USS/M4.T.)

Fuel oil cost (USS/M.T.) a/

95 100 105 110 115 120 125

0.0 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

0.1 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

0.2 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

Annual 0.3 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

0.4 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

Plant 0.5 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

0.6 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

Factor 0.7 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

0.8 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

0.9 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

1.0 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

a/ Border Price.
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Fuet Oil-to-Natural Gas Conversion - Medium Size Boilers

Existing Fuel Oil to

Fuel 01I Nat.Ges

Capital Cost (USS per kg/hr Steam Output) 0.0 0.0 7.8

% of total

Disbursemnt Profile
Year -4

-3

-2
-1

Online 0 100% 100% 100%

Plant Service Life (Years) 5 20 5

Boiler Efficiency 0.85 0.82

Heat Rate BTU/lb Steam 1,000 1,000

kcal/kg Steam 554 554 554

Fueling Rate to Boiler (kcal/kg Steam) 652 ERR 676

Fuel Cost (USS) Fuel Oil Coal Nat.Gas

Natural Gas (USS/BTU million) 2.00
M.T, M.T.(m3 '000)

Border Price/Physical Unii 715 0 74.13
Inland Transport & Handli.g 5 5 10.7
Total Fuel Cost 120 5 84.83

Higher Heating Value kcal/kg 10,500 7,000
kcal/m3 9,341

Cost/10,000 kcal (US 1) 11.43 0.71 9.08

Fuel CostAkg Steam, by Boiler Type

Fuel Consumption gm/kg Steam 62 ERR
m3/kg Steam 0.072

Cost/kg Steam Produced (US j) 0.74 ERR 0.61
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Fuel Oil Coal Nat.Gas

Steam Production i;'000 tpy)
(Annual Load Factor 70.0%) 70.0 92.0 92.0

Total Capital Cost (USS '000) 0.0 0.0 117.0

Assume Year-end DIsbursement -4 0.0 0.0 0.0
-3 0.0 0.0 0.0
-2 0.0 0.0 0.0
-1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Annual Capital Cost 0 0.0 0.0 117.0

Discounted Value at t*O a/ 0.0 0.0 117.0

Annual Capital Cost over Service Life n.a. n.a. 33.3

Operation and Maintenance Costs

Annual O&M per kg Capacity (USS/kg/hr) 0.00 0.00 0.16

(2% of Capital Cost)

Total O&M Costs (.SS '000) 0.00 0.0 2.3

Fuel Costs ('000 USS) 685.1 ERR 564.3
Fuel Consumption ('000 M.T. or m3) 5.7 ERR 6.7

Total Costs of Steam ('000 USS) 685.1 ERR 600.0

Cost per M.T. Steam (USS) 7.45 ERR 5.52

a/ Discount rate at 13Z.
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Sensitivity Analyses for Varying Plant Factors and Fuel Costs

Gas-fI red El ler - Cost of Steam Produced (USSM.T.)

Natural Gas Cost (USS#UTU million) a/
2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00 3.20

0.0 277.10 277.64 278.17 278.71 279.25 279.76 260.32
Annual 0.1 8.82 9.35 9.89 10.43 10.96 11.50 12.04

0.2 7.48 8.02 8.56 9.09 9.63 10.16 10.70
Plant 0.3 7.04 7.57 8.11 8.64 9.18 9.72 10.25

0.4 6.81 7.35 7.88 8.42 8.96 9.49 10.03
Factor 0.5 6.68 7.21 7.75 8.28 8.82 9.36 9.89

0.6 6.59 7.12 7.66 8.19 8.73 9.27 9.80
0.7 6.52 7.06 7.59 8.13 8.67 9.20 9.74
0.8 6.47 7.01 7.55 8.08 8.62 9.15 9.69
0.9 6.44 6.97 7.51 8.04 8.58 9.12 9.65

1.0 6.41 6.94 7.48 8.01 8.55 9.09 9.62

Fuel Oil-fired Boiler - Cost of Steam Produced (USS/M.T.)

Fuel Oil Cost (USS/M.T.) a/

95 100 105 110 115 120 125

0.0 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

0.1 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

0.2 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

Annual 0.3 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

0.4 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07
Plant 0.5 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

0.6 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07
Factor 0.7 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

0.8 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

0.9 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

1.0 6.21 6.52 6.83 7.14 7.45 7.76 8.07

a/ Border Price.
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Table 1: PROJECTED ENERGY SECTOR INVESTMENT, 1987-1991
(1966 USS millions equivalent)

Actual Prel li. Total
1966 1967 1988 1989 1990 1991 '987-91

Grand Total a/ 422.5 652.2 612.1 623.8 497.3 352.6 2,738.0 a/

Electric Pow 209.4 319.9 267.3 307.7 263.1 205.3 1,383.3

Generation and Transmission
Public 177.2 274.2 250.9 273.2 230.7 170.9 1,199.9
Private 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 50.0

Distribution
Public 17.2 30.7 21.4 19.5 17.4 19.4 108.4
Private 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 25.0

Petroleum-EN4P 101.0 148.9 151.0 149.0 139.0 109.0 696.9

Exploration and Development 81.0 96.0 121.0 117.0 112.0 82.0 528.0

Onshore-Springhiil .l 24.0 9.0 5.0 1.0
Offshore- pringhiil l (96.0 80.0 85.0 75.0 41.0 (528.0
Frontier Areas . ( -- 17.0 23.0 32.0 40.0

Refining 20.1 19.1 22.0 31.0. 26.0 32.0 130.1

R{PC 15.7 4.0 11.0 11.0 9.0 14.0 59.0
PETROX 4.4 15.1 11.0 20.0 17.0 18.0 81.1

Natural Gas 9.0 9.0 2.0 25.0 60.0 50.0 146.0

Field Development 9.0 9.0 2.0 - -- -- 11.0
Pipelines -- -- -- 25.0 60.0 50.0 135.0

Natural Gas Based Projects b/ 73.0 149.0 142.0 158.0 88.0 34.0 571.0

Methanol 73.0 149.0 72.0 - - - 221.0
Amonia-Urea - - 70.00 158.0 88.0 34.0 350.0

Coal 39.0 34.0 28.0 12.1 14.6 8.8 97.5

ENACAR 12.0 8.0 19.9 8.0 8.5 2.7 47.1
Lota (5.5) (0.7) (16.2) (3.4) (1.1) (2.9) 22.3
Colico-Trongol (n.a) (0.6) (3.1) (0.4) (0.2) (0.3) (4.6)
Lebu (n.a) (0.4) (0.5) (0.7) (1.4) 1.1 (4.1)
New Mine; Other (n.a) (6.3) (0.1) (3.5) (5.8) (0.4) (16.1)

COCAR 27.0 25.0 7.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 45.0
Schwager n.a. 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 5.4

e/ Nearly 78% of total projected Investment Is attributable to the public sector which includes
power (public), petroleum-ENAP, and coal-ENACAR.

b/ Private Sector.

Source: CNE.
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Table 2: PROJECTED INVESTiENT IN THE HYROCARONS SU9SECTOR, 1987-1991
(196 USS millions equivalent)

Total
1967 1966 1969 1990 1991 1967-91

Gred Total 123-127 109-145 105-173 131-194 63-172 541420

Exploration an Developmnt 96 85-121 65-117 0112 47-96 393-544

Springhl II 96 80-104 80-94 75-80 42-58 384-432
Frontier Areas-
Exploration/Promotion -- 5-10 5-10 5-10 5-10 20-40

Possible Additional
Exploration/Development -- 0-7 0-13 0-22 0-30 0-72

Natural Gas 9 2 15-25 45-62 30-50 101-146
Field Development 9 2 - -- - 11
Pipelines -- -- 15-25 45-60 30-50 90-135

Refining 18 11-22 5-31 7-26 6-32 47-130

RC (Concon)
Mild Hydrocracker -- 0-8 0-9 0-5 - 0-22
Additional Modifications -- -- -- I 0-11 1-12
Misc. Inv. & Repairs 4 3 2 3 3 15

PETROX (Concepc ion)
New Conv/ Delayed Ceker 1 -- 0-16 0-14 0-15 1-46
Etilene Unit Modif. -- 0-3 0-1 -- -- 0-4
Misc. Inv. & Repair 14 8 3 3 3 31

Source: ENAP; GASCO; mission estimates.
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